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ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES

Minutes of the 101St Meeting

Millicent D. Abell, Presiding

The 101st Membership Meeting of the Association of Research Libraries was
he3,1 at the Arlington Hyatt hotel, Arlington, Virginia, October 11-14, 1982.

The program seSSion convened on October 14; After.introducing special guests
of the Association, Ms. Abell turned the meeting over to Program Coordinator James
Govan.



INTRODUCTION

MR; GOVAN (University of North Carolina): The program this morning is a
follow up to the May 1982 ARL Meeting and we hope, responds to the evaluations
and comments we received after that meeting regarding the Library of Congress
presentation and preferences expressed about content arid format of ARL meetings;
We have constructed a program based on presentations by librarians with background
material distributed beforehand, and tried to structure it in such a way as to Make it
into a truly workipg session from which we may all learn something and exchange a
good deal of information. To do that, we have, as you have. been notified,
constructed small diScuSSion groups for a portion of this program. We will'oome
back together after lunch for reports from those groups and a general discussion. We
intend this to be not just_ a series of reports from group leaders but rather an
exchange among all of uS that will, in fact, produce a real exchange of information
without necessarily coming to a specific position or conclusion;

I want now to introduce the moderator of the program, who has lately been
doing real yeoman duty for this organization and I am deeply indebted to him for
undertaking thiS assignment this morning_ May I present to you the distinguished
Deputy Librarian of Congress, William Welsh.

MR. WELSH (Library of Congress): So there will be no misunderstanding of
what we plan to do here today, I am going to read the assignment. "The program
session, 'Improving the Prospects for Document Delivery', will explore the poSSible
effects of developing tehnologies on document delivery and how changes in the
current systems Might affect individual libraries, their parent institutions, and
organizations such as ARL. Three presentations will begin the program: a
manager's view of state-of-the-art technologies, including the advantages and
disadvantages of each; by Donald Simpson; an update on electronic publishing,
including description; prospects; time frame, and library issues, by Jay Lucker; and
then an outline of policies that must be addressed if any of the system:: described are
implemented, including copyright, telecommuniCations cost, necessary
infrastructure; and fees for users, by 4-lugh Atkinson.

Now; most of the speakers ignored the assignment

(Laughter)

but I believe, nevertheleSS, we have a very good and a very exciting session
that will set the stage for the next portions of the program; Jim mentioned them
briefly, and I will read that as well and ask that you keep -these topics in mind as you
listen to the speakers and during the discussion that will ,follow. After the
presentations this morning, we will break into pre-selected groups of 15 for
90-minute discusSions. AttendeeS have been assigned to groups primarily on the
basis Of preferences_ expreaSed via questionnaire; Each group, with the aid of a
resource person with specific expertise in the assigned topic, will examine a
different Per;,peCtive or set of issues; The discussion topics are as folloWS:
copyright problems;' telecommunication policy problems; economics; infrastructure
to support an efficient delivery system; and technological developments

Each group will be asked to explore its topic and attempt to answer the



I,
following questions: What national policy issues should be "'addressee!? What should
be the impact on individual libraries and what action should their own libraries
take? , What wilrbe the' impact on their parent institutions and what actions -Should
their own institutions take? What, ii nything, should ARL do?

Each of the three speakers this Morning will have 15 minutes to present their
papers. We tcyed with the idea of having a discussion period after each speaker and

decided that, since there was some overlap, and we wanted to provide an integrateq
program, we would hold the questions and diScussion until the end. I have selected
certain people in the audience and plan, if they are awake; to turn some question§ to
them; They do not know who they are and neither do I, Which ought to make it
somewhat exciting:

Before-we begin the program, r-Would like to give you an update on the Library
of Congres preservation activities we reported on in Scottsdale fast May. RUSS
deacidification at the Goddard Space Flight Center is pi oceeding on Schedule. The
diethyl zinc has now been loaded into the chamber and so the boOkS ave being
exposed., We expect to have the results of that test next week. The Stauffer
Chemical Company, which provides diethyl_ zinc and the Northrop Manufacturing
aerospace firm thatc,iS handling this for NASA, are both interested in seeing this
program developed_ into a national program; and both of them will be submitting bids
to the Library of Congress on how this might be accomplished. They are both very
well aware that it is not enough to have one vacuum chapber even to handle 5;00(1

books on the East Coast. On the East Coast we need -bmething that will handle
about. 204000 books so we are actually considering building a plant on the East
Coast. They are also interested in identifying plants that exist elsewhere to see if

we can solve this problem on a national level.

The other element; the video disk, and the optical disk programs are well under

way, as well. In fact, we signed contracts last Week with Sony for the video disk and
%rah Technicron for the optical disk. The video disk, as most all of you know, is fcr
the most part, off-the-shelf hardware, so we will be into that operation very
quickly. On the optical disk, it will take somewhat longer. We have allowed two
years, for the experimentation and at the end of the two years the equipment, of
course, will be delivered so we will have ongoing systems within that period. But. I

want to remind each and every one of you that th9)-hypothetical problems that we
envisioned in Scottsdale will have to be tackled and will haveto be solvedcertainly
addressed and hopefully will be solvedin this two-year period. So it is happening; it
is not just blue sky.

Tne first speaker will be Don Simpson.



THE ECONOMICS OF DOCUMENT DELIVERY

Donald B. Simpson
Center-for Research Libraries

As I looked at the assgnment for this program, I was reminded of the story
about a man who walks into a grocery store and, as he looks down the aisle trying to
find the carton of milk that he wants to buy, sees another man standing in the aisle
holding a large German shepherd dog by the tail, twirling the dog around and around
and around. The first man rushes down to the other man and says, "What in the
world are you doing?" And the man with the dog says, "I'm blind. This is my
seeing-eye dog and I'm just taking a look around."

We are going to take a look around this morning and I might say that, if we are
not blindand I hope we are notthe issues are blinding. I am indebted to Jay
Lucker for his background paper, "Document Delivery and Research Libraries,"
because it provides the foundation for my paper. The purpose of my paper is to
describe briefly the elements and magnitude of document delivery with an emphasis
on the technologies, their costs, their advantages and disadvantages. Then I will
conclude, as briefly as I can, with a look at some of the models that might be
possible for the future development, some of which is already under way.

Nearly all librarians and many library users are acqvainted with the elements of
today's document delivery system; which has rising costs; problems; and
expectations. The function-of the dcicurrient delivery system is to place the thoughts
of an author, in some sort of recorded fashion, before someone desiring to know
those thoughts at an acceptable cost and within an acceptable period of time.. Added
to the function is the condition that, if the item is borrowed, it must be returned
within the same ptirameters. Another factor not included in Jim Wood's definition of
document delivery, is the necessity of balancing the costs of document delivery
through the aggregate system. By this I mean that the function of document
delivery must incInde a reasonable sharing of costs among, the beneficiaries of the
system.

As I have described the function of the system above, its elements begin with
the intellectual effort of the author, proceed through the recording process, and end
with the settling of accounts following use satisfaction. For the purposes of this
paper, and in the interests of narrowing the focus due to the time limitations of the
program, the elements Of the document delivery system are confined to a subset.
First, the paper will deal with the Orderingand delivering segment of the system
only; Tr-As excludes a major portion of the total document delivery system, some of
which is highly relevant to improving the system from the librarian's perspective.
This means that exploring the overlapping functions of recording the author's
thoughts accomplished both by the author and the publisher are areas for potential
economy of effort.

The second limitation is to deal only with the external portion of the document
delivery system, that portion of local demand that is met by obtaining materials
from sources other than the local library. Clearly, the entire question of satisfying
the needs of the library's constituent user, whether from -local or remote sources,



the full picture requiring attention of research librarians. Here; too, are potential
economies for libraries in the improving storage and retrieval technologies that are
emerging. These will nct only impact deVvery but preservation and collection
development as well;

The third limitation on the scope of this paper is to focus on the copy segment
of the document delivery rather than the loan portion; Dennis McDonald in the King

Report on Library Photocopying States that 42 percent of the interlibrary loan (i.e.,
document delivery) traffic in U.S. libraries in 1981 involved originals and only 28

percent were filled by photocopies.3 That conclusion notwithstanding. it is

important for this paper to, carve out a niche somewhat easier to explore than the
total spectrum of the system. One must recognize that the improving technology

may offer a better way (e.g., digitalfzed facsimile using bound=volume scanners) to

deliver the original. I prefer to define this process as "copy" rather than "loan" even
.though it involves the original. Loran, therefore; remains the physical movement of

the original item;

The fourth limitation is the concentration on the serialS, particularly journals,
portion of the document delivery system. The obvious reason for this is the high
need due to rapidly escalating journals cost; even though McDonald found that only
34 percent of the 25 million interlibrary loan transactions in U.S. libraries in 1981

were for serials. The need expressed here relates to the special needs of research
libraries for journals._ There are four discernible needS, research libraries have
relative to journals: 1) relief from net lender (i.e., photocopier) burden; 2) relief
fromincreasing drain on acquisitions budgets by current journals subscriptions; 3)

access to rare, Out=of-print, infrequently-used journal titles; and 4) access to quick

replacement copies of heavily-used journal titles. Furtteer, the volume of traffic in
requests for journal articles and the limited size_ of the typical journal article
document (eight to ten pages) reflect the central position journals have in the
exploration of improved document delivery mechaniSmS.

The fifth limitation on the paper is the nature of the sources for document
delivery. In Simple fashion; the sources are either commercial or non-commercial.
Stated another way; the non - commercial__ sources are the libraries -themSelves
working in concertinterlibrary loan as the very embodiment of the library's
operation of a major document delivery system.

Wood points out that the commercial sources for oocument delivery are a
sizeable segment of the system.4 But, when I compare that to the total traffic in
the system (7 million photocopies in libraries in 1980;6 I would prefer to sltay in the

realm of the non-commercial or library sources. Wood goes on to say that he does

not foresee a dramatic growth in commercial .suppliers at the same time that Don

King predicts an increase in journal titles6 and I predict a steady, growth in
resource-sharing traffic based on the rise from 1976 to 1981 in the statistics
MeDonald cites;

Therefore, this paper will look at that portion of the document delive,y system

that involves the ordering and delivering from external library and non-commercial
sources of copies of journal articles. The figures cited above from studies performed

by library researchers give some sense of the magnitude of the document delivery

system;7 King provides us with some further data for thought by projecting that

while research library budges rise, volumes added (both books and bound periodicals)

-6-



continue to fall; periodicals received are increasing but at a falling rate. the
problem is clear: more money for fewer items; which creates a larger expeetatio!
and need for effective resource sharing; The glue that holds resource sharing;
together is effective document delivery; Using aggregate numbers, ring calculated
a libraries -wide cost for document delivery in 1977 of $2e per transaction, with :Tr'
percent of the cost incurred by the requester;

Present-day document delivery, as limited above, involves the user or a librarian
on behalf of the user locating and ordering the desired document from another
library or library cooperative and the intellectual content of that item being
delivered via a transportation mechanism. The_requester and_supplier incur a series
of cost elements in this process: equipment, labor,_ materials, and transportation.
As Adrian Norman in his book Electronic Document Delivery :tes, th:ese costs and
the portion borne by either party may vary by the kicieurni 7,e, be extent and
efficiency of equipment and labor utilized, and the contrihntliA of the requester.'
'Plie aggregate unit-cost, as stated above, was $20 in 1977. VarionS co ,t studies have
shown that current mail charges may run $.10 to $.20 per page. EM-er:: ing document
delivery syste_ms_using newer forms of technology, such as Lockheed's D:ALORDER
(tin) SerViee in 1979 had a cost of approximately $.25 per page exclusive of thl,
mailing cost and the basic system use charges. With the typical article running 8 to
10 pages, it does not take long to add up the various unit costs, hotr direct an t
indireet (the one most often 'excluded), So as to arrive at the approxiLtate $2 per
page cost. In a word, it is expensive and with the costs of labor; materials; and
transportation rising, it will become worse.

Possible futuredocument delivery systems ,Ijave their major cost elements in
common with today's system except that technology changes the mechanisms and;
thebretiCally, the economics as well. Potential savings lie in many areas of the
system that I have excluded intentionally (e.g;; journal authors recording their
thoughts in machine-readable form; which can be utilized by the publishers to
produce both a printed and an electronic version of the work the latter of which et171
be stored, retrieved, and delivered to a user all from the initial digitalization as
enhanced). King projects that such savings might be as'much as 56 per -tent over the
1975-85 period as a result of word processing in manuscript preparation.9 Whethcr
such savings will reduce the materials cost component of tfie document delivery
system is doubtful given the probable rise in other costs of authorship and
publishing. A similar result can be seen for the labor costs in the system ip that
while' labor volume may decrease with increased machine processing, Wihat labor
remains will be more costly.

Transportation becomes, in most cases, telecommunications rather than mail or
courier. Telecommunications costs are high, but unit costs can be lowered by using
existing networks, which tend to be underutilized, and by compressing data
(removing unnecessary characters from the data stream).

Norman projects that telecommunications cost per page could come to about
$.15 per page, given high volume usage, data compression, arid shared netWorks.lq
Fr s compareS favbrably With mail chargeS. Speed of delivery, however, becomes
the overwhelming determinant in that rapid delivery within limits of service and cost
expectations reduces barriers to such systems for users that want local access. In q
sense, access becomes transparent to the user and necessarily so.



The remaining cost element is equipment which becomes more complex in

possible future systems for document delivery; Photocopiers that presently cost
research libraries approximately $.05 per page; excluding the labor .to operate them;

are replaced by storage( retrieval, and delivery equipment. _Storage media are of

three types: magnetic, which_ is relatively inexpensive and_offerS the possibility to
read and write the data stored; optical; which in its present form .is already cheaper
than magnetic; but has the disadvantage (some people see it as an advantage) of

being read only; and holographic, which is still experimental._ The latter is projectec
to reduce storage costs by a factor of tett by the early 1990S. A typical five-page
journal article (originally in printed form; but stored in full text not as a completely
faithful duplicate of the original) today costs about $.01 to store on optical disk and

$.07 on magnetic diSk. That article in an exact duplicate of the original Stored in
holographic mass storage could cost somewhat less than one penny by the 1990s.

A further aspect of storage and delivery concerns whether the item is captured
in full text that resides only in clectrcinie forrnat or is converted to
machine-readable form. How the documents are --captured is important to cosi.
Advanced scanning techniques;-both in single=page and bound-volume versions; hold

the promise of capture at less than one penny per page. Documents originating

through word processing recording could have system savings if additibnal

'keystroking is avoided. Of course, translation programming. for alternative systems
could be an additional cost.

Delivery means an output device, which can be located anywhere. Due to the

capital investment required; shared installations may be considered. A variety of
printers are possible;_ including impact; thermal; ink /et; and laser. Resolution;

partidularly because of graphics, is a major point of concern; Intelligent copiers and
computer output microfilm are other delivery mechanisms; Given the need for high
resolution (i;e;; at least 300 lines per inch); improved laser printers are being
developed. High volume centers for printing and reduced capital equipment costs as

a result of increased market demand for low-cost; _high-resolution laser printers
could reduce the per-page cost for output to a .fraction of today's photocopying
costs. All things being equal, Norman foresees a journal article delivered in a
fraction of today's time at a cost comparable to services such as DIALORDER

(tm).11

The juxtaposition posed in this paper is between the existing document delivery
system and that which could be as proposed by several models for a future document

delivery system; It is important to note that an overnight transition is doubtful.

Just as microfilm may be seen someday as an interim storage and/or preservation
medium between the codex and electronic text, telefacsimile might be an interim
delivery service, &Spite its relatively poor track _record to date. Until. economical

and technicaliy sound scanners.-are widely available, telefaesirnile may be the beSt

way to move documentS from point to point, other than physical transport. New
equipment just abbut to reach the marketplace promises to increase resolution;
reduce time (transmission time is the major element of telecommunications cost),

expand capacity, and cope with bound volumeS.

Although numerous models for an electronic document delivery system are at
varying degrees of design, I am going to deScribe three briefly. The hitt is the
ARTEMIS concept for document digitalization and- teletransmission. ARTEMIS, a

proposal for the Commission of the European Economic Community (EEC) by the A.

-8-



D. Little Company, Uses existing technology to provide, through a network of
computer and communications links, a conduit via which an information provider can
deliver the content of-- a uocument to an information user on demand. ARTEMIS is
seen as open system that is like a library in that it would gather documents in
anticipation of need. EURONET and DIANE (the information retrieval aspect of
EURONET), both EEC programs, would be principal entities in the ARTEMIS design
and operation. The proposers see ARTEMIS as technically and economically
feasible. The system is fully explained in N ..man;12

The second model; which does not deal with the.infrastructure required, for a
large-scale operation; is the proposal at. the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
jointly prepared by the Libraries and the Laboratory for Information. and Decision
Systems (LIDS); This is described by ucker13 and an exceprt from the larger report
has been included as a background document for this program;14

Thp third model is the one I propose here; It is very similar to the others ir. that
it would deliVer the intellectual content of an author's work to a user on demand at a
satisfactory level of cost, delivery speed; and product quality. Such a system by its
nature would bring an integrated approach to the problems facing research libraries
in the areas of collection management, preservation, and document delivery.
Documents would be gathered into a decentralized national collection that opErates
under' a rational policy for collections. Location information to as:.zist the
coordination of collection development would be facilitated by the existing major
bibliographic control systems. These systems could also be the computer bases and
telecommunications conduits for the storage of documents in electronic form, the
transmission of orders, and the delivery of actual documents or facsimile.
Heavily-used documents, would be stored electronically via full-text magnetic, tapes
produced by publishers or scanned by special equipment for that purpose.
Moderately-used materials would be scanned and added to the electronic storage as
demand warranted. Little-used materials could be transmitted via the system using
telefacsimile or delivered in the original, as appropriate. Libraries would formalize
their existing partnership, in the interlibrary loan system by sharing their resources
through formal cooperative. mechanisms that seek to establish cost-sharing; too;
Delivery would be directly to large users of the documents whose use would warrant
the capital cost of equipment. Smaller users would participate in clusters sharing
the expensive equipment and depending upon local delivery schemes for final receipt
of documents: Locating and ordering of documents would be handled via the major
bibliographic systems; The system would have to resolve the four problems that
research libraries have in'relation to journals as stated above. Such a document
delivery system is attainable within the next decade, if work continues as it has
already begun.
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ELECTRONIC JOURNAL PUBLISHING AND LIBRARIES.

Jay K. Lucker
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

I have limited my remarks thfs morning to journals, although it is quite clear
that electronic publishing could also have a major effect on such things as
monographs; reference collections, encyclopedias, and numerical data. The
potentialities of electronic journal publishing are of immense interest to librarians,
particularly those serving large academic libraries; for several reasons. First, the
prospect of electronic storage and dissemination of journal articles contains a
number of intellectual issues affecting higher education in general. Second; there is
a real need for faster and more efficient access to current research that r .gh t be
Provided by such. a system. Third, there is the hope that cost efficiencies might be
instituted that will reduce the rate of growth of library acquisition budgets. Fourth;
;the potentiality of acquiring articles instead of entire issues would hare a beneficial
effect on the serious space problems faced by all academic libraries. Fifth and
finally, electronic journal publication would be an effective substitute for
interlibrary loan; this service, whereby the large libraries absorb an inordinately high
percentage of the unreimbursable costs, is neither cost effective' nor efficient in
terms of time. In general, the possible impact of electronic publishing is that it
could change the way research libraries acquire a significant amount of their current
information and the ways in which they serve their clients.

It should be obvious to anyone who follows the literature of periodical publishing
and its effects on library budgets that there is a serious journal problem. This
problem may be characterized by four major features: 1) the escalating costs of
periodical subscriptions at a rate considerably more accelerated than the Consumer
Price Index; 2) an overall increase in the number of scholarly, scientific, and
technical

akes it difficult to keep up with inflation, much less with the
ls published worldwide; 3) a lack of growth in library acquisition

budgets that
increased output of inforfnation; 4) the difficulty in cancelling subscriptions to
provide funds for new titles because older journals tend to cost less than new
journals; requiring the cancellation of several titles to generate fun for one new
title;

One illustration of the nature of the "journal problem" may be 8e ---rom the
statistics below, 'which represent comparative data over a five-year period for the
university library members of the Association of Research Libraries;

1975-76 L9 ac -8L .1975,.,76 to 1980-81
Number of libraries 94 101 +7
Total number of

serial titles 2,362,260 2,666,527 +304,267
Total expenditures

for serial titles $50,884,028 $109,832,813 +$58,948,785
Average number of

titles per library 25,130 26,401 +1,271
Average expenditure

per library $541,000 $1,087,000 +$546,000



What these data indicate is that while the average expenditure during tt e

five-year period increased by more 100 percent, the average number of subscriptions

increased by only five -percent. This chart clearly reveals the tremendous cost to

research librarieS of merely "keeping up."

In assessing the potential impact of electronic publishing, one can select one of

two assumptions regarding the options that libraries will have for access. Simply

stated, they are either electronic only or electronic. and print. These two

possibilities Will, however, create a most interesting qu'andary for research

librarians. if journals are published only in electronic form; it would seem logical for

libraries to divert expenditures formerly applied to print versions to the new
format. Repently some libraries have attempted to do this with abStract and
indeicing services by diverting expenditureS from print versions to online versions;
cancelling the print version, and applying those funds to support the new format.
The problems, in a nutshell, are equipmentmore terminals- are needed if there is
additional access through another format; pricingwho pays for the access to the
electronic journal; how aluch does the library subsidize; the need for intermediaries;
since most of the online abstracting Services are not yet-in such form that untrained
people can use them easily; and, finally, the impact on cost and price. We have not

yet seen the latter, but if many libraries start to cancel subScriptions to the print

version, will the print version be eliminated and the online version go up in cost?
Will the online version carry more of the cost of the total operation than it does

today?

If; however, both print and electronic versions are available; libraries. will most

probably continue to subscribe to the older format, creating a situation where the

user may have to pay for an individual article generated by an electronic journal

data bank. Should. the latter situation prevail, faculty members and students will

inevitably have to make a choice whether to purchase an article ,electronically or

rely upon the library subscription for information. The choice would probably be

made on the basis of speed of delivery and cost, assuming the availability of fundS. '

Librarians have number of questions regarding electronic journal publication.

One asks how individual articles will be priced -when total sales cannot obviously be

gauged in advance; this situation compares; unfavorably with traditional methodS of

pricing journals based on total projected costs and advance subscriptions. A

publisher Who is going to publish a journal haS all of the money in advanee and knows

how many Subscriptions he or she will have during the year, divides the total cost by

the number of subscriptions, and then prices the subscriptions. The publisher does

not care how many times an article is read or, indeed; if an article is read at all

since all the money comes in up front. A second matter of interest is the impact on
cost of the loss Of advertising, an assumption that is probably valid in many scenarios.

_

Should the electronic-only option be adopted, several Advantages are

immediately apparent. It seemS that libraries, assuming they would serve as

the principal-ordering agent for articles, would provide the article to the user for

retention rather than maintain a file of "ordered and received articles." The

beneficial effects of such a system on what publishers view as a copyright problem

should be apparent.

Another matter of concern is the need for quick and comprehensive abstracting

tools that would replace the current browsing of tables of contents: With the
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absence of immediate access to the source document, users will want more
substantial information than normally appears in titles. Synoptic abstracts; possibly
available online, -0.eferably prepared' by the author; and ideally distributed in a
subject-oriented collection; seem highly desirable;

Several other issues are also seen relevant at this point; One is that access to
information by libraries and their users will become increasingly more attractive
than ownership; especially for current scientific and technical research; but the
existence of an excellent and reasonably-priced delivery system is imperative.

Electronic journals do not necessarily have to contain full back 'files of articles
for extended periods; It is conceivable that the electronic journal online will contain
only the most recent five years of articles with earlier collections converted to
microfiche and sold on subscription to libraries (and individuals). Indeed, if economic
viability is to be reached, it appears essential that maintenance of only a limited
online file be utilized.

As members of the academic community, librarians share with their faculty
colleagues concerns about electronic journal publishing and scholarly research.
Briefly, the questions involve first thy publication of work in progress as well as
completed research. If work in progress is to be published, will there be the danger.
of premature exposure of research results and will scholarly journals (the
conventional kind) be less willing to publish the later vers1-.1? How will articles be
refered if they appear only in electronic form? Will scholars be willing to referee
online? What about access to terminals? Will there be a tendency to publish
everything because of the comparative ease of publication?

Let me digress from my prepared remarks to just comment on an article inthe
October 6, 1982, Chronicle of Higher Edneation*; which some of you may not have
seen dealing with one particular electronic journal publishing organization called
Corntex. (I did refer to Corntex in my background paper.) Let me just read A few
paragraPhs.

Comtex, based in New York City, anticipates a slow start, but hopes
eventually to issue one new journal a month until it reaches its current
target of 36 in various scientific fields. A year's subscription will cost
from 500 to $600. Initially, they will be available only on microfiche. By
early 1983, however, Comtex expects to have them stored in a central
computer to which subscribers will have access.

Comtex journals will have little in common with the print periodicals of
today. Instead of the usual collection of articles, reviews; and
correspOndence, they will offer Ohly progress reports on research in
scientific fields from environmental engineering to geotechnology. Each
"issue" will consist of one report....

Traditional journals generally submit articles to peer reviewevaluation

* Winkler, Karen J. "New Company Plans 'ElectroniciJournals' That Can Be Read
on Computer Screens," The Chronicle of Higher Education. 6 Oct. 1982, pp. 25-6.
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by outside experts. Comte*, however, plans to rely solely on own_

editors and editorial boards to select reports, which will be published

promptly and in full Without editing.

Opponents fear that electronic journals will become what Mr. Day
[President of ISI Press] calls "the garbage heap of scientific publishing."
Simon Silver,profeSsor at Washington University in St. Louis and editor of

the Journal of Bacteriology, says: "Some of us are afraid it will get to the
stage that anyone who wants to publish will be: able to." This view is
fueled by Comtex's plan to pay its author an honorarium, Which is rare
among traditional journals. In fact, some scientific periodicals require an
author to pay.them.

"Most of us in science;" says Mr. Day, "believe in the 'value added' theory

of publiSherS. .We as publishers perform a useful function beyond
marketing. We applaud the intellectual formation of a product; We

protect against plagiarism; and we make the style clearer. You cannot do

away with theSe checks and balances." ...

Some editorS of traditional journals say they may refuse to accept, articles'
based on research that has been previouSly published, in an electebnic
journal. Even if they do not go that far, Edward Ziegler [an editor of one
of Cointex'S journals] says it isn't easy to .get authors to think about
publiShing through Comtex. "Some of what we do now is just reassuring
people that it won't hurt to publish with us."

The software to be used in the Comtex system, however; is still in the
experimental stage. For example, Fredqich Plotkin [President of
Comtex] says no one yet knowsThow to put into machine-readable form the
graphics that should accompany many reports.

Electronic publishing is here and we have to face the issues. From the
perspective of peer evaluation, other questions must be considered. Will electronic
publication be seen as publishing for promotion and tenure decisions)? What if no

one ever requests a particular article? Is this some measure of scholarly

attainment? Or nonattainment? Is there a danger that frequency of purchase of an
article will be viewed as some institutions now view frequency of citation? Will

publishers report sales of individual articles, and; if so, to whoM? Only the author?

I know we have at least one dean in the audience who might be interested in knowing
how many timestAn author's article was ordered so he can see whether he should
promote that person or not. Will prices of individual articleS rise astronomically,
given the fact that there are relatively few reader§ of the average article?
Conversely, will only articles with a large, known audience appear in the electronic

journal?

While the question of the possible lack of advertiing was raisers earlier on
economic grounds, librarians also have serious concerns from the intellectual point

of view. AdvertiSements, especially in scientific and technical journals often
contain important information about scientific apparatus and about new books and

other publications. Indeed, what will happen to features of scholarly journals like
book reviews, letters to the editor, and obituarieS?- Who will buy these items? And,
more important, who will pay to have them "published"?

Li



Finally, if that we'e not enough to worry about, librarians and scholars should be
concerned about ithe following: the linkage of electronic journals with online
bibliographic data bases (i.e., the possibility of accessing a bibliographic citation
online, identifyirtg the desired article; then immediately ordering the article from
the electronic journal data base without going to another terminal); the role of the
library and the librarian in both the publication and the dissemination aspects of
electronic publishing; the question of international access to journal data bases and
the concomitant question of telecommunications across national boundaries; the
need for standardization of formats for access protocols and for hardware. And let
us not forget the microfiche problem.

Whatever the future of electronic journal pliblishing, the collective concerns of
publishers, scholarly societies, faculty and, not least 'of all, librarians must be
brought to bear upon a myriad of problems, and thiS would beSt, be done before this
exciting prospect becomes a reality.



POLICIES AND CONTROVERSIES

Hugh C. Atkinson
University of Illinois at Urbana=Champaign

All of the current discussions about document delivery contain the underlying
assumptions that there will be a widespread and Continuing use of physical delivery
syStems of one kind or another, and that the volume handled by these systems is
going to grow_ and grow. I; too; believe we should be planning for a volume which is
growing but, if anything, is underestimated. Such may be because is assumed that
document delivery systems will be similar 'to those Which we have now: U.S. Mail,
courier services, crude telefacsimile, and the like.

I believe we Will have to deal with a significantly larger than expected volume

and with new delivery _systems. For instance, in Illinoisit is a long state,
remember, running over 300 miles from the ndrthernmost university to its
Southernmostwe have a statewide delivery' system which handles a volume of
600,000 items per year at less than a dollar an item;_ That is somewhere around
50,000 items per month with a standard van delivery system and multiple routes for
less than a dollar di iteM, not $2 per page. In our case, five years ago we were
borrowingnot lending, borrowing-6,000 to 8;000 items per year We are now
borrowing at a rate, last month, of 50,000 items a year; That increase has wine
almost entirely from people who did not go through the standard interlibrary
processes; Almost all of the increase occurred in the borrowing generated
immediately at a circulation desk_ when it was discovered that an item was not
available; and done automatically through the same shared computer systqm rather
than by filling out a separate form. These cases lead me to believe that the volume
of.interlibrary loan will continue to increase; not just linearly but in large jumps;

One problem that I do not believe will be particularly difficult is the
often-raised issue of copyright. It seems to me that the essential failure of: the
Copyright Clearance Center as a device for large academic libraries to meet their
appropriate responsibility points to a future system where copyright clearances and
payments are handled at the point of sales rather than the point of use The

extraordinarily wide dispersion of individual uses of journals and other library
materials makes the mechanism for keeping track of a small number of uses in many
locations uneconomical in itself; The clearaneeS and payments will have to be
provided for in the basic price of an item as it is sold to libraries.

One of the assumptions in Jay Lucker's pciper about electronic publishing is that

in some' caSeS one would dial into a centrally-stored system context; That is not
necessarily true. The marketing of Comtex as it goes on may well sell the whole
package to a library so that we redistribute it, much as we de journals now In that
case, I believe we must recognize that keeping track of who is buying it will be a
problem. But, as far as I fan tell, it is simply going to be a non-issue, mostly
becauSe we are dealing in a world which will be basically self-service, as_, our
Self=-service photocopying is That is why it becomes such a difficult problem. There
are, however, many real issues and I believe those surrounding communications,
centralization of distribution, and the definition of what publication is will be
affected on both the economics and policy levels.
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We are a society shaped by the Bell Telephone System.-It seems -to me that we
cannot conceive bf telecommunications without automatically thinking of either the
outline of a bell in a -circle or Mercury standing on a globe; a distinction which
simply describes how old one is rather - than two different systems. All of the
competing local telephone systems; Telex, packet switch and the like, are
submerged by the concept of the telephone company. The Bell Telephone Company
and its Western Electric equipment has shaped our vision because -it is efficient and
relatively inexpensive; It is so successful that it has completely domigated not only
the market but the mind; With the Supreme Court ordered breakup of the Bell
System and the advent and rise of other. companies filling in the vacuum created by
the U.S. Postal Service's-inability to meet.the demands on it, we will find, 1 believe,
a world rapidly changingone which is not as easy to deal with or as safe as it is at
this very moment;

1A'ith the exception of the one or two devices for cutting the telephone bill in
the realm of personal and business data communication, such as MCI or TYWINET, we
still think of ei her the telephone or the mail as the basic forms of interactive
communication. The rise of massively-stored data requires not only the document
delivery system that we have seen and heard of, but a systth in which the delivery
system and the communication system are one and the same. Usually the delivery
systems, communications, and storage systems all match one another at any given
point in the history of information transfer. We are at the moment when we are
seeing a dislocation in those three essential pieces. We have seen a future storage
medium (the optical digital diSk) which deems to hold the solution for the storage
problems that have plagued us since the Second World War when print on paper
finally became so inefficient that it caused us truly serious concern; We have
projected a future of real change in the devices which store dEtta and the optical
digital disk is only one.

The University of Illinois applied for a patent last month for a device-which will
store data at roughly 10,000 times the density of present disk storage; I do not know
any more details on that, but I do know that if we are getting such patents, so are
numbers of other institutions; While it will take us two to five years at least to see

.-.. the advent Of new devicesand that is probably true even of optical digital disks,
which may have a one- or two-year lead on the other deviceswe have on the
drawing boards other forms of data storage which may rival the optical digital disk
in density and abilities.

The problems that libraries are going to face will be similar to those that we
faced in a very small way with the advenyof the new recording devices just after the
Second World War; Most libraries I know of have somewhere in the basement a wire
recorder; It was not wrong to purchase such; it just turned out that that was not the
hardware which prevailed. The tempting solution to the problem :of competing
hardware is to do nothing and to wait, or to place one's hope in some national
standardizing agency which will provide a straightforward, honest, and rational
sOlution, It is pretty clear. that neither posture is appropriate or realistic. The
content of the product will determine what we have to purchase, whether it Is the
standard one or not That is, if in fact the American Chemical Society decides to
publish in a particular format, we are going to have to buy it, whether we like it or
not, whether it "is the standard or not The increasing difficulties with our own
devices for bibliographic control, for storage,. our problems with bdildings that are
already full and staffs which are not large enough to' service thee will probably
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force us to make commitments before the judgments ot-hiStory are clear.

These changes will require a different approach to library budgeting. We have
to assume for our budgets' a five-year life or even a three-year life for most of the
device§ we acquire. That, of course, is a giant change from our present system in

;which we assume perpetual life of both the materials in the libraries and much of the
equipment used to provide access to them: catalog cards, catalog cases, Cardexes,
and the like.; Even the automated circulation systems, cataloging systems; and
acquisitions systems have been assumed 'to havik a permanency; It has probably
always been true that we have not provided equipment for libraries in a logically
budgeted fashion; But when it comes to the new technologies that failure becomes
intolerable;

Just as a library's "data bage', the collections; are controlled by a massive
combination of people, catalogs, inventory Systems, shelving; and buildings, ,e have
in the electronic world data base management systems, which are rapidly and
constantly changing. The issue is not only distributed computing but distributed data
bases; distributed data base managing, and data base machines, that is, machines
built for data base management. The hardware is rapidly overcoming both the
economics and the technical probleing of the massive data base; The management of
the 'data base itself will be the challenge. And it is a challenge being spoken to by
both the vendors and the institutions which are trying to manage data bases. That
particular problem will be so dominant that we may see the rise of computers that
are in fact designed not to do computation but to manage the data bases.

The most likely telecommunications solutions will be regional or, even more
likely, statewide and state supported; if not completely state funded.
Telecommunications systems may well 'be developed for a wide variety of
educational, governmental, and similar agencies in which the state or region has a
vested interest. The problems facing -the libraries in data communications are very,
very much like those facing the state police department, the register of driver's
licenses, the regulatory agencies, the highway department, the school systems, the
health care agencies, and the economic and finaneial inStitutions. The basic
investment costs for a broadband system probablKCan only be handled,by some- kind
of consortium_ of all of the agencies. The technologies are not the problem. They all
seem to provide the capability; It is rather the cost of the initial building of the
system which seems almost insurmountable now. For individual libraries I believe
that Simply working with another state agency, and especially a non-educational
agency which needs and may already have in place a data communication facility,
Shotild be the first step. The agency which provides motor vehicle licensing, the
State police, or some other gimilar agency may provide a pasic network aria the
political alliance which will ultimately result in the. fabrication of the needed
communication network; I believe it is incumbent on all of the members of the
Association of Research Libraries, whether they are public institutions or privat'
ones, to start to work verb" closely with their state library agencies and state
libraries to begin the process of weaning ourselves away from the telephone company.

The issues of centralized and decentraliZed networks strike me as being likely to
Solve themselves in the process of deSigning new telecommunication systems. At

least the future points very clearly to the relatively inexpensive available machinery
to store almost any of the bibliographic data and texts that we may need. The two
key problems of the development of communications and the development of the
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data base managing programs are hardware. Some of the networks, of course, will
by their nature be formed by the financial and political constraints that are inherent
in the institutions themselves. It seems to me there will always be a network of
federal libraries. There will be networks of publicly supported libraries .within a
given state because their funding comes from that state. In states which have an
active public library network, that network itself will influence the *academic
libral-ies that reside within the same political borders. But more importantly, there
may not be a real differende between a decentralized and a centralized system. The
communication devices and concentrators that make the actual machine in which a
data base resides to be as meaningless as is the place where a book or journal resides
when using an electronically-dfrected interlibrary loan system. A data base seems to
be right inside any terminal when it is displayed there.

More important, it seems to me that .;in this area are the problems which will
occur with the massive distribution of personal computers and personal terminals;
The personal computer is now $600 from Texas Instruments, and no doubt after the
first of the year price cutting by the rival firms will follow; It is the expectation in
almoSt all cases that these personal computers and personally owned terminals will
have access through telephone lines and dial-up ports to the various machines that
the owners wish to access; OCLC haS recently had to triple the number of dial-bp
ports it has simply because of the rise in the number of terminals available to its
members. That growth is going/Ao be small and insignificant compared to the growth
that one can expect in the next two or three years as the personal computer and the
terminal become commonplace.

The problem is that the basic computational management, throughout the
country is not prepared to provide massive amounts of dail-up ports, nor is it
prepared to design the hardware and software so that the security of the programs
and the operating systems are at least reasonable. It is my belief that almost all of
our circulation systems are so vulnerable that when some 18-year old in the
engineering department gets a personal computer for Christmas, he or she will,
within about an hour and a half, figure out how to erase the fines of all his frignds.
That genius twill also probably figure out a way to order books for personal use
without us ever knowing we are paying for them, and perform hundreds of other
equally outrageous activities that we cannot anticipate. As we are becoming more
dependent on computer-assisted instruction, that same persoh; will figure out waysto
steal the examination electronically. I Shudder when I think of the danger that the
widespread availability of personal computers is to what we have always thought as.
reasonably secure and reasonably managed computer-based systems.._ We will
probably have to build kind of dial-access interface which may Screen both
incoming and outgoihg traffic to make sure that it does- not interfere with the
operation of the machine itself, and this may lead to difficult questions of privacy.

As we start to use machines and small computers more and more, the distinction
between a public document and a private communication will probably disappear. If
We write each other memos which have the same machine characteristics on the
word processors or the personal computers as the articles we write for publication, I
fail to see how we will be able to draw the distinction. We will probably also have to
build a network of private communications which dies or self-destructs in some way
so as to have some guarantee of privacy, since the nature of the media will do
anything but guarantee that privacy; Such a change may well require-us to think in
terms of confidentiality and privacy in an entirely different way.
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The policieS that libraries have always worked under are going to be under

attack on a whole broad spectrum of issues, and I believe we can identify several of
them already. The first is private ownership. Even now our students really seem, to

have a hard time telling the differenCe between their own institution and an
institution they 8re visiting; I look at the number of visiting students in our reading
rooms on a weekend; and know the number ,of our.studenth who must be sitting in
Northwestern's library or ;the University of Chicago's; and I cannot seem to get
across to them that there is, in fact, a difference.. If they do not recognize the
difference and the faculties that teach them do not recognize the difference, all our
efforts to make those differences explicit will probably be,subverted one way or
another.

The rise of the OCLC interlibrary loan system; as well as the many statewide
interlibrary agreements, to say nothing of local consortium, have blurred the
distinction of individual ownership in the minds of almost all of our users. They
recognize where books are housed but I do not think they recognize who owns them.
Furthermore; our society in general has in many ways decided that information is a
public commodity, not One owned by those who generate it. Even though the
copyright laws seem to say differently; the freedom of information -Concept is one of
non-ownership; All of this is not yet fully explicit either legally or socially, but it
seems to me that it is affecting the way our patrons act in librarieS and, Certainly;
as more information, bookS, and journals are stored electronically rather than as
physical items, that diStinction will become even less apparent. It is much easier to
recognize that somebody owns a physical item than that one scan own the words on a

computer screen.

The paperS for this program all touch on some aspect of resource sharing. The

various ruleS that we have- over- the years laboribilSly compiled to provide both
reasonable and efficient resource sharing _activities will probably have to be
completely redone. Even now we see the effectS of online bibliographic access in

the radical- altering of interlibrary loan activities. That alteration is often in
conflict with the protocols that have been established.

One of the more interesting effects of the rise of the new mass storage
technology is the likelihood that the various interinstitutional agreements, even
more especially the informal and unwritten interinstitutional cooperative activity,
will undergo a radical change. Most of the agreements are done within a rational
system, perhaps a political one, certainly an economic one; between institutions.
They are in place to further the individual institutional goals; They are primarily
based on a concept that suggests that in certain cases both institutions will benefit.
It is institutional benefit which has determined the cooperative agreement.

With the case of the newer technologies, there is less institutional enefit than
personal benefit; Individual students and individual faculty members, edatise of the
nature of the syst,am, find them to be of individual benefits --It may be that such
networks and such individual gain may be in conflict with the institutional goals. We
probably are going to have to start developing policies which reflect the reality of
how our patrons are reacting and which provide our institutions the best deal
possible, rather than acting from institutional goals first. IneVitably there will have
to be some kind of quid pro quo, but I fail to see just what it will be.

Many of us in the Association of Research LibrarieS will discover that the new



technologies at solve some of our economic and space problems may provide to
"rival" institutions the ability to compete with us directly for our students; Must
likely we will see a continuing rise in those new, aggressive, sometimes out-of-state
institutions competing for masters degree students and professional students in the
areas of commerce, education, and some of the other professions and arts. The new
technologies may be 11-.e electronic means to supplement essentially meager
institutional resources with uncontrolled access to the resources of a larger and
more well established institutions. It seems to me that the state accrediting and
licensing agencies, as well as the regional associations; have to take cognizance of
such in their accrediting and licensing activity. We also are probably going to have
to build procedural rules which require a firm contract between the owner or
provider of library service and the institution which is offering the degrees. Quite
often those institutions tell their students that they must make their own
arrangements; that simply will not work;

It is certainly conceivable that the research library of the future may well on
no books and no journals; but rather own access to a wide spectrum of materials.
The measures of the quality of library service certainly will have to be revised and
measures of output be used rather than the measures that are so prevalent in the
ARL Statistics. The policies which are based on the status of the user, as faculty,
student, staff; visitor; and the like, will no doubt undergo drastic revision, since I
suspect they may become unenforceable in what is clearly evolving into a self-serve
world. In some ways, some activities are clearly leading to a far .more centralized
rather than simply decentralized world. (By the way, it is that self-serveness that I
believe is going to present us most of the problem, as we will no longer intervene
between the patron and his access. This is most likely to be the case in online
systems. Then the controls we have traditionally imposed will just disappear.) It is
the responsibility for preservation, for instance, for indexing and cataloging; that
will probably feel most of the force towards centralization,, even though they may
not all be centralized in some institutions. I would think that the U.S. Book
Exchange would be an endangered species, as would the antiquarian journal vendor;
Most likely the reprint industry would also suffer'sharply in a world of electronic
transmission of full text.

Lastly, we should be aware- that we may be participating in the creation of a
whole new class of exploited people; usually women; The owners of early mills and
factories did and said the same things that we now hear from the people who own the
massive data entry operations; The nineteenth century photographs of rows of
women at looms seem very similar to the present photographs of rows of women at
terminals; I am not so sure what our responsibility in this area is, but I know it is to
not partidipate in that without being cognizant of it.

I do console myself with the thought that no matter how radically the library
world changes; and no matter how much access and availability improves, there will
always be that faculty member who forcefully points out how much better it was ten
years ago at his previous institution. And there will always be that student WhoSe
dog has just chewed up the book, the microfiche, or the computer printout.
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MORNING DISCUSSION

MR. WE'SH: We were just handed the results of the survey and it proves
something probably all knew. Based on attendance this morning and attention
this morning, pee ple' from west of the Mississippi tend to doze more than people

from east of the Mississippi. The only exception to thal are the people from west of
the Mississippi who smoke. They were alert; There, was an interesting sidelightall
Canadians were alert during the whole program;

Just to recap, Don Simpson described the state of the art as he sees it and set
forth several proposals for the future. I should note that he modified his approach so
that he was talking about a journal document delivery system. Jay .4acker spoke

about the electronic journal and raised some very interesting questious. Hugh

AtkinSon raised a number of very interesting policy questions.

I Wonder whether we were not just a little bit too futuriitic; I discussed this
point with these gentlemen this morning. Don Said that he did not believe that an
overnight transition was possible. But as a matter of fact, I believe we are all aware
that many of the elements of the system that he was talking about are in fact in
place. We have to remind ourselves that we have-come a long way in bibliographic
control and, even though there is much more to be done, certain things are already
being done and the role that the Coundil on Library Resources is playing has been

most helpful in that regard.

I was told yesterday afternoon that on September 22 the group working on the
ADONIS Project decided to go ahead. We are in optical disk technology. It is not
even five years from now, it is certainly not ten years from now, even though one

gets the feeling that we are talking about a ten-year look down the road. We are

talking about somethi- that is going to happen to us in some way, shape, or form in
the very near term. .Ne may not have our first optical disk until late this afternoon
but you can be doggone sure that we are going to have it Very soon we are going to
have to find a way to cope with it, and many of the things we discussed at the May

1982 ARL Meeting in ScottSdale are going to be problems we must address. The

bibliographic problem, the subject access problemhow will theSe affect your
libraries?

As I said slier, LC lies signed a contract with Technicron. Technicron was
also one of the firms that was working with ADONIS, though I do not know who
ADONIS has chosen. We must be alert to the fact that there are going to be certain

precedents established, standards probably will begin to develop, and we will be
faced with an AACR 3 down the road if we are not very, very careful. One of the
first problemS we at LC have already discussed w;l:h Martin Cummings of the
National Library of Medicine is that ADONIS came to us and discussed signing a

contract with us to avoid the copyright problem, Working out an arrangement with us

which_ included the usual subscription fee for this type of service; plus an amount

built in that would cover royalties. Now, I believe we are smart enough to realize
that we must be very careful in what we do, but probably before we can get the first
optical diSk we will have to sign some sort of arrangement with ADONIS. That is

going to affect, to some extent, some of the questions that Hugh and Jay raised this

morning without any really concerted discussion.
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It also occurs to me thatand here I am going to sound like a real old-timerwe
will have to deal with the NPC. If we had done this a couple of years ago, we would
have man* of the things under way that we talked about this morning for tile future.
It is som6thing that we could have put in place, we could have had operational. I

believe the Arthur D. Little Co. did us collectively a great disservice by its
comments about waiting for the technology. There is nothing new today from what
there was two years ago. The mechanisms will change but what We intended to set
in motion a couple of years ago could in fact be in place now. If the technology had
in fact changed, we could have simply changed with the technology, and .we could
have been solving or addressing some of the problems of interlibrary loan. I believe
we should have the courage to go ahead in some of these areas.

I assume there are quite a number of questions. There is no particular need to
confine your questions to the three.,papers or even to the background material; we
should range as widely as possible in our questions; So who is going to start?
Somebody from California who just woke up, please;

MR. GWATTIDGE (General Electric Foundation): Would the speakers like to
comment on document delivery within the university and the extent to which they
will be working with computers or other dissemination devices; and whether the
development of those systems will in fact not be prototypes for the larger ones?

MR. ATKINSON: I do not believe they are really prototypes. We now have a
document delivery system on a relatively massive scale, probably 12,000 or 15,000
items a year, and it is carried out simply as an option on the paging slip that is
generated through the circulation system and uses campus mail. It turns out that the
level of use is not as high on the campus as I would have imagined when I first
started the system, Primarily because most people do not decide that they want
something until they want it immediately, and they then come over to the library
and lobk for it. There is, however, a growing group who will borrow thiS way,
because of distance, physical handicaps, or a dislike of a particular library or
librarian. Students use it in the dormitoriesthey seem to use it on a basis that I
can not make much sense out of, but they do use it.

By the way, I have a comment on this. I believe the concentration on the
journal as a deliverable item as the main problem is a little suspicious. Most of us
remember, when we look at our circulation figures, that our monographs account for
about half of cur circulation, although we cannot be sure because nobody knows how
much use is made of the journals in the buildings; We speed about half, of our
budgets on journals; When we get to interlibrary loans, we say Itrqt something like
80 percent of our borrowing is journals and that strikes me as something wrong;
Most likely; I believe; it is that thp journals have by far the best bibliographic
access. If the subject access to the monograph world gets anywhere near as good as
the journal world, then we will be back to the same mix we now see over our
circulation desks; and that is a different world on those electronic deliveries,

MR. WELSH: If that works, I see no reason why we should not then be able to
exploit the"nonprint material we have in our collections that is not exploited outside
of the institutions.

.MR. LUCKER: Bill, let me comment on what I call intralibrary document
delivery, which is one of my main concerns. I believe that it is a major issue at
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many large research librarieS that have decentralized library_SysteMs on campuses

that are spread all over the place, not to mention units that are considerable
distances away. One of the elements of the electronic document delivery system
that we have been working on at MIT. includes an intralibrary document delivery
system; It includes the ability to scan at a series of remote locations, transmit full
page documentS to other locations; and have these _documents reconstituted at the
other end almost instantaneously. The benefits obviously would be the reduction in
duplication and also the reduction in delivery time. SO we are including in our
proposal, for which we are presently seeking funding, not only the ability to transmit
full page from library to library but within a library. Our model has at least four
inter-intra-,MIT linkages; three on the campus and one, which would be an interesting
experiment applicable to other libraries, in which we are planning' to link

electronically the MIT campus and Lincoln Laboratory, which is about ten miles
away. The interesting factor there is that in the average year we provide the
Lincoln Laboratory staff with 60,000 pages of photocopy; If we can do that
electronically I believe we can demonstrate both technological and economic
feasibility.

Internal document delivery for a lot of us is as big a problem as external
document delivery; It has economic implications, it has time implications, and I and

not sure that I would say that all of the devices we might use internally are
appliCable over distance; For example, we are looking at two method8 of
transmitting the data. One is highspeed, leased telephone lines-, 54 kilobit lineS. The

other is microwave. Microwave is exceptionally practical for transmitting this kind
of information, but it is line-of-Sight. Interestingly enough, we can transmit from
the MIT campus to Northeastern University or to the Harvard Medical Library by
line-of-sight, but we cannot transmit to Lincoln Laboratory because Belmont Hill is

in the way; We probably will not worry about that initially, however. If it turned
out to be economically feaSible, we could put a repeater station on top of Belmont
Hill, pick up the signal, and relay it to Lincoln very economically, though we do not
know who is living up on top of Belmont Hill at the moment.

MR. SIMPSON: I cannot add a great deal to what my colleagues have said other
than to illustrate what I think is a very serious problem in thiS regard. You will note
in my paper that I purposely narrowed my topic to a bite-sized chunk of the major
issue and excluded what I would call the internal delivery within the 1:,wary or on the
campus. But one of the things that has come to my attention in the last few months
is that some of our institutions are not using the most advanced technology that is
available for delivery of materialsi or even fcr requesting those materials; While at
CRL we can bring an article halfway around the world and have it at a library in ten
to 12 days, 'the faCulty member who requested it might not come to pick it up for

three monthS. So the library is not willing to spend the money for that particular
level of service when the user is not interested in getting it on a timely basis. NoW,
there are a lot of things that one could challenge in that and -try to figure out just
why it happens, but that may be a major part of the problem in internal delivery.

MR. WELSH: Thank youi Don; Questions? Pat.

MS. BATTIN (Columbia University): I have a question that is not exactly on the
documentclelivery question but on the implication for collection development of the

ADONIS Project. Are we thinking that if indeed, this is successful, then in the
libraries we could subscribe to the hard copy of these journals and discard them at



the end of a year, and that the costs of maintaining large journal collections could be
transferred to paying the costs of providing this service to our users? I ask it in this
way because I do not know myself. Are we satisfied with the implication that the
control of all of this information will pass from the university libraries to the
commercial sector? It seems to me that is a major issue we have to face and I do
not have the answers.

MR. WELSH: You are right. This is one of the questions that needs to be
addressed. You began with the assumption as I think Jay didthat libraricls are
going to acquire both the hard copy and the electronic counterpart of it. I do not
believe that is, in fact, a given. What we are trying to -create is an atmosphere
where you can sit at a terminal, call up the bibliographic information, and when you
get the citation you want, punch a key and get a copy on the screen of the data for
which you are looking. If you want a printout, you can go through that next step;
Why do you need the hard copy? Why not, for certain material, face this head on and
get rid of the hard copysimply do not acquire the hard copy initially?.

MS. BATTIN: My only question about that is scholarly habits, and whether there
is a transition period that we must go through.

MR; WELSH: You remember we talked in Scottsdale about the attitudinal
problem.

MS. BATTIN: That is right;

MR. WELSH: But most people in a major library are not comfortable coming in
and using microfilm for newspaper where you do not keep the originals?

VOICES: No.

MR. WELSH: You say no. Collectively you say no? I said newspapers. Do you
still say no?

MS. BATTIN: I would say that with scientific information, there is a lot of
scanning of the current year publication; not if you are doing citation work or
historical work, but rather the new things coming out. I do not know; I just raise
this as a question that we must consider.

MR. WELSH: I believe, as Jay suggests, we are doubling our costs and; as a
:natter of fact, probably more than doubling, by considering acqairing both the hard
copy and the optical disk. As has been suggested, and we will talk about this in a
moment, if there is a royalty payTent built into the cost of the optical disk; then
you woul.d be paying for more than double the cost; We must consider this very
carefuliy and try to work around the 'attitudinal, problems; At LC; all of our current
newspapers right now are retained on microfilm. There are only some that are now
in the original and we are trying to eliminate that practice;

MS. BATTIN: But the second ithplication, Bill, is that the responsibility and
ownership of the scholarly information for the nation moves from the university, the
scholarly community; to the commercial community. Are we'ready to accept that?

MR. WELSH: I do not know.
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MR. McDONALD (University of Connecticut): I thought that was the important
part of the question. As usual, Pat haS anticipated me. I would like to ask if Dick
Chapin is here'?

MR. WELSH: No, I do not see him.

MR. McDONALD: If not, that makes me. the elder statesman of the ARL and,
believe me, I am feeling my age this morning as I listen to you all The whole tone
of our discussion is different from what it used to be

I believe that Pat haS hit the nail on the head; This question of the ownership of
the scholarly records and the bibliographic apparatuS is a crucial one With scholarly
societies abdicating and the commercial publishers taking over many of their
journals, with the advent of electronic publishing, and, presumably, with the profit
motive dictating whether a journal will continue or not, we .,ave a very different
kind of situation in the world ahead; That applies to the bibliographic citations;
which are now in data bases, not a part of the public sector, and that applies to the
LC shelf list. There are quite afiumber of things and we have begun not yet to look
at where this takeS us. I would dommend to your attention a paper on some of these
issues written by Basil Stuart-Stubbs;*

What I hear here is that we are talking about articles that are eight to ten pages
in length; we are talking about ADONIS or we are talking about ARTEMIS; we are

talking about document delivery at MIT between one laboratory and another; It used
to be that at the ARL we had some concern about the humanities and social
sciences. I know that is old fashioned; we do not think in those terms any longer.

But I would like to ask our panelists whethei everything that they have said today
applies equally in the various segments'of the Scholarly record;

YOU see, I did have a question after all, Bill.

MR. WELSH: Thank you, John. Who wants to handle that? Jay.

MR. LUCKER: I will try. You have a very good point, John. My own

perception is that science and technology will be first because of two reasons. One
is the escalating cost, the other is the nature of the fields in which speed of
communication may be more important than accuracy of info-rmation. It is clear, if
you lbok around, you are going to see that most of the emphasis is on science and
technology; My own feeling is that the speed with which disciplines adopt electronic
publishing will be in direct proportion to the ratio of the importance of journals to
monographs; Therefore, the second field will be the social sciences and the
humanities will be the last field in which you will see electronic publishing adopted
because of the low ratio of journals and the generally lower per title subscription

rate.

But once this thing catches on, I have a very strong feeling that this is not a
zero sum game in terms of the publishers' perceptions. They are not in this for love.

* Stuart-Stubbs, Basil, "Scholarly, Communication and the New Information Order,"
Canadian Journal of Information Science 6 (1981): 109-21.
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They see this not only as an adoption of new technology but as increased profits. For
example, Comtex is selling stock on the stock exchange-=people are buying anything
and million dollars worth of stock was sold. People are not buying that because
they lo e libraries. They see it as a great potential for increased profits. So I
believe that it is going to happen in those places where the immediate return of
capital is going to be more evident. It will be slow, but I believe that, over time, it
will hit every field for which we are responsible.

MR. WELSH: But I do not believe, John, that it is really fair to blame/
publishers. Electronic publishing, it fact, is not new, and it is not something that ig
going to happen tomorrow. When LC began the second cataloging-in-publication
(CIP) experiment, we naively thought- we were going to get manuscript copy. This
was ten years ago, and we were told, a matter of fact, that word processing
equipment was necessary. (We did not call it word processing equipment then, but
manuscripts were prepared in that fashion.) The process began many, many years
ago; and I beleive it began without regard to whether material was scientific or not.
As a matter of fact, I beleive it was totally in your particular field. But the point I
would like to make is that our interest in optical disk technology is to preserve the
record, not to let it be destroyed.

MR. McDONALD: Bill, I do not blame the publishers. I commend them. They
are doing things that we should have done. I believe, though, that when scholars lose
control of their own literature--and I believe that is happening, whether they know it
or notthis has some serious implications that we just have snot faced. I believe that
is one of the things Pat was saying. No, I do not blame the publishers for being

-opportunisticthat is in the nature of the beast.

MR. ATKINSON: John, I do not believe you have to worry about the American
Chemical Society (ACS). Whether that is really scholarly ownership or not I suppose
is debatable, but they are not likely to let go of control. I do not believe ADONIS
presents much of a threat in that field. I believe that ACS wall continue to dominate
it and will probably own it.

By the way, I believe that the humanitieS may be one of the earlier full text
'areas.

MR. WELSH: Yes, right.

MR. ATKINSON: Because, after all, it is the machine-readable text itself, not
the scholarly publication, that presents an opportunity for further scholarly analysis.
We now know that many of the concordances, say of the classics, are produced using
Cornell's quick indexing features. We have online availability of those texts. The
Shakespeare canon, the basic classical canon, are already in machine-readable form
and most of the 18th century plays in the British and American literature will be
there in the not too far distant future.

MR. STROWD (Duke University): Don Simpson mentioned something that
reminded me of a thought I have had about the faculty member who comes in and
picks up the item that he ordered on ILL three months earlieror maybe does not
come in at all, even though he has been alerted to the fact that the item is there.
One of the concerns that we have about all of this is cost, and costs are geared to
volume. I wonder if we really know or if we perceive the usefulness cf the material
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that we handle. I say this because of Don's remark, and because, from my own
experienee, and 'I am sure all of you have observed this, you know what happens when

you reduce the costs for in-house photocopying. Everybody goes wild and copies
everything they get their hands on and then you see it in. the trash can ten minutes

later. Or in the case of interlibrary loan, photocbpies come in and people do not pick

them up, or when they do you see the copies a little while later in the trash can

beside a carrel. What I am saying is that we do not know to what extent the
material that we furnish by whatever means is really used. I sometimes wish that we

had some way to screen effectively the need for material and the use to which it is
put. Of course, this would be imposSible or very diff;-!ult. Bu' it does affect what

we do and it affects cost very decidedly.

MR.. WELSH: David Ladd, the Register of Copyrights, has a question.

MR. LADD (Library of CongreSS): I would like to ask a couple of questions

about questions which have been raised, and I ask that no inference be made from
theSe questions about what my position might_be. My questions relate to losing
posseSsion of the literature and to scholarly habits.

On the first question we have, of course; and have had for decades as a part of

our copyright law: the requirement of deposit in the Library of Congress as a
condition of protection. Now, whatever the modality selected, if we achieved public

possession in the Library of Congress or another central repository that made it
impossible for the supplier of a commercial service like ADONIS to suppress or
destroy the record, would that :)e an adequate safeguard to meet the concern that

private control could be used for censorship or any other purpose inimical to the
scholarly discourse and community?

My second question relates to whether the alternatives are reliance solely upon

the electronic data base or reliance upon the electronic data base plus the

acquisition of hard copy. I wonder whether the:e is not a third possible

alternativereliance upon the electronic data base and the circulation not of a hard

copy; but rather, circulation of an expanded abStract-like index? I ask this becauSe

in the journals in my fields to which I personally subscribe, I scan the table of

contents to see two things: is there an article here in my area of interest or is there

an author here whose work I am interested in following. One could do that on the

basis of an expanded abstract-like index and then rely upon the electronic data base.

MR. WELSH: Pat or John, do you want to answer tht, first part about the copy

that would be deposited in the Library of Congress; in those instances where the
pubiisher produces both the hard copy and the electronic form?

MS. BATTIN: There is a lot here: that really has to be thought out. I am

concerned not only about the control or the possession of the information but about

the servicing of it. I say this from the experience that' I have had in the laSt couple

of months. There are a lot of costs involved with providing information to the

seholarly community. Many of us in the library profession are just beginning to

underStand how great those costs are, becauSe they are hidden in many ways by the

kinds of subsidies that we have employed in the past and the way we have provided

information. The temptation is very great to add a little bit here and a litti bit

there, what the market will bear, etc., etc., and I believe the cost is great even for

those of us in the nonprofit sector. That is all I am saying.
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When you then talk about moving into the commercial sector, where there is not
the sympathy for the final objectives; we will be into an environment where we have
lost control of the economics of this whole activity; The fact that there is the copy
in the Library of Congress is a very fine safeguard, but the question is whether you
would be prepared to proiide some kind of a service to the scholarly community for
the people who did not want to pay, if a monopoly has charge of providing access to
that information.

Because I always seem to cause controversy when I get into these discussions,
let me just go a little bit further and tall. briefly about the--

MR; WELSH: Are you going to become more controversial?

(Laughter)

MS. BATTIN: I just want to use as an example the misunderstanding about the
Eighteenth-Century Short Title Catalogue (ESTC) charges. I know this is going to be
discussed more fully at the next ARL Board Meeting but this is a case in point, it
seems to me. The BritiSh Library has assessed a surcharge that has nothing to de
with the way we provide that service here in the United States. That surcharge is
justified on the basiS that the British Library needs those funds to continue doing
what it is doing. Does it or does it not? All I am saying is that when you get
involved in thiS kind of thing you can set any kind of rationale for what you haye to
generate in income in order to continue to provide the service. I believe those are
Serious questions that we must consider before we lose control of this process.

MR. WELSH: Another example is our concern about University Microfilms
holding so much of the negative or master copy microfilm. I am still not satisfied
that we have an answer to that.

MS. BATTIN: That is exactly th9. same thing;

MR. WELSH: Yes; it is indeed; Let me remind you, though, of something LC:
said at Scottsdale. As far as we were concerned and you were concerned, we were
using two appLications; One was mass deacidification. We said to ourselves that we
knew there were certain materials that we wanted to keep in the original format
and; therefore, we had this solution. We also knew instinctively, we hoped, that
there were other categor ies of materials, formats, that we did not need to keep in
the original, this area being a good example.

If you have microfilmed a newspaper at Columbia and thrown away the original;
did you lose something in the proCeSS? I gather from what you 9:-Id John said

MR. McDONALD: You are missing the point.

MR. WELSH: Thank you. Then straighten me out, please; John.

MR. MCDONALD: I will see if I can find a simple example; I have Philip
McNiff here, who, out of his Boston perspective; may be able to help me. A
scholarly society baSed at Harvard published Journal A. It no longer felt it could
afford to do that, but John Wiley decided that it could publish that journal. Okay so
far?
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MR. WELSH: Yes. Go very slowly though, will you?

MR. McDONALD: Fine; Credit to Jonn Wiley for taking this risk; On down the

line, however, John Wiley discovers that they made a mistake, that this is indeed not
a profitable journal; They are ruled by a soMewhat different ethic than the scholarly
society based at Harvard University and they decide to close that journal out Now,

. that is what I mean by scholars losing control of their record;

MR. WELSH: Right. Do you want to Say Something Jay?

MR. LUCK ER: I wanted to answer the second part of Mr; Ladd's question about
the substitution of abstracts. I said in my paper that it is essential, if there is going
to be electronic publishing, that there be an intermediary form to alert people as to
what is available, and that synoptic, tables of contents or extended abstractS are
important; I believe they have to be timely, they have to be subject oriented, though

not necessarily journal by journal=that would be very cumbersome. But it would be
useful if we could get collective synoptic abstracts distributed, collectively
focusedan extension, for example, of Current Contents. What is wrong with
Curren- t--Contents is that while it is very gbod as an alerting deViee, the next step is
to go to the journal itself and scan the article; You do not have that anymore. You

are going to need a more SubStantive intermediary form that says this is what this is
about; to tell you if it is worth going through that next step of requesting the
electronic journal. Tab leg of contents aloneand I would say even current
author-prepared abstraets=are inadequate; We are going to have to develop a new
mechanism. I used to believe that the computer could do thiS. for us. In fact; there
were some experimentS in the 1950s at IBM on automatic abstracting. But as a
minimum the author or somebody is going to have to prepare a more detailed
abstract that tells me whether that article 's sufficiently important to me to go to
the next step of requesting the full article; The abStract indexing service will

provide similar service but we are still aware that there is a time delay.

You are quite right that this change in publishing format requires a new
invention. I would argue that it is not a substitute for the ultimate article, it is an
intermediary device.

MR. WELSH: We have time for two more questions.

MR. VASSALLO (University of New Mexico): I have a question concerning the
economics of journal publishing, specifically the question of libraries subsidiling
journal publishing through the much higher subscription rates that are charged to
librarieS than to individuals; We did an analysis at the University of New Mexieo and
discovered' that 35 percent of the journals we subscribed to charge w: much aS five

times more for institutional subscriptionS than for personal subscripcions. How do

you See this being changed by electronic journal publishing?

LUCKER: Not at all.

MR. SIMPSON: Let me make one brief comment. The prices for journals are
really market driven; You are paying what in effect you are willing to pay, even
though you do not like A.ihat you Are paying-. In o:.der to get out of that, it has to be
express2d that you are incapable of paying or unwilling to pay that higher price. Yet
the market will still drive it. You are the market; If that is circular reasoning, it is



circular reasoning. It is a very complex proble'M that may have a possibility of being
sorted out.once we see what the real costs are, as the hidden costs become less
hidden and more obvious. But I am not really certain that type of phenomenon is
going to be changed at all by movement over to a different type of process.

WEDGEWORTH (American Library Association): Just a comment and a
question. I would like to emphasizd some of the policy issues that Hugh laid before
us, because it seems to me that, as we go along, the-technology is still going to be
the driving force, with service and economics as the primary benefits. The real
problem is how you can insure against those risks that we assume in taking any
particular technology at any particular point in time.

In that regard, I would like to emphasize what Bill said earlier; We are going to
have to take some risks if we are going to move forward; and many of the questions
that have been raised about access and ownership Ere indeed very complex questions
that we will not be able to answer satisfactorily for the future. It reminds me of the
story abot't the fellow who was convicted of trying to steal the king's horse, and,
pleading for clemency; said he would teach to king's horse how to speak if given a
year's reprieve. The king was stunned by this and granted the request, but the
minister came and said; "Do you really think you can do this?" The man replied,
"Well; there are a number of options. I may die, the king may die, the horse may die,
or I may teach it how to speak."

As we look forward to the risks that we are taking, the question I would ask is
do you believe we are using the leverage of the total library community, of all who
will benefit from these technological developments. to guard against some of the
risks that we are going to incur by adopting one or the other technologies. Are we
using that leverage to produce greater economic advantages for the community as.a
whole by bargaining foi. lower rates from, say, the telecommunications services and
the like?

MR. WELSH: I would say categorically no, we are not that well mobilized as
yet. We hope to be.

Thank you all.



AFTERNOON DISCUSSION

[Following the morning dicusSion, meeting attendees divideci into

discussion groups to consider document delivery and potential ARL actions

in five contexts: economics, technology, copyright; infrastructure, and
telecommunications. A resource person was assigned to etch group to
provide specific expertise and to insure the molt informed discus,->ionS

possible.]

MR. GOVAN: In this session wo want to Tea!) the benefit of thiS morning's
discussion groups. There are common themes that run through all the group topics;

and therefore we hope that you will not hesitate to ask -questions or make comments;

even if the topic being reported on was not the one assigned to the grocp you
attended. The people reporting on the sessions are not going to be exhausti, about

what went on within the meeting; we would like general diseuSsion of the issues
raised so we can benefit from those cross-topical themes. The whole point of this
exercise has been to focus our attention and alert us to some issues that are
becoming increasingly immediate. Therefore, we should not expect to arrive at any
specific answers or conclusions, but; rather, to get the full benefit of considering
these ideas and perhaps in the end to make some suggestions on how ARL alight
prepae to meet theSe issues as they become more immediate.

I am indebted to those who led the group discussions and particularly to those
who have volunteered--or been coercedinto reporting on the sessions at the

meeting this afternoon. We thought that the most logical sequence would be:
technology, telecommunications, copyright, economies; and finally, the

infrastrupture. In line with that, our first report will be from Calvin Boyer, who is

representing the three groups that considered the technology question;

MR.-BOYER (University of California, Irvine): We librarians in the groups may
have bested the economists, for our three groups produced nine basic pressing
recommendations on technology. Our groups agreed that there is a scarcity among
us of technical information and, to a leSSer extent; a limited amount of more basic
theoretical information or conceptual information about technology.

After hearing Li Scottsdale* and again this morning about optical d;sk

technology; a basic question posed in our group was When doeS one make the
decision to go with the new equipment, specifically in our group'S case, the optical

disk technology? Our resource person had a very simple answer: not yet, although
the Library of Congress is pressing ahead and we are certainly indebted to them for
their research and development. For us as library directors, the opportunity to go
out and buy a system which we can afford is a little Way down the pike. Our

resource person described very briefly a potential optical disk technology

configuration in the $20,000 price range: a scanner, a printer, and a cont.'oller. Yet,
although pieces or components of that configuration are available in the marketplace,

* See "New Preservation Technologies: Report from the Library of Congress." In

In Service to Scholarship;Minutes of the 100th Meeting." Washington, D.C..

Association of ReSearch Libraries, 1982.
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our resource person underlined the great desirabilit
rind maintained by a manufacturer;

turnkey system, one sold

It was very difficult for all three groups in technology not to spin over into
other areas; whether it be economics or teFecornmtmications. So I want to limit the
observations or recommendations that we made baFically to a more narrow focus; if I
can.

Our three groups felt collectively that it was important that ARL enhance its
own position so that we may assume a more central role in policy-making as it
develops with respect to technology and information transfer. Close on the heels of
that recommendation=that the Association maintain and enhance its role in
policy-makingone group suggested very clearly, very strongly, that standards for
technology be developed in advance of use ARL must take a lead in emphasizing
the critical nature of compatibility. We can forestall some of the problems, another
group noted, by publicizing technological developments within our respective
ibrarieS, whether that be through a communication medium like the Chronicle of

higher Education or other possible avenues reaching academic decision-makers.

All of the three groups noted that there is a tendency on the part of the college
or university president to suggest that our library of today will not exist in the Year
2000. Yet there is a healthy skepticism, I believe, on most of our parts, that indeed
much of what we see in our library will continue to exist, although incremental
changes will occur; and tee Inology will enhance our opportunities and our role within
the university and within the research community to deliver information. Certainly,
surfacing more than once was that nagging question: If a user can acquire a terminal
which can be linked to a det2 base, is thereireally a need for a library as a middle
person? I believe it is quite practical for one engineer or one scientist lo construct a
data base and effectively retrieve from that data base one of 25 or 50 papers when
the same person is both building the data base and retrieving materials from it. As
the data base grows, however, and the person inputs materials unfamiliar to him or
to her, the researcher encounters the very essence of what librarianship is about and
has been since its very early days.

Other matters of concern or recommendations: that ARL foster a move on the
Dart of library education to put squarely in the middle of the curriculum the impact
of technology upon librarieS in its many forms; that there needs to be a thorough,
ongoing examination of the changes in the structure of libraries as technology
developsin whatever form it ta,-(esin our many libraries; that ARL, through its
efforts, identify those other agencies who could bring about the recognition that this
concern which we address is indeed a national priorityits applications, its
ram ifieationS go far beyond the walls of the library; Thus a specific
reeommendation growing out of one group was that we identify. means by which the ;
AsSoCiation can cause various governmental agencies and other communities within
our nation to recognize the centrality of this problem to the welfare of the nation.

The last recommendation or concern that was common among the groups was
investigating the impact of technology upon scholarship, a question which was raised
this morning by more than one speaker.

I certainly welcome comments from the other discussion leaders in this group of
three, if I have overlooked something..
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MR. GOVAN: I was interested in that idea of standards before we begin to use
the hardware. -I am not sure how you do that. Have you got any 'tight to throw on
that activity?

MR. BOYER: As recorder, I am thankful that that idea came up in one of the
other groups; Margaret or Kaye, can you address that?

MS; GAPEN (University of Alabama): That comment came from my group and

it came from one of our noniibrary people. I would like to ask him to talk about it as
he had a very pithy quote that he used to support his point.

MR. GRATTIDGE (General Electric Foundation): My quote was that the
American approach to standards is to let 1,000 flowers grow and then chodse one of

them;

(Laughter)

You only have to note color television, records, and videotape. Other countries
do not de it that way; the Japanese consider in advance what it is they are trying to
do rather than Choosing afterwards,

MR. GOVAN: .I wonder if you could respond as a representative of the industrial
side of thingS. We have often been inhibited by the fact that we did not believe the
library market had sufficient clout to swing any weight with industry; What would

be your opinion about that?

MR. GRATTIDGE: Let me make a disclaimer. I would hate to think the that is
conSidered a business point of view, particularly on standards; I believe the library is
big business That is why all these manufacturers are now looking at you and why

the commercial people nave got into the buSineSs. Information is now valuable, and
We have five years to do something about it I say five years because that is the
period of time during which Baby Bell must_ stay out of offering information services
M a price; Bell has already indicated its interest in that kind of activity. So I would
think that the time scale is clearly set.

MR. LUCKER: Let me point out wh4t is already obvious to most of you what
has happened in such previous technologies as microimaging, the number of different
kinds of microformats, the number of kinds of readers and printing equipment. Let
me also point out what has happened with online data bases. Look at your online
Searching operations and see the number of code books; the number of manuals, the

number of different systems that are required to access the different data bases. If
we want to let that happen again, it will.

Now, there are two kinds of standardization we are talking about. One is
equipment standardization. If you are going to have to access different kinds of
optical discs or different kinds of machine systems, just think of what it would mean

to have 19 different terminals and 19 different readers. But there is also software
compatibility, such things as machine languages and protocols. I agree with Walter
[Grattidge] that while we may not be the biggest business, the biggest market, we
are not the smallest market any more either; We have to stop apologizing for our
size and start exercising some of our influence. We represent not only ARL
libraries, we represent the whole library community special libraries, public
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libraries. We also represent the tremendous world of ScholarShip and scholars who
are going to use this material either throth us Or on their Own.

We do have a tremendous amount of clout and I believe we should start talking
with a collective voice. Otherwise, we will repeat the sins of the past. Look in your
microreproduction reading rooms; look at your online searching operations to see
what the results have been. I arD not sure we will be successful, but 1 believe it is
worth an investment of our time now. This is the foot in the door. If we wait a year
or two, we will be back at the starting point. I would not guarantee success; but
believe after enough experience we know what the mistakes were in the past; I

believe it is worth a try for ARL, along with other library organizations. It has
importance not only for technology, but also for economics, our own economic.s.a I

believe it is worth the investment of our time.

MR. WELSH (Library of Congress): An opposing view. I too do not believe we
ought to commit all the sins of the past, except some which I enjoyed very much.

(Laughter)

The strength of this great nation of ours; however, does not stem from creating
the standard in advance; And I shudder to think what would happen, even among
friends here; if the Library of Congress suddenly decided it was going to impose a
standard in advance; I.believe a standard must evolve. We ought to he conscious of
the high price we pay for nonstandardization, but the strength of thL; great country
lies in the reverse.

MR. GOVAN: Thank you, Calvin. The next topic is telecommunications.
Charles Churchwell will report for that group.

N1R. CHURCHWELL: The telecommunication group, with the assistance of its
resource person, came to the conclusion very early ins our discussions that the
consent decree which Judge Green announced some weeks age haS created an
enormous amount of confusion and wicertainty. The group recommends that because
of the confusion and because of the _lack_of adequate information to arrive at any
meaningful conclusions, ARL should do at least three things very quickly.

Since as whatever the end result is, research libraries would still like to
communicate with each other and their patrons as cheaply as possiblei ARL should
assign telecommunications a top priority. It should do that by either creating F1

standing committee or rearranging the configuration so that this topic can be
assigned to an existing task force. That should be a top priority. Second, if our
group could be considered a microcosm of the entire organization; we believe very
strongly that ARL should develop an educational approach of some kind, set up a
mechanism by which we all can gain a bett§r understanding of all the aspects of
telecommunications. Third, and perhaps most important of all; our group concluded
that ARL must take whatever action is necessary to formulate and articulate a
policy position on telecommunications; The group believes very strongly that action
should be taken in cooperation with other organizations, especially those in higher
education. These, then, are the specific recommendations which came out of our
group.

One of our resource persons was unable to participate, but he has agreed to
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Share with us now some comments that might facilitate our discussions; So before
we open our discuSsion, I would like to ask Joseph Ford to comment on
telecommunications and libraries.

MR. FORD (CAPCON): Thank you, Charles. __I am the Director of the CAPCON
Library Network, a network that provides OCLC and other system services to 47

librarieS in the Baltimore-Washington area, including two ARL libraries. My

apologies to the telecommunications group, as I arrived :later this morning than I
planned.

I would like to support the three recommendations of thetelecommunications
group. They are sensible, valuable,_ and, I believe, probably urgent. Judge Green's
consent decree of August 24, 1982, left several issues unanswered: the policy of the
American Telephone & Telegraph (AT&T) breakup and the eventual effect on all of
us who use telecommunications for bibliographic transmission; for patron search, for
assistance in serving our Scholarly research community. That consent decree left a
large number ot organizations as potential commentators on any eventual
settlement; The 109 or 110 organizations who have filed to comment on future
developments would be Wonderful allies for the Association of ReSeareh Libraries.
And I would think in that event, Charles Churchwell's comments just now about
looking for other organizations as allies is right on the button.

Another point that we all are facing, I believe, and perhapS not knowing it, is
that the diveStiture plans which come out of the consent dedree are being created
right now Some of the analysts in Washington who have been following this issue
say that they expect the original or a first cut of a diveStiture plan as early as
January of next year That means that all of us who are interested in this issue have
to be ready to look at it, examine it, analyze its impact on us, and be prepared -to get
ourselveS on the record as soon as possible; We are likely to See the private sector;
AT&T and the Bell System operating companies which will be spun off, become ve 'y,
very powerful. And again I emphasize the points: Get on top of it, find out what is
happening, organize yourselves; and find and make alliances with some friends who
are already working on the issue.

MR. CHURCH WELL: Thank you, Joe. That is the end of my report.

MR. GOVAN: Could you, Joe, answer the ltieStion of what the role of the
Federal Communications Commission is going to be in all of this? Will they be able
to provide any restraint on what may occur when this empire breaks up? fi

MR.. FORD: Well, that is a good question. First of all; when Congressman rth
withdrew his telecommunications legislation, the by now infamous 1-1zR. 515?, which
would have given a great deal more consumer-oriented thrust to the breakup, he said
that he would bring it back. (That legislation was popular in the House except among
a group of legislatorS Who believed that the breakup would affect their
constituencies.) He Withdrew that in July of this year because bi the lobbying
efforts that were-under way. But he promised to come back after re-election in
January and put thiS legislation back on the table; Judge Green'S decision appears to

give some states and local organizations more oversight; and that is why

Congressman Wirth said he wanted to see a larger federal role in this area H. R.
5158, as it was proposed, would reserve for the Federal Commuilliat!Lin: Commission

a good deal of oversight. But we are r's-ht in the eye of the storr. just
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now and the exact thrust and the exact shape of things are not very well known.

MR. McDONALD (University of Connecticut): I am struck by the difficulty of
educating ARL directors. And I wondered if the group would share with us some of
their thoughts on how this might be done, who might do it, or the best means for
bringing us the word.

MR. CHURCHWELL: I would just like to say that sometirneS identifying the
problem is the most difficult part. The work that the program committee did in
pulling this meeting together, in.getting out to.us as much information as they did
before this meeting, is a step in the right direction. I would hope that at some ARL
meeting, if my colleagues agreed with me, we could have' some seminars where
knowledgeable people can work with us in smaller groups over long periods of time so
that we can cover all of these issues. Whether that would be feasible or not, I do not
know, but I think it would be helpful.

MR. GOVAN: Thank you, Char leS. The next'Issue is copyright. Ed Holley, will
be reporting

MR. HOLLEY (University of North Carolina): It is at least comforting to know
that not only library school deans and faculties need to be educated, but that ARL
directors need to be educated, too.

(Laughter)

When I left the program this morning; I was comforted by Hugh Atkinson's
remark that copyright is a non-issue. And then I looked at the people who were to be
in our discussion group and I knew it was an issue.

(Laughter)

There was generally a consensus, I believe, that we must solve the copyright
problem; it will not go away. We cannot afford another bloody battle such as the one
we weld through to get the Copyright 'Revision Act of 1976. I believe there was a
consensus, although I am sure not unanimous, that we should move on from old
issues.

Martin Cummings of the National Library of Medicine suggested, and the group
in general agreed, that we must deal with the signals that are being: sent by the
publishing community, particularly the Association of American Publishers' (AAP)
response to the Ring Research Report- for the Copyright Office. AAP in essence
rejects the Kin, data, and indicates that what they want is: 1) to force all libraries
to join the Copyright Clearance Center, 2) to adopt a more restricted definition of
systematic reproduction, 3) to put a copyright in the circle on every copy; 4) to
eliminate the CONTU guidelines on fair use; and 5) to tighten the rules on
photocopying serials. The suggestion was made that if we do not at least enter
discussion on those issues, it is very likely we will be back in the legislative arena
addressing them there; There does seem to be a need to find some kind of
accommodation.

I believe a key recommendation might be that we talk with publishers to ask if
this perception of their stand is indeed correct and to try to establish slime kind of
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dialogue. There was a suggestion that maybe this ought to be done with a small

group of people, and I would add from my personal point of view, maybe an entirely

different cast of characters-on both sides. /
Does the medium make:a differeneeAD dealing with copyright ?' I believe there

is a general agreement that yes, 'the meditim does make a difference when you begin

to talk about technology and document delivery as it involveS ownership of literary

property; One of our members said that DIALOG haS just announced full text
availabilii and so forth, and it was :pointed out that the move to tt-,! new

technological systems probably means payment at point of use. That is a different
kind of stance from ours; as you may recall; our colleague Hugh Atkinson said this

morning that he thought we would continue to do it at point of origin; Our group was

not at all convinced that that was going to be viable, in the. future, with the
technology that will be available. The ownership of the object, despite the fact that

we seem not inclined to deal with it; will still be a problem and very much a problem

if you get into the royaltieS of paying for copies that come over your terminal, as in

the case of DIA,LOG in its full text. That is already here and we will deal with it and

we will be paying for it.

One of the other suggestions was that we need an inventory of the copyright
issues posed by the new technology; that needS to be undertaken as quickly as

possible.

With regard to the ARL involvement, we suggested that the Executive Director
of ARL continue to spend lots of time on copyright, whatever may be her personal

inclination, and that some members of this Association, along with other

associations, continue ti: be ihvolved with that issue. In addition, some of the things

that this group has to bring to the discussion of that issue; of a whole series of issues

in relationShip to the copyright problem, are: that it represents user group needs and

does speak for a user group; that it doeS hilve strong relationships with the scholarly
community, that it can d.-,11 with the issues of the learned society publications which

emphasize dissemination of information for the good of scholarShip and not
necessarily for the money involved.

is
_

So the final summing up s that ARL must continue to monitor the developments

in the copyright area as it involves technology, to work with interested parties; and

to try to reach a resolution- of Some of these issues. I am fairly sure I have not

covered everything, but that is the gist of it.

MR. GOVAN: Any comments, questions? Thank you, Ed. The next topic is
economics; Richard Talbot will report.

MR. TALBOT (UniTersity of Massachusetts): As you may imagine; many of the

things we talked about have already been touched upon. But the most general
concluOon; I believe, that We reached in the discussion on economics is that many of

the issues we face can be best addressed by creating an economic and planning model

which; together with the assumptions needed to create it, would serve as a vehicle to

influence the scholarly community; to educate our own administrations maybe even

to educate ourselves, and to facilitate coherence in library planning within the

university planning structure. Consequently, we urge ARL to begin- promptly the

development of and swiftly conclude an economic and planning model; preferably in

conjunction with some elements of the scholarly community.
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Flowing from this should=be specific initiatives for action. One, for example;
might be that we would urge CRL to play an active role in ADONIS-like initiatives
and, with the aid of ARL, to be more active in facilitating resource sharing and
document delivery. We believe it is especially important for ARL to take initiatives
to insure permanency of materials produced electronically only; we are assuming
that libraries will continue to play a role in this; Perhaps something like this might
evolve into a bigger and better ERIC. In conjunction with this planning role, we
believe that ARL should set up a policy plabyting group which might assist in creating
the model and in monitoring its continued implementation.

In a narrower sense, we believe that ARL needs to take a more active role in
interacting with pujolisherS. We should do this as soon as possible in order to avoid an
acrimonious situation like copyright, although perhaps these things are inseparable
from copyright.

Finally, sOmeone raised 'the question of who has the responsibility for paying for
all of this: the library, the consumer, or the user?

I hope that fairly sums up what the groups talked about. If it does not, pleaSe
correct me, anyone out there.

MR. GOVAN: Any comments or questions from others? Thank you, Richard.
Finally, Joan Chambers will report on the infrastructure.

MS. CHAMBERS (Univeristy of California, Riverside): I am reporting for two
groups. Both groups discussed a very wide range of topics, many of which have
already been mentioned by the first four reporters. It was evident at least in my
group that the members had read the background documents and were conversant
with topics and I would like to reiterate what Char: es said about the benefit of
having this information in advance.

Interestingly enough, when the discussion in the separate groups focused on what
might be the appropriate role for ARL, each group independently recognized that an
infrastructure already exists to accommodate document delivery. More accurately,
each of our libraries is involved in a number of overlapping and intertwining
infrastructures. It was suggested that the most constructive action ARL could
currently take is first to identify more accurately the problems with or failures of
the current infrastructure; and then to address these problems. This might be
accomplished, first of all, by structuring our surveys related to interlibrary loan and
document delivery in such a way that the problems and failures can be more readily
identified. Second, through the Association's Interlibrary Loan Committee, we could
develop and support policies and protocols that would result in the most favored and
most liberal treatment of ARL libraries. We could extend priority in responding to
member libraries and agree to standardization of policies and protocols which would
facilitate this. In my group the example was given of the liberal policies that have
been agreed to by the RLG libraries in relation to interlibrary loan. They are
certainly more liberal than the ALA interlibrary loan policy. These suggestions,
however, were not intended to preclude charging for interlibrary loans.

The advances in technology are likely to evolve within the existing
infrastructure. The groups believed that whatever improvements we can collectively
agree to will facilitate document delivery both immediately and after this
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evolution.

I would like to invite either Donald Koepp,' who chaired the other group, or
memoc-s of both groups to add whatever they might like to about the discussion.

MR; KOEPP (Princeton University): Let me just report on my attempt in the

group I was in, which I do not think worked very well; to try to focus on the Whole

question of why we fail. It is conceivable that we exaggerate the degree of failure.

But even if you agree that there is failure, we do not seem to have any clear notion
of why; We seem to feel that the only thing that is going to solve our problem§ is

the identificatien of new structures; We kept coming back to the fact that we have

already invented and developed and founded and established and funded a rather
considerable number of structures; So why is the solution to the problem always the

invention of a neW Structure? Well, it is probably because we cannot identify very
clearly why the existing ones fail.-

We did discuss some aspects of that in the sense that libraries as organizations

are bureaucracies trith built-in problems with regard to work flow. We did discuss;

to some extent, the proprietorship that seems to grow up around the instruments

that we develop, that they are regarded as provinces of particular subgroups of

libraries and it is very difficult to reach across those lines. But it seems to be a
question we do not want to address. And yet I am convinced that it is important to

address that issue;

Leek at another area of interlibrary cooperation: the _absolutely incredible
development of machine bibliography over the last 15 or 20 years. There is no
question that it has made immense strides and that if anyone had told us at the
beginning of this period that we would have what we now have,_ we would have

regarded that person as some Sort of impractical dreamer. Yet it is there and it is in

place.

That is not to say, however; that those systemS do not have certain
inefficiencies built into them, which I am convinced have little or nothing to do with

the nature of the technology. They relate very direetly to the fact that it is human

beings who are operating these systems; I do not envision a day in which we will

completely overcome those problems; but I am coriVinced that we do not choose to
address them; we do not seem to be able to focus on them as problems; In the long

run that is going to be essential in order to make doeUment delivery work anything

like as well as the current methods we have for sharing just bibliographic data.

MS. CHAMBERS: Would any members of the two groups like to add anything to

the report?

MR. PINGS (Wayne State University): I was in the group with Don. We did

discuss our failiires. But what I am convinced of is that the infrastructures now in

place depend upon goodwill and a whole series of other -nice words that we have to

describe our cooperation; Our failures come when a person changes position, place;

or other things. These are social issues, personal issues, power issues. AS somebody

in our group said; we probably already have enough money to create a sound

infrastrueture, but we do not have a mechanismand I do not know any other word

for this--to make our infrastructures dependable because of the changes of people

and institutions: We cannot provide the continuity.
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Can ARL bring continuity over a period of time that cannot be vetoed by just
one institution? Things like that have _indeed occurred in our bibliographic control
and in our document d.I'livery. How do we build continuity? How do we evolve
rather than react? Can ARL do something about that?

MR. TALBOT: I think that is precisely our suggestion in the economic planning
model. We believe that it is not necessary to create new structures as such. What is
necessary is to animate the existing structures and to separate them to some extent
from the personalities involved, to create a planning focus and forum that would be
much more specific than that we have now and that would lead to specific
initiatives. The role that ARL could play could be fundamentally a coordinating one
with those other agencies that have operational roles, such as CRL or OCLC.

MS. CHAMBERS: Are there other comments or questions from anyone else in
the audience?

NIR. GOVAN: I would like to ask Don a question; Was there any discussion in
your group about what information in this form is going to do the organization of
research libraries? To put it more explicitly, in a way that relates to the trought
that came out this morning about scholars losing control over tneir records, I believe
librarians are going to run the risk of losing control over their collections or overt
information. Sometimes I get the feeling it is sort of like Thurber's idea of
electricity leaking out all over the room;

(Laughter)

When you think of all the different information agencies on a campus these
days, the library is just one among many, and electronic information is going to
further that trend. I wonder if there was any discussion of that kind of idea.

MR. ROEPP: We indeed did have some discussion of that, and Pat Baffin said
most about it. Will you recapitulate that, Pat?

MS. BATTIN (Columbia University): What we were discussing in our group was
the concept of moving out of the library perspective within our institutions and
viewing the need for, the level of, and the quality of information services from an
institutional perspective. We stiould take the lead in institutional planning. We
should work with university officers on the kinds of services, the kind of structure
the university has to develop in order to cope with these problems; and the kind of
economics they involve. I see the library profession, the librarians; as leaders in 'bqt
kind of an activity. And it is very different from our role in the past.

. But I quite agree with you that it is leaking out all over and that we are in
danger of developing electronic departmental libraries if we are pot careful, because
people are buying data bases here and there and everywhere; It is scholarly
information and we have a responsibility for the planning and costing and all of that
I believe very strongly that the initiative is not going to come from our university
officers, that we are going to have to take it; And ARL can do a great job in
developing the policy analysis that Richard talked about to help us;

MR. ROUSE (Oklahoma State University): I know that what the discussion has
led to here has been the origin of the information and the literature. But there is
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the other end of it, the receiving end, and there may be something that you are doing

at home on your campuses to control the receiving of electronic information.

A little bit is being done on my campus because of an astute assistant vice
president with whom I talked about the multiplicity of computer terminals all over
the campus. He formed a data resources committee, and the result of that has been
a data resource center in the library. 'This is nothing more than a control of what is
happening on our campus; pulling together, identifying, cataloging all of the
terminals and the sources and information services that are coming into the campus.
we now have a room in the library set aside for this service; a person assigned to it,
and a terminal and telephones and whatever. Maybe some of you have done this

same thing;

MR; KOEPP: Our group had some discussion of the relationship between the
economics of information distribUtiOn and, on the one hand, the role that the United
States plays in that worldwide and, on the other hand, a more provincial view of
what role libraries and campuses play or the money politics of our campuses as that
relates to publication patterns., I Will address the latter and I will ask Hank Edelman

to say something about the firSt of these issues.

The question of control of Scholarly information and the academic enterprise's
intereq in that is one which I saw rather clearly this morning when we Wert talking
about the increase in acquisitions budgets, particularly for serials, and the possibility,
of using those funds even within the sciences. Let me stick strictly to the Sciences.

My .sense is that American university libraries are spending a lot more money for
serials because people who make the final decisions with respect to allbcations of
resources on our campu808, namely the faculties, want us to It haS nothing
whatever, I believe, to do with our budget requeSts or what our presidents think, or a
variety of other things._ As a matter of fact, presidents always think differently
from faculty and, by and large, lose in that battle.

This morning I was trying to sort out in my own mind what the political role of
the librarian is in the development of those resources and how that is going to work
with electronic publiShing. My sense is that the scientists on my campus; and on
every campus I have ever been on; are probably the most conservative group when it
comes to form of publication of journals. And that -is true because journals are
where their buSiness is They see the conventional publication with its bright shiny
cover and its method of production, which is not too far from Gutenberg; as being
absolutely integral to their whole guild. They are not about to settle for anything
leSS. So while I believe one could demonstrate in the economic scale of a research
librarywhich, after all, from the point of view of most of the research scientists on
our campus is peanutswhile I believe I could demonstrate great economies, at least
potentially, through electronic publishing, even if it is not tied to user charges which
are totally different from what we are used to, my sense is that the group on 'campus
which ought to be most interested in that is, for emotional and scholarly reasons,
totally disinterested in it

So my question is in terms of the inevitable struggle over allocation of
resources. How much luck do you think you will have in working with the phySieS
department on an increase in the budget to support your access to electronic

publiShing? I would not have any luck at all, quite frankly; because that is not the
way they want to see it I may be wrong in that and it could be that success will
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change their attitude. But they are a pretty conservative bunch and you certainly do
not change them overnight. I am always startled by the rather radical difference
between the young physicist faculty member and; let us say, the young classics
faculty member. There is a real difference in their receptivity towards library
automation and this aspect of library services; partly because the classicist, 'I guess,
is grateful for .anything he gets

ti
(Laughter)

and the young physicist is still used to rather high living and he does not
regard this as anything v ry unusual.

Beyond that, however, there was this discussion about the role of the U.S.
economy, the U.S. libraries and all this, and I will ask Hank to address that.

MR. EDELMAN (Rutgers University): I mentioned to the group this morning a
meeting in Europe that I attended about a year ago and a discussion among some of
the large scientific publishers. There were three points of view represented. All of
these points of view dealt with who controls the networks and with the assumption
that whoever controls the distribution controls the literature. Interestingly enough,
the role of the publisher was identified very clearly by the publishers as a
distribution factor, not the gathering of sCholarly information, publishing it,
censoring, editing it; it is distribution that they are interested in.

The second speaker, who in this case was a leading American journal supplier,
very clearly said that their trade really ought to control and did control, the
information flow, and therefore the future was with them and their investment was
good.

The third speaker was myself and I made it very clear that I thought the
librarians controlled the supply because, after all, we are the tones who deliver most
directly to the consumers.

Anyway, it is very clear that we did not resolve it, except that I believe it is
fair to say that the publishers, being at the front and the ones who are in the lead at
this time; are taking the initiatives: they are running risks; they are putting up
tremendous sums of money to try to change the document delivery network; The
ADONIS Project; modest as it may be; is a very clear effort of the large commercial
firms to take the responsibility; I urge that since we are still in control of a segment
at least of the distribution pattern; we get our act together and make sure that we
tie in with that effort; that at a very early stage we come up with a common policy
from the research library field, and not try to find a total national American policy,
because that obviously will not work;

The time is still there, although I think it is good to remind everyone that the
time of the American research libraries as the largest part of the market for thes
publishers is long gone. We are how, on the balance sheet of the largest publishers,
maybe about 30-35 percent of their business; the rest is abroad and in industrial
libraries. We are no longer in the position to simply say, "Here we are, the research
library world, you cannot do it without us." They can very well do it without us, and
we may find ourselves without any power at all. The rest of the world,
Japanesethe whole Far East for that matter, the Near East, Africa, all those
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libraries a4 buying and they are valid customers; they are paying the same journal

prices as we are; and they are playing a role in this market now. And so the

publishing world will not be, asiriterested in us as they once were.

I urge that ARL take a leadership position in these di§cuSSionS and go beyond

just the process of problem identification. The time is now Richard Talbot also
Mentioned it from their group and I would urge that we take the initiative. We have
networks in place; we have capabilities and we have the interest, and I believe we
actually have the money to do it If we do not take action, I would place my bets

that the publishing world will own the networks of the distribution pattern and will
not sit there crying about the fate of the research libraries.

MS. MARTIN (Johns Hopkins University): I would -like to second what Hank

said He saidt much more elegantly than I would. But I have had the feeling today

that we are sometimes talking in terms that make us belieVe the changes we are
facing are ten or 20 years away. At other times, we are talking as though we at
least 'accept intellectually that some of these changes are here, that technological
innovations occurred a few years ago and are making their way into the university
and into the library. I believe the latter is something that should be really stressed
and I would second_ a call for some kind of action. If there are any activities in the
working groups that were identified that could move us forward into dealing with the
stickier issues now rather than when it is too late, I Would urge us to do' so. I am

sorry--I do not have a plan.

MR. GOVAN: :Maybe I am the densest one here, but I am not quite clear about
what you think the Association could do.

MR. EDELMAN: This morning Bill Welsh reminded us that a National

Periodicals center (NPC) seemed far away in this matter; but nevertheless the
concept iS alive and well and the plans are nicely drawn up. We do have a plan in

place. The Center for Research Libraries has the capabilities and it could very well
be that ARL, in taking on the leadership position, will begin to speak for the
research library community on this issue and then pick up where we left off. NPC
was drowned in a democratic effort to try to involve all layers of society. I suggest

that we do not do that, that we be very selfish. I would say, among the hundred

here, we represent enough of the market share to go ahead and do Soniething.

I am convinced, however, that, if this group does not do it, another group will
have to do it and the Chances are that it will be a group outside the library
community. To be spedific, I believe a resurrection of the NPC debate within this
Association; and taking a stand on what that ought to be, is perfectly possible; I do

not think there is actually all that much disagreement among this membership._ We

had a stand once. We can go back to the documentation and recall our stand on
which we all agreed and go ahead and pursue it actively. I do not see it is all that
difficult. We have the money in our own budgets, for that matter; if this is an
important issue. That would be my second point, that for us to think, that the money

ought to come from a third side; be it from the government; or be it from a
foundation, in this case would be a serious mistake because, once again, nothing is

happening that Way..

MS. BATTIN: Let me just expand a little bit on what, I said earlier in terms_ of
something else that ARL could do. I believe that these issues that we are talking
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aboutthe cost, the implications, and thecomplexityare such that they are not
issues that can be solved by the research library community. It is an institutional
problem and we need to draw our institutional officers into this. It seems to me that
one of our problems is the place of the librarian in the university community. We
are faced with a set of challenges that cannot be solved within the traditional
structure of the university. A possible ARL contribution might be an articulation of
the issues, all the things that we have been discussing, and their complexity. Then,
as other professional organizations do, we should push for a recognition of the library
profession and the kind of policy-making responsibility that library directors just .

have in the local institution in order to begin to resolve some of these problems.

I see the need for a principal university officer in charge of scholarly
information on campuseswe do not have such an officer nowand I believe that
person should come from the library profession. It could come from the computing
profession, it could come from the teaching prdtession, but it seems to me that this
is our role. But we have a good deal of work to do before that concept is accepted;
and the ARL could contribute substantially in laying out issues and in beginning to
push for that kind of understanding.

MR. TALBOT: I agree with Pat Battin but I also agree with Hank Edelman; and
I do not think there is anything which prevents us from proceeding along both these
tracks at once. It is imperative that we seize the initiative and do something, that
we act on something finally instead of continuing to discuss these issues internally
without doing anything.

MR. ATKINSON (University of Illinois): I have always opposed the proliferation
of journals mostly because they cost too much; We have always bought them. But it
seems to me that the specter of a controlled journal world is worse. Maybe we
should encourage the publication of some rivals. In fact, it seems to me, that with
the rise of the mini and personal computers, the ability of those same people who
used to publish sort of lower desk drawer journalsyou know, the Journal of Dreiser
Studies and all of those publications that just pour out of the various
departmentscan be encouraged electronically as well as on paper.

In fact; it should be possible. We have always assumed that all electronic
journal publishing is expensive. I am not So sure that it is. The production of 12 IBM
mini discs per quarter should be inexpensive enough if the labor, the scholarly labor,
is donated and we can provide some way to display them. I would suggest that the
best counter- to control by Wiley is in fact the encouragement of all of our friends
who have a terrible urge to publish more journals.

MR. WEDGEWORTH (American Library Association): Just a brief comment;
There have been a' number of references to the size of the community that we
represent, and I recall that one of the conservative estimates for the whole
information industry itself is about $10 billionsmall compared to the auto industry
but still quite significant. The library community represents a sizeable percentage
of that. We estimated at the end of the '70s that the public and academic libraries
alone were spending about $2 billion a year on materials; and I think it makes a lot of
sense for the group to exert much more initiative than it has in the recent past. I

Would also say as a publisher, that anybody who controls 35% of my circulation gets
a lot of attention.
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MR. McDONALD (University of Connecticut): I would like to go back to Hank
Edelman'S suggestion that our budgets are adequate to support a national periodical'
center or some such instrumentality and also his corollary assumption -that there is
no money to be found in the federal government or in foundations for this effort. I

wonder liow we might verify this? We have had shows of hands in the past, Mr.
Chairman, and maybe you could call for oneon the first point

I do agree that the tendency in the federal government at the moment is very
inimical to this kind of an effort. I alluded to Basil Stuart-Stubbs' paper earlier. He
sees a similar trend in Canada, which is known as privatization; you can understand
What that means without my telling you. But I wonder how many of you would care
to raise your hands and say that you have a significant portion of your budget to
devote to the establishment of an NPC.

VOICES: What is significant?

MR. McDONALD! You tell me.

(Laughter)

MR. GOVAN: Anything from a dollar up.

(Laughter)

MR. MeDONALD: Well, maybe Don Simpson would tell us what it would cost.

MR.,SIMPSON (Center for Research Libraries): A lot of money.

(Laughter)

MR. McDC ALD: Divided by 108, how much?

MR. SIMPSON: Some of you on the other side of the room may not have heard
when I said "a lot of money" in--answer to John's queStion. One of .the things that is
clear is that as every day passes that amount goes up. Setting myself aside from my
Board for 'a moment so that I do not embarra§S any of them, I believe the time is
ripe. Now is the time to move ahead.

Richard Talbot and I have discussed at some length some of the models that he
has-alluded to today in his small group discuSSien. It seems as if there would be
money from the budgets of the institutions if the promise were more than just a
promiSe and if the fruit from that labor, would actually result in some longer-term
return. There is not money for speculation but there is money for steady
development.

I do oppose what Hank Edelman Said about there being no money from the
foundations; The federal government is pretty questionable at the moment but the
foundations, I believe, are interested in what they call some serious global issues
facing the research institutions of North America. As a result, they are interested
in putting up some speculative money, if we, as a community, are prepared to carry
it forward into operation and keep it operating once it is there;
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I do not know what the price tag is. The president of an extremely well known
foundation, which will remain nameless to protect the innocent, asked me for a
figure-, as the foundations are wont to do, and I said, well, the book that Lee Jones
wrote for the Couneil on Library Resources said about $11 million and that $11
million had about $6.5 million for facilities. The research library community, of
course, has already Contributed the facilities for a national.periodical center. Many
of you are now paying or have already paid your special assessments to the CRL for
its new building. ThoSe of you who have seen that building know that the second
floor iS.moStly open staCks waiting for journals. What we are trying to do at the
moment is to decide which journals. We also must come to some conclusion on how
to bring in thoSe journals. The technological developments seem pretty clear to me.
We do not know which printer, we do not know which terminal, we do not even have
the protocol standards for linking some of the systems together that would be
necessary, but thoSe will come. But the major question is: What journals? What
journals are going to most benefit the local institutions by providing the greatest
amount of cost avoidance or cost savings for your institutions?

CRL is now wrapping up the third year of a very difficult but impressively
informative planning process. From this is to come a plan that will say what
journals. Those of you who participated or had your staff participate in our regional
meetings and are going through this planning process with us are aware of some of
the things that are being_discussed. The price tag will come a little bit clearer at
the end of that planning process, so I cannot really hand out a sheet and say, -"Sign up
for a blank check or a certain amount of money at this point in time," any more than
I can specify on what date the electronic document delivery system will be
available; Well, on Meech 24, 1987that is as good a date as any. Certain elements
of it, of course, will come along as these things unfold.

What I hear library directors saying is that if there is a possibility of a system
that is more than speculative, they are willing to support it. That is the premise
under which we are moving ahead. As for being more specific than_that about what
the actual price tag Would be for an- institution, the only thing I can say at the
moment is that it cannot be much more than institutions are presently paying CRL,
and that means the foundations must pick up the difference. If we do it as a group,
we have much more clout than just Don Simpson standing on a street corner.

MR. WELSH: The NPC did not fail for economic reasons. It failed because of
the inability of ARL to prioritize and determine that in fact it wanted an NPC; It
failed because of a ladk of commitment. When RLG ran into financial difficulty;'to
take Pat's suggestion, the university presidents got behind it and put up the bucks; I
believe, as Don- Said, you can tailor this at the beginning to whatever is necessary to
demonstrate that it is a feasible and viable operation. The number of journals
selected can be quite arbitrary. The selection of those titles can certainly be
arbitrary. All that is needed is a pilot project to demonstrate that it is feasible and
a commitment on the part of ARL that it is one of this Associations's priorities.

MR. TALBOT: I want to follow up on a point that Don made. The operating
budget of CRL is about $2.5 million; It is about $25000 apiece for this institution.
If we accept Lee Jones's estimate of $5 million as the operating number) that would
be $50,000 apiece for 100 ARL libraries; But that number could be reduced by sales
to other units other organizations; Explicit in Lee Jones's plan was the idea that
there would be sales to other libraries that would or could reduce the burden on the
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principal members; When we think about the fact that- median ARL library has
been losing $100,000 a year to _inflation, I believe we might be able to find some
money that might offset some of the8e things;

MR; SIMPSON: One of the other difficulties inthis, which we have learned
about in he regional meetings, is that the plan for an NPC, or whatever label you
give it, assumes a new organiZation opening up in a cornfield someplace in Western
Illinois or Iowa or wherever elSe you might open up such a thing) and that people

believe that what CRL has been doing for the last three decadeS is extremely
important to many institutions._ We cannot abandon that, at least not totally,or not
immediately. How does one redirect a $2;5 million budget which is straining to keep

pace with all of the commitments for all the institutions, for all these decades, and
yet put the other in place? Of course) the answer that we are looking at is
foundations for seed money tomake the demonstration that Bill talks about. That in
turn will make the case for youto convince those who fund you to grant support in a
larger amount to carry this program forwar&or to entice other kinds of customers to

help support it.

That is the rationale, but I also agree with Bill
such

that the commitment of
AEU, is absolutely imperative to implementing suCh a plan. There are too many
pitfalls all along the way without that kind of support. Also, some hard choices will
have to be made if we cannot get 'enough outside money, because there are only so

many wayS one can slice the pie without increasing what is already a burdensome
assessment to many institutions;

MR. GOVAN: Any_other comments or questions? It strikesrne we have got an
agenda here that is worth at least a generation. If twe really_do any of this, when you
think about the relationships to outside bodies and trying to impact national policy
and developing internal capacities all at the same time, we have a pretty full menu.
It seems to me it might be worthwhile to think a bit about whether we have the
Structure and the organization to undertake these things; as we are now constituted,
and what we might do in order to get ourselves more in line with our aspirations.

My thanks to everyone who participated in this program.
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BUSINESS MEETING, SESSION I

[Session I of the Business Meeting convened on October 13, 1982 at
the Arlington Hyatt Hotel, Arlington, Virginia. with President Millicent D.
Abell presiding. Ms. Abell opened the meeting by introducing new and
acting directors.]

Repart of the ARL Executive Director

MS. ECH,ELMAN: This afternoon I will review some of the highlights of my
written report very briefly and grve you a chance to discuss some of the items with
me, if you so chose. [The Report of the Executive Director appears as Appendix C
to the Minutes.]

I would like to start by reviewing some of the federal agency and library
programs funding issues. Jeff Field of the National Endowment for the Humanities
Research Resources Program has kindly provided us with a written update of
activities at the Endowment. [The NEH Research Resources Program report appears
as Appendix D to these Minutes.] Jeff is with us this afternoon and would be happy
to answer any questions that you might have.

I will turn now briefly to the Department of Education, which is represented at
this meeting by Ray Fry of the Office of Libraries and Learning Technologies
(OLLT). In my written report -I have discussed some of the rumors that are flying
around about what is happening at the Department of Education, just to give you
more of a flavor of what we think we know rather than what we- actually do know,
because, frankly, we do not know very _much; We do know that Title II-C has been
funded in the continuing resolution at the 1982 level, which is $5,760,000. I remind
you that the applications for li-c grants have been sent to you and the deadline date
for applying is November 15. OLLT is preparing its 1982 abstracts but has not been
funded to distribute themi so ARL will make them available to members when they
are ready. The abstracts contain some additional analysis of the program to date, in
which you may be interested.

The Department of Education has awarded a major contract, under Title H-B of
the Higher Education Act, for the development of criteria for competency-based
curricula in library and information science postgraduate education. King Research.
Inc; is the contractor. Dr. Jose Griffiths will manage the project for King. She is a
guest of ARL this afternoon and bas been invited particularly because of the Library
Education Task Force portion of this afternoon's program. This is Dr. Griffith's first
opportunity since the contract was awarded to talk with employers of librarians
about what competencies they expect in entry-level-professional staff members.
This is your chance to talk with her right at the outset of a major effort on this
subject.

I will move briefly to a recent report on the National Agricultural Library, the
results of which are summarized in my written report; This repo:t was a review by a
12=member interagency panel appointed by the Secretary of Agriculture.. ARL
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directors in land grant institutions were sent copies in late August or early
September. If you have not read it carefully yet, I suggest that you do so
immediately upon returning to your offices...It contains a number of very important
recommendations concerning the future of the National Agrieultural Library as a
central national resource in agriculture and the related disciplines. Apparently the
report has been very well received by the Secretary of Agriculture. Among the
member§ of the panel that prepared the report are Joseph Caponio of the National
Technidal _Information Service; Martin Cumming§ of the National Library of
Medicine, Joseph Howard of the Library of Congres§, Toni Bearman of the National
CommiSsion on Libraries and Information Science, and Robert Warner of the
National Archives. Libraries in universities where agricultural research is being
done owe these busy federal executives and their nine colleagues a debt of gratitude
for a detailed, careful; and thought-provoking. report. I am sure that any or all of
the people who participated in constructing it will be happy to talk with you about
the report, about its implications for ARL, and about your concerns for agricultural
research materials in the United States.

On to the tax reform issue. The ArtiSt'S Tax Equity and Donations bill was
reported out of the Senate Finance Committee on October 1. It is our hope; though
it is not certain, that further action on this bill will take place during the lameduck
session of the Congress in November and December of this year Thanks are due to
ARL directors who responded to our memos and telephone calls during the past few
months to contact key members of Congress about this legislation, especially
Senators on the Finance Committee during the last two or three weeks. I would like
especially to mention the unremitting support for and effort Lehalf of this
legislation by the Librarian of COngreSS, Daniel Boorstin; But the has not yet
been won; Now that Congress is in_-recess and legislators are in their home districts,
do not lose the opportunity to call on your representative. It is election time all
over the country and we have to make the most of it

There is little to add to my written report on the issue of copyright and the
five-year review of copyright law. There have also been Newsletter items on this

issue. I would like to note that David Ladd; the Register of Copyrights, and several
of his senior staff members will be with us for tomorrow's discussions of document
delivery. In a recent statement Robert Wedgeworth has recast the copyright debate
in terms of rights of access versus rights of ownership. ARL, ALA, and our sister
associations continue to be involved in discussions among ourselves, with the
publishing community, and with the Copyright Office. Unfortunately, I am not; at
present, sanguine, about the outcome of these discussions. We must be prepared for
proposals to change the law in ways which may not be of benefit to libraries and

their users, and the proposed 1983 ARL budget which you received in the mail
reflects my concern in this area;

A brief note about the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) and the
standards for federal librarians which are being worked on there. The edition of the
ALA Washington Newsletter which is now in the mail to you contains a full report on
the status of these standards. However; Bill Welsh told me last Thursday; if ! heard
him right, that OPM has definitely decided to downgrade the entry level for
professional librarians in federal service from GS-9 to G&-7. This is a particularly
disheartening decision in view of our own concern for upgrading training and
education and for recruiting better people to the field. I do not have any further
information on this issue; The process by which the review is being undertaken is, as
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someone put it very succinctly, bizarre, and we do not know yet what the complete
outcome will be;

To turn to some internal matters, ARL's Office of Manogement Studies is
ernbarknig upon an important new initiative in the area of public services
management: This initiative is being undertaken with the generous support of the
General Electric Foundation; Duane Webster will be telling you more about it in hiS
report later this afternoon; I would like to take this opportunity to weldome to our
meeting Walter Grattidge of the General Electric Corporation and to ask him to
convey on all our behalfs gratitude and thanks to the Foundation'S Board of Direetors
for their support;

The Center for Chinese Research Materials has a new Acting Director, as you
SHW in a recent ARL Newsletter. His name is Pingfeng Chi arid he has also come to
the meeting this afternoon. fie has been a member of the ARL staff this time
aroundhe was on the staff beforesince last February and was named Acting
Director upon the retirement of P. K. Yu laSt July.

Pursuant to Board action last May, a proposal to extend the ARL Microform
Project to coordinate preservation microfilming activities was presented to the
National EndoWment for the Humanities. We have -ecently learned that the
Endowment has funded that proposal at $63,000. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank the Endowment for the grant; There is a report on what t' at
project will be doing on the table at the back of the roorn [The report on the ARE
Mircoferm Project appears as Appendix F to these Minutes.]

Other ARL programs and activities are noted in my report and recent issues of
the Newsletter. If ycu have any questions or comments about any of these or about
any other part of my report, I would be happy to entertain them now.

MS. ABELL: Are there any questions for Shirley with regard to her report or
other related issues? If not; then I would like to call on Duane Webster to give the
report on OMS.

report of the Office of Management Studies

MR. WEBSTER: Thank you, Penny. I would like to review quickly the public
services grant that Shirley mentioned to you First, however, I would like to alert
you to several OMS handouts that are on the back table. There are press releases
there covering the schedule for the Management Skills Institutes that we are
planning for this next year, the current group of librarians selected as part of the
Consultant Training Program, and describing the public services grant. Beyond that,
there is a more comprehensive report, on OMS activities that we prepared for the
ARL

Th. )ur new effort, funded by the General Electric Foundation grant;
is to .es and methods to help you examine, analyze, and strengthen
the pu: program in your libraries. The project builds on our earlier
experiei,cL If-StudieS in the areas of management; collections, and
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preservation. But it goes beyond simply design; development, testing, and making
available a self=§tudy process. We are adding here a component for preparing
training materials for public service librarians; And there is alSo going to be a
component called "sponsored research" that is intended to help a few libraries who

have an interest in a specific issue to get support for investigating_ that issue; We
hope they will come up with insights on those issues that will be of benefit to the
entire membership. This effort to encourage institutional research is a departure for
the Office and, I believe, a particularly important feature of the General Electric
grant.

To help us put this program together, we have been fortunate to attract Patricia
Swanson; who is the Head of Reference Services at the UniverSity of Chicago; Pat is
taking a year's leave of absence from Chicago. She will contribute practical
hand§,-on experience to complement the training, consulting, and design experience
that i§ preSent in the Office; As with the preservation project, we find it is very
helpful to have this type of working relationship With people in the field; not only
having someone who can be a- direct part of the design team, but also working with
an extensive number of member libraries in the actual conduct of studies.

In addition to Pat's help and, of course, the array of OMS staff who will be
involved in the project, we have been fortunate to have a group of ARL directors
agree to work with us as an advisory committee, not only assisting us in the design
and refinement of the self -study proceSs, but also working with us in deciding which
libraries will get the grants to participate in the program as pilot studies and which
libraries will be participating in the program as part of the sponsored research. The
members of that committee include: Jay Luckeri who is chair; Susan Martin, Harold
Billings; Robin Downes, Robert Miller, Merrily Taylor, and Paul Vassallo. The
committee had its fir§t meeting this afternoon; The discussions centered around
criteria. for making the decisions on institutional participation. Subsequently, we
met with about 30 of you to talk about how the self-study and sponsored research
programs will be operated as part of this project;

There are several key elements in this effort. First, there is a significant
commitment on the part of a corporate foundation to help research libraries address
a pressing concern. And I congratulate and thank. the General Electric Foundation
fir that support. Second, and very important; I believe this will lead to considerable
discussion and attention being focused on the public service component of our
libraries. That focus is well deserved and is timely in view of some of the
technological changes, economic pressures, and user interest in our collections; And;
third, I see this as an additional opportunity for direct member involvement, as well

as support for those institutions that are eager and able to introduce change with the
help of this program.

Election of New Board Members

MS. ABELL: The next item on the agenda is that of the election of three new
Board Members. The Nominating Committee has nominated the following: Hugh

` Akin8on, University of Illinois; Patricia Battin, Columbia University; and Paul
:Hallo, University of New Mexico. The floor is now open for additional
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nominations. Seeing no hands and hearing no additional nominations; may I hear a
motion?

A DIRECTOR: I move the nominations be closed.

A DIRECTOR: Second;

MS. ABELL: All those in favor please signify by saying "aye;" (Chorus of ayes:)
Those opposed, "nay." (No response.) Done. Congratulations, three new Board
Members.

Report from the Council on Library Resources

MS. ABELL: Nekt on the agenda is a report on the activities of the Council on
Library Resources from Jim Haas.

MR. HAAS: I have a limited 45-minute or so -talk here; I am looking for a
compromise on what was assigned me. Actually, I have a mix of things: some
general information that might be of interest to you, and then, second, a bit of
speculation.

First, we have moved. We are no longer in that hotbed of educational
bureaucracy, Number One Dupont Circle. We are now at 1785 Massachusetts Avenue
in the building owned and operated by the National Trust for Historic Preservation. I
note this simply to hope that; as all of you are in town at one time or another, you
will come by and pay us a visit, because the Council's new quarters are very nice.

Next, a word on the Council's Management Intern Prograrn. As you know, last
year we suspended it for a year while we assessed the program, because it is a
nontrivial one in terms of costs. It has gone on for eight years and something
approaching 40 librarians have spent a year away from home, some of whom have
gone on to greater and better things afterwards. It was clear from both the past
interns and their hosts that this was a venture we should persist in, and we have
agreed to go ahead.

I was a bit nervous a week ago. The deadline for applications as actually
yesterday, and a week ago we had nine, which gave me some concern. When I left
late this morning, we had 67. SO I think we are in good shapeln terms of havir -r a
pool of candidates for the next group of interns. Over the next month or two we will
solicit letters of recommendation from individuals the applicants themselves
identify, and then a committee of the Councilwe draw on many of you for help
here-7-will review the applications and ultimately interview a number of the
candidates who seem to be the most likely. We anticipate that there will be five
more interns next year.

A number of libraries have already asked that they might serve as hosts. We
have duly entered all those names and I would say to all of you here that if you are
interested in hosting a management intern next year or in some future yearbecause
I think we are going to continue with this for a whilelet us know. The assignments
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are made on the basis of the interests of the interns themselves; their own,
sometimes personal, situation how far away from home base they can easily beand
so on. But we try, maybe through intuition more than anything else, to match the
intern with the hoSt. If you would like to take part in some way, 'let me know. But
in the meantime, thanks to a good many of you for your help in encouraging people
to apply.

We also noted a few months ago that we were embarking on a new fellowship

program, this one designed to support, at a modest level, research to be conducted
by library school faculty members and librarianS acting in concerti a joint research
proposal. And in just a relatively short time we have received more than a dozen

applications. We anticipate !ontinuing thiS program. for several years, so it is

Something to keep in mind; he idea is to help the library school faculty memberS
get into closer touch with the real world of what goes on in research libraries today.
Many of them are,_but we believe many of them are not. This is an effort to bring
faculty members and librarians together in joint ventures.

I note the first Frontier Conference that Bob Hay 9s ran at UCLA in December.
He delivered to me last week the manuscript of the report, which is earmarked for
publication; I would say parenthetically that we are carrying on diseuSSions about
the second Frontiers ConferenCe. I think they have gone far enough so that I can say
'that it looks as if the University of British Columbia will host the second Frontiers
Conferencei with Basil Stuart=StubbS taking the principal lead at that library school;

The focus is probably going to be not only on the influence of new technology, but
also on the ways of operating that that new technology implies for the curriculum of
library schools. The details are not worked r'llt yeti but it is in the works.

I am delivering a message for Bob Hayes; A number of you took part in the first
Senior Fellows PrograM at UCLA in August and early September. The Council has
funded years two and three of this program; at least in part. I believe Bob would
agree that the first year had many merits and many strengths but, like all such
enterprises; there are subtle changes anticipated the next time around. Bob asked

me to underscore to everyone here that he hopes that each_of you will individually
and personally consider the prospect of taking part in that Senior Fellows Program
next year at UCLA. It will be modified somewhat, but we anticipate that maybe a
dozen or so directors of librariesand the emphasis, I think, is going to be on
directors and on very senior managerswill again take part. You might want to talk
here with some of the people who took part this first time around;

I am about pressing my luck here a little bit, I know. Just a brief mention of the
Wingspread Conference in December that the Council, along with the American
Council- of Learhed Societies and the Association of American Universities, is

sponsoring. This grows out of an effort last year to bring together the scholarly
community, librarians, and the university officers who have got to pay for

everything, so that they can collectively set an agenda. This is just one more
example of an effort that I know ARL itself has been moving on. to try to expand the
setting in which the libraries operate.

Let me now go from specifics to generalizations. The Council has just finiShed

its 26th year. I was unable to be at your meeting in May; but had I been there, I
would have simply noted that what we have been doing much of this last year is
reflecting on the future. Our Board decided that rather than simply go on in future
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years as we have gone in the past, we would take a look at the Council to see how it
can he most effective and most useful, not only to the library community, but also to
the university and scholarly world generally. We asked. four people, two from our
Board, Ruth Davis and Robert yospermany of you know themAo join with two
others who had little real knoviledge of the Council, namely Neal RudenStein, the
Provost of Princeton, and Robek O'Neill, President of the University of Wisconsin,
to constitute themselves a committee to look at the future and report to our Board.
They talked to a good many people, reported to the Board, and during the last year
we have been trying to translate their report into--I would like to say new directions
for the Council, but it is not all that dramatic a change. It is a set of refinements
and some additions in program and some new constraints. The biggest difference is
that in the past we have operated largely with unrestricted money, a series of Ford
Foundation grants. Starting a few years ago, we became more diversified. Ford
continues to provide support, but now a much larger number of foundations.provide
support., And so what we are trying to do is, first, to sharpen and redefine our
program directions; and then; second; to assemble the money to enable us to
continue much as we have in the past;

Our Board will meet on November 13. Soon after that time I anticipate that we
will be publishing some kind of a small document that will give everyone who is
interested a sense of some of the specific changes that the Council win be mai. g,
both in the way of operating and in the general range of program activities that we
are able to continue to support. The biggest one by far still is the Bibliographic
Services Development Program (BSDP). I will not get into that at all, because Lee
Jones has provided you with a review of what goes on and is available for questions.

I think I will stop at that point. And if there are any questions, I will be happy
to respond.

MS. ABELL: Are there any questions for Jim at this point? Lee, do you want to
add anything to what is in the written report? [The report on CLR Bibliographic
Services Development Program appears as Appendix E to the Minutes:]

MR. JONES (Council on Library Resources): I do not have anything to add, but I
am perfectly willing to respond to questions. The opportunity to review my written
report has been relatively limited. Maybe I should remark that our three principal
program thrusts continue. Our interest in linking the bibliographic utilities continues
apace. A two-pronged set of projects, one related to telecommunication protocols,
and the other, the implementation portion focused on name authorities, continues to
make progress. We expect that the Name Authority File Service, now to be operated
by the Library of Congress, will come up in late 1983, or early 1984, dependirig upon
progress in the other two areas.

As you all know, we have been collecting data on online public access catalogs
for some time, and the final reports of these studies will be available in the next
month or two. Two meetings are growing out of these efforts. On is a discussion
between a small set of library directors and a small set of system designers to talk
about the results of online public access catalogs and of another study we have
funded to look at the cost factors that relate to various features of online public
access catalogs. The second meeting that we are in the throes of organizing is a
session to bring together those people responsible for training library users to use
online catalogs, to look at the results of the study and see what the implications are
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for training;

Finally. the last substantial portion of BSDP is focused on subject access.
reported last time our intent to hold a meeting of experts. That meeting was held in

Dublin, Ohio; in June, and resulted in a set of long and short -term recommendations

for action; One of those recommendations haS been undertaken already: the

enhancement of the Library of Congress Subject Heading List with cross-references

contributed by institutions around the country. There. are four institutions

participating in that test. There are other activities, as well; about to get under way

in the area of subject access.

I would be happy to answer any questions.

Report from-_the ARL Committee on Interlibrary Loan

MS. Al3ELL: Thank -you, Lee. Next a report from the Interlibrary Loan

Committee by Ken Peterson;

MR. PETERSON: I would like to Say a personal word before reporting on the

Interlibrary Lbiari Committee; Ralph McCOy came by my office yesterday and said;

"Be sure to give my regards to all my friends at the A RL." Ralph misses his contacts

with the Association here, but he is keeping busy. He and Robert Downes are
working on a book -on First Amendment freedoms which they hope to have published

within the next year Second, I am filling in for Sterling Albrecht, who is not able to

be here. Sterling is the chair of the ILL ComMittee and we are sorry that he is not

able to make this report., Third, I want to express appreciation to Maxine Sitts and

members of the ARL staff for the substantial work that they did on the Interlibrary

Loan Survey; We are very much, indebted to them for pulling together a very rough

questionnaire which the committee worked on last May in Arizona; and for a really

marvelous job of synthesizing the results of the survey.

Let me give you just a half dozen or so of the highlights from the survey and

then review for you some of the conclusions that the committee came to about the

Survey when we met earlier thiS afternoon.

First of all, we were very grateful that 110 out of the 113 libraries of the
Association responded. We found that 36 ARL libraries are currently charging for

interlibrary loans, that is, for the borrowing and lending transactionsi not for the
photocopying or for the production of microform Copies. This represents about 33

percent of the member institutions at the present time that have established fee

bases; Of these 36 inStitutions; 18 have special fee arrangements for other ARL

libraries and, of theSe 36, 14 make their charges only to libraries that levy charges

against them.

Almost all of the institutions are charging for photocopies: 105 out of the 110

reported that they are charging for photocopieS. Only 70 libraries reported that they

are charging for copying microform material on interlibrary loan requests.

About 25 percent of ARL libraries indicated that they expect to institute
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charges or to raise their current charges within the next two years. Half of the ARL
libraries reported, however, that they will not raise their charges or institute
charges during that period.

In response to the question about whether ARL libraries would be willing to
suspend charges for other ARL libraries, 80 percent of the reporting institutions
indicated that they would be willing to; however; 20 percent indicated that they
would not. The committee is particularly cognizant of the fact that it is the large
institutions which are undoubtedly the greatest lenders among the institution
members who report that they cannot suspend their charges for interlibrary loan
transactions.

We were very much interested to find thrzt ARL libraries reported a total of 429
special interlibrary loan agreementsthis averages out to just a little less than four
per institution. We also found that over one-half of ARL libraries are receiving
subsidies for interlibrary loans. Of the institutions receiving subsidies,. about
three=quarters are receiving them from state agencies.

In the area of preferences in terms of sending requests, in-state and in-region
categories ranked highest in terms of the requests for lending. Third in that
category were requests to the Center for Research Libraries. In terms of factors
that influence the patterns for borrowing, 42 libraries indicated that speed of
delivery was the primary concern or the consideration, and 39 of the libraries
reported that they were influenced secondly by charges, whether an institution from
which they were borrowing charged for the materials.

We will be recommending that a fuller description of the results of the survey
be published in the Newsletter. Eventually, when we have had time to make more
thorough analyses of the statistical data, we recommend that a SPEC Kit be
provided not only with the results of the survey itself, but also with samples we
received from various institutions of the materials that they are using in connection
with interlibrary loan activities.

In discussing the factual results of the survey the committee came to six
conclusions. These are by no means final; in some ways they lead us to believe that
we need further study of the dimensions of interlibrary loan activity;

First, the high rate of returns, 110 out of 113, indicates to us that there. is not
only serious interest in, but also serious concern about, interlibrary loan ._!tivities in
libraries. From that the committee has inferred that there is undoubtedly greater
interest in and need for resource sharing, probably based upon declining ability of
local collections to meet their users' needs. If that is accurate, we think it is a very
serious trend that the Association will want to consider in terms of future planning.

Second, the committee felt that there was a dual concern being expressed in the
results of the survey. While, on the one hand, there was obviously greater need for
resource sharing, on the other hand this was offset by a greater interest in and a
need for recovering expenses. We could see these two trends working counter to
each other unless we find some ways to deal with the expenses of interlibrary
borrowing and also with the need for greater resource sharing.

Third, we found in the replies, particularly in the statements that were given
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with the survey returns, that there was a sufficient divergence of interlibrary loan
policies and procedureS among the ARL institutions so that it appears to us at this
point that we will not be able to recommend uniform policies or procedures; which,
in all probability, would not be feasible on an Association-wide basis. We probably
need to do more thinkipg about that; but that is the feeling we have at this point.

Fourth, bedauSe there is a trend among ARL libraries to increase charging for
interlibrary borrowing and because there appears to be an increased acceptance on

the part of ARL institutions to pay for borrowing, the Committee recommends that
ARL consider the value of establishing a credit mechanism for some sort of
balancing or exchanging of charges at the end of the year; We believe that this
would be a service to the institutions and would probably cut down to an appreciable
degree the amount of recordkeeping and mailing of invoices and so on among
individual inStitutions;

Fifth, the committee noted that while the trend toward charging is increasing,
support from subsidies has declined steadily since 1976; the time of the previous
survey. Therefore; the committee is seriously wondering whether the're is a need to
find out more about'subsidies as a means of recovering interlibrary expenses. There

are two special problem areas. First, the private institutions in many cases are not
receiving the benefits of state subSidies at the present time. Second, Many of the
subsidies that are being received, particularly by the state institutions, are

restricted to borrowing and lending arrangements within their own states, and do not

cover interlibrary loan activities that cross state lines;

The Committee has drawn up five or six recommendationS which we plan to
submit to the Board of Director8 at its meeting tomorrow and we will be .having
further information for you in due course as we are able to make further analyses of
the data.

MS. ABELL: Thank you, Ken. Before you leave the microphone, let's see if

there are any questions or any ad hoc advice that anyone in the audience would wish

to give the group. Yes.

MR. ROUSE (Oklahoma State University): =I think most of the state funds that
are going to interlibrary lending might be LSCA fundS, federal monies, which would

have no restrictions. Am I, right on that?

MR. PETERSON: I do not know whether you are right on that; I arminot sure

that most of the funds are LSCA. I think that there are a number of states that are
funding this by other appropriations within their states. I know that in Illinois, for

instance, we are operating with a state appropriation rather than LS( .t funds.

Ken.
MS. ABELL: Are there other questionS or comments? Thank you very much,

Admission of New ARL IVIember

MS. ABELL: We have an additional action item on today's agenda,
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recommendation for membership; You will recall. that the Guidelines for
Nopuniversity Library Membership in ARL were adopted in May. The committee
which prepared those guidelines has recommended to the Board that the Canada
Institute for Scientific and Technical Information (CISTI), be invited to join ARL.
The Board, in turn, recommends that action to you; As a resolution of the Board, it
is now on the floor for your vote. Is there any discussion of the proposal to invite
CNTI to join ARL? Are there any questions you might have for the Committee?

A DIRECTOR: Penny, could you tell us a little about CISTI?

MS. ABELL: Sure. Roy, could you tell us a little about CISTI? Roy Kidman is
the chair of the committee which made the recommendation to the Board;

MR. KIDMAN (University of Southern California): As you all realize, we cannot
have the kind of statistical criteria for nonuniversity libraries that we can have for
university libraries. But what the committee tried to do was to set up criteria that
we thought would correspond to the most important Characteristics of university
libraries so that any members who were invited and joined the Association would
want to participate in the same program. Essentially what we concentrated on, as
you might expect, were things, such as collection size, acquisitions level, serials,
staff size and the educational level of some percentage of the staff, and access by
scholars and some demonstration that the collections were actually available.

I will just give you a quick rundown on CISTI; Incidentally, CISTI used to be
called the National Science Library of Canada; it is responsible for science,
technology and medicine for the entire country; To give you an idea, the collection
size is over 2 million volumes; serials are almost 26,000 titles; they cataloged almost
30,e00 items last year; end they have 193 'FTE employees; 25 percent of whom have
advanced degrees; The ii:'..erlibrary loan total was 212,000 items last year.

I would be glad to answer any other questions you may have;

MS. ABELL: I sense a kind of swell of support. Is there any other discussion?

MR GOVAN (University of North Carolina): I will call the question;

MS. , BELL: All right. Thank you, Jim. All those in favor of inviting CISTI to
sir 111: ,::`ease signify by saying "aye." Those opposed, "nay: " )is unanimous.

Report of the ARL President

lJecere we ge to the special report from the Library Education Task For.ce, I
v ant to report to you o_i several items.

I regret to announce that Donald Koepp of Princeton University has submitted
his resignation as a member of the ARL Board of Directors because of the press of
other business. The Nominating Committee met last night and proposed John
McDonald of the University of Connecticut for a one-year term to complete Mr.
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Koepp's term. Additional nominations will be Solicited from the floor and the
election will be held during Business Session II.

I am plegSed to announce that the Board has elected a new Vice

President/President-Elect; Eldred Smith of the University of Minnesota. Eldred,

would you stand up?

Finally, I Wish to report very briefly on the progress of planning for the
Association. The Board has decided that a small task force should be convened to

prepare a plan for the Association identifying specific priorities, short and mid-term

objectives, activities to achieve those objectives; and related costs. Background

material for the plan will be drawn frOm the various papers and discussionS of the

past couple of years. Of immediate value will be the planning outline solicited from

ARE committees and task forceSthtink you very much for your thoughtful
work==and the advice from the memberS at the Business Session II tomorrow: It is

our aspirationthough not our commitmentto bring a plan to the Membership at

the spring meeting for action.

That concludes my report. WC will now proceed to the Library Education Task

Force Report.



SPECIAL REPORT FROM THE ARL TASK FORCE ON LIBRARY EDUCATION

Introduction

MS. ABELL: I will now turn the program over to Margot Mc Burney, chair of the
ARL Task Force on Library Education.

MS. McBURNEY (Queen's University): Thanks very much; Penny. The purpose
of this Special Report of the Task Force on Library Education is threefold: to report
on recent task force activities and plans; to hear about what it is really like in
today's library School and in research libraries; and to hear your views, questions,
and comments.

I would like to begin with a brief report on some task force activities and
accomplishments, and what we plan for the future. We have identified several issues
to be addressed, and our recommendations for further action htftre already been sent
to the ARL Board and have been approved. These include the following:

To recruit talcnr to research librarianship.

To improve the -cational preparation for future research
librarians.

To foster iLi between library school faculty and
library staff.

'1,, reach university adminiStrators about the importance of both the
library and the library Sehool to the scholarly goals of the university.

To seek effective ways to educate and develop librarians at
mid-career.

To involve the_ American Association of Library Schools (AALS) in the
work of the ARL TaSk Force.

Several activities deSigried to carry out these recommendations are already
under way. A draft of a recruitment brochure will go to the ARL Board for approval
in February. The target audience of the brochure will be undergraduates at selected
strong liberal arts obllege8 and universities; students with scientific as well as social
science: and humanitieS background; As you know; earlier this year a letter was sent
to deans of lihtaty schools to identify a few ARL library directors willing to act as
an informal speakers bureau. Speakers would alert library school students to the
Challenging careers in research li raries; in an attempt to counter the perceived
problem that we 8-e losing the best students to the information brokers and to the
special libraries.

A curriculum draft paper is being prepared for use in further diseuSSionS with
ARL. directors. Further; a draft paper on internships is being developed but is not
yet complete. As Chair of the Task Force on Library Edueation, I have been
attending an AALS Task Force meeting which is drafting a procedural internship
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document; It is slightly different than the one we are working on;

In the area of fostering intellectual exchange between library school feeulty and
library staff, last July a letter was sent to library directors and library schOol deanS
with some suggestions for collaboration on projects and research between the two
groups. Earlier today Jim Haas mentioned what the Council on Library ReSourceS
(CLR) is dc,ing in this regard in funding joint research by the two groups.

Two library school deans have been appointed to the task force; they are Edward
Holley from the University of North Carolina and Herbert White frorri Indiana
University. Finally, the task force has recently asked for either an extension of its
two-year mandate, which expires this December, or for standing committee status,
because we believe that we must complete the work that we have begun.

Now for today's program; Russell Bid lack, Dean of the Library School at the
UniverSity of Michigan, will "tell it like it is" in library schoolS. Then Patricia
Battin, the University Librarian at Columbia University, will do the same for
research libraries. Since thcr papers were sent to you, they will not read the papers
and will speak only briefly to them. General discussion will follow both speakers.
[Note: The papers by Mr. Bid lack and Ms. Battin appear in these M-inutes as
Appendix B.1

Remarks by Russell Bid lack

MR. BIDLACK (University of Michigan School of Library Science): Last week I
got a letter from the President of Scarecrow Press. His first sentence was to
congratulate me upon my long tenure as Dean at Michigan. Then he wanted to know
if it were true that the school was being reviewed for possible elimination. I

responded that if so, I had not heard about it. It happened that I had a meeting
Coming up with my bOss,:,the Vice President for Academic Affairs, and he confirmed
the fact that we were not on any hit list. Fut rumors are rampant.

I will not name the sChool, because I do not want to be a part of spreading the
rumor, but a rather prominent library school's dean; who has a sense of humor, Said
jokingly a few months ago aS he left for a budget meeting with his vice preSident,
"Well, I have to go and find out whether we still have a library school." That
intended joke was picked up by people who overheard it and the rumors spread far
and wide that that particular library school was in trouble. It was not put to rest
until he was confronted with it at the Philadelphia meeting. This illuStrate8 the
insecurity of a number of library schools. Perhaps in the paper that I have prepared I
add fuel to that kind of rumor, and for that I am sorry.

There are presently 62 library schools in the United States that are on the ALA
accredited list. These include two that I mentioned in the paper with very uncertain
future. the State University of New York, Geneseo, which definitely, I beleive, will
be closed, and the University of Minnesota that presumably will beat least; they
have not been permitted to admit new students at Minnesota. (Be Sides these 62;
there are seven more in Canada; I have not attempted to addreSS my remarks to the
Canadian situation.) As I indicated in the paper, I am convinced that this number
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will decrease in the next few years, probably considerably.

I pointed out that the FTE enrollment for the fail 198_I =I do not have fall 1982
figures--in the 62 U.S. schools totaled something less than five thousand: 4,970
FTE. If you divide that by 62, you get about 80 FTE per library school. I would ask
you to imagine a law school or a school of education or a school of social work in a
major university with an enrollment of 80 FTE. Were the number of library schools
reduced by half, which happens to be the number that did exist on the accredited list
exactly 20 year,- ago in 1962, and if the enrollment were evenly divided up, that

ould make 16C udents_ FTE per library school. Even then, that would be mighty
all compared irtually every other school, or college, on a given campus. As I

noted in my papei, I am not at all horiefnl that in this reduction in number the best
schools will survive in every case and the poorest schools will be eliminated. These
decisions about our future, I think, will be made on individual campuses. T11 e will
be no master plan followed in thiS.

In the paper 1 also commented upon the cost of library education today in
relationship to the salaries of librarians, and I am sure that you directors get awfully
tired of library school people complaining about this. But I used as an illustration my
own situationand confessed how old I really am by noting that I got my master's in
library science in 1948. A classmate of mine was Jim Skipper (currently Executive
Director of MIDLNET). We had both gone to Michigan as out-of-state students and
we were both on the GI Bill, but had we paid our own tuition; it would have come to
$650 fbr those four semesters that we spent; first earning the bachelor's in libror-,
science and then the master's in library science; Today for the AMLS degree at
Michigan, for which we now 'require three trimesters, the out-of-state student pays
$9,390; the in-state student pays about half that;

I use Jim Skipper as an example because in 1948, whereas I stayed on for my
doctorate, he decided he had better see what the real world was like and got hls first
library position. He became the Associate Director of Washington-Jefferson College
Library and went for $3600, which was not a bad salary at that tune. I had been a
First Sergeant in the Army, believe it or not, not long before that, and I had received
$3600 which I thought it was a splendid salary. And he, _I think, received the highest
salary of anyone going out in 1948. Had library salaries kept up with tuition costs, at
least at the University of Michigan, I noted that Jim Skipper going out this year
would have to get a beginning salary of $52,000 to mcktc:i it, because tuition has gone
up that tremendously.

Now, I must confess that this has 'not happened at every library school. Ed
Holley is in our midst and _I gave him a plug in the paper by noting that tuition at
North Carolina, for example, is much less than at the University of Michigan; It is
true that the University of Michigan's tuition for out-of-state students, is rig pt up
there with the private universitiesColumbia, Chicago, -Denver, Case Western
Reserve. And thank goodness that we do not charge everybody what we charge
out-of-state students.

I believe this partially answers the question of why sometimes you feel you do
not get the brightest and the best. We often are not able to attract all the people
that we would like to library schools in part because of the cost of that education
and in part because of what we can promise thereafter. I listened to the pitch that
our dean of the School of Engineering made recently to a group of students. The
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main point was that he could guarantee anyone admitted to his program a beginning
Salary of at least $25,000 immediately upon graduation with a bachelor's degree.

Thi, is one of the iard facts that we have to live with; and I know that a little
later Pat is going to challenge me to help provide some answers. But at this point I
simply present it as a question.

Remarks by Patricia Bastin

MS. BATTIN (Columbia University): Rather than discussing my paper, which you
can all read I would like to talk about something else today that I believe is_ another
major issue in this area. As I said to Russ this morning, I found his paper
inordinately depressing and I am trying to think of some ways that we library
directors can make some positive contributions;

One of the things that struck me in thinking about thiS is t, our profession
now shares with some others, particularly engineering, a professional plight because
we are directly affected by a rapidly chabging technological environment. In a
recent issue of the Chronicle of Higher Education, there was El:" article about some
of the things that the engineering profession is doing to combat the same sorts of
problems. __I have to confess that in the present chaos of my life in trying to maintain
oiCoaStal living, I threw the article out before I had completely finished it Bul sorr-i

of you may read it There was a particular_ item in their program that
interested- mc, and,I would like to apply i; to the library situation; It is a major
problem of hc.,w the academy can keep up with the changes that are happening in the
field, in order to educate our future professionalS, to provide continuing education
for thoSe of us who are out there now coping with unanticipated challenges and to
restructure educational programs to cope with the declining budgets and enrollment
and other problems that are outlined in Russ's paper.

As library_ directors we may have been looking at this thing through the wrong
end of the telescope. In talking to the educator8 our focus has been don't you
Flo something; about this?" rather than recognizing that there is a sitnificant service
tnat.. we can provide in this new environment. That service is to tutor our teachers in
tt ,..ealicy of the technological world and the major issues arising from that world

"nand significant and SubStantial intellectual effort and research.

it raditional model assumes availability of the written record. Today too
is nappening too fast and nobody is 'ocumenting it Librarians are learning on

1le job and no one is telling the faculty what it is that we are doing, the decisions
that we are making that are shaping the future; I have a couple of exampleS of this
f t.,in my own experience of the past three months in which I have been removed
f. om the operating environment of a large university library. I have felt
-,ITaordinarily isolated from the kinds of problems that we are facing, and it has
::-.ride me realize once again how impoitant it is to be on the scene to really know
what theSe challenges are.

Another example of about two years ago: one of the members of the Columbia
UniverSity Libraries staff took a course in a library school -in networking and wrote a
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paper on collection development and RLG which received an "A" from the professor.
She brought it to me and asked about publishing it. I was horrified when I read it. It
was a well written paper, but it was all wrong. The point is that neither the
professor nor the student had-access to the correct information, because it is not
documented. I noticed also that in one of the papers we were given to read for the
program session there is a caveat saying that the information needed was not
available and the authors did n have time to collect the data

I have a proposal to make. I believe that the ARL and the AALS should sponsor
and develop a series of seminars and workshops; or perhaps a three-week institute in
the summer, for library faculty; It would be staffed and produced Isiy research
librarians on the major issues of today, the state of the art in contemporary
libraries, and forecasts and trends for the future. Some of the issues that I think
need to be discussed in this intensive kind of tutoring session are:

Collection development in a shrinking economy:

Preservation; the real issues.

Storage technologies.

Electronic publishing, ranging from online table of contents to published
material with special data bases and full text informatin retrieval
possibilities.

Decision making in a technological environment, which involveS the whole
issue of retrospective conversion.

Authority files.

Subject R cc ess.

Economics of information services to scholars.

User forecasts and trendS for the future.

DiStributive processing.

Local systems support and central data bases, who does what?

The architecture of information services.

Personal computers;

Local area networks;

Bibliographic services.

International scholarly networks and services.

All of these are issues that you and I knk ,v we are facing today in making
decisions that shape what the future is going to be. But, we are not telling our
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colleague§ in the library schools what we are doing and the kinds of information that
we are gather' :g, because we are not Writing it dOwn and it changes every day. The
purpose of the institutes would be an intensive immersion of the factil'y in, as I now
find we say irl the trade, online real-time decision Making and in developments which

are shaping our future directions, whether we like it or not

The Second purpose of these institutes would be to provide hard information ail;
documentation to C,Ir library faculty colleagues. Also we would recognize our
responsibility to keep them informed.

.

Discu§!:::on

MS. Mci3UP.N1EY: you both very m'ich; Before opening the discussion, I
would l!se :o r;sl. 7:,,e rest of yeu a few questi( is to be sure that you did in fadt do
you- nomewbrk, ::o you agree with the inference in Russ's paper that the number of
liorary se;, ought to be reduced by 50 percent? Have library direetorS b( :n
remis, ,1 doing something about librarians' salaries? Should our beginning
iiir3ria*t hr. gett'ng $52,000 a year? Is it our fault that they are not gettingsuch
;.,:iaries? And if it is our fault, what can we do about it? Should ARL directorS be
involved in the major issue seminars that Pat suggested? Ought students to be
edue!z,cd in research libraries rather than in library schools? What Should the ARL

T isle Force on Library Education be doing in the next two yearS, if indeed its
mandate is extended?

You may agree completely with everything that haS been said. Then again, you
may not agree. This is your opportunity to speak out and we would like to hear from
you. We would like to know what you think and what your questions are.

MR. WELSH (Library of Congress): On Pat's part, it appears that ituss ought to
be the firSt to respond. She laid down a challenge to you suggesting that all the
topics that she enumerated are not; in fact, addressed in library schools. I believe
you ought to Jelend yourself initially.

MR. BIDLA('k: I:would contend that a lot depends in a given library school

upon the corn mun, on between the faculty and the dean of that library school and
the library staff and the director. All too often there is not the cordial lationship
in the exchange of criformation that there should be. I believe Richard Oougherty
and I have recognized this at Michigan and have made a determined effort to try to
bring about that kind of communication so that the library faculty; particularly those
concerned specifically with courses ; ,1,7ting to aca'Jcmic librarianship, do have that
communication; I know that is not true in every case:.

Were the.ki-id of seminar or workshop that Pat has proposed actually put_ into
operation, I can 'ssure you that I would find the money in the budget to send at least
one member of faculty (I_ do not believe it is envisioned that all library school
faculty would be inVolved). d Holley and I compared notes and he agreed that he
would certainly find the ,,,oney Lo send someone. Certainly, the more such
communication, the better. But if the director of the university library is a member
of the faculty of the library Schqol and comes to faculty meetings when he can, and
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if a director invites the dean to come to his unit head meetings, for example, that at
least provides a start; I know this varies from one library school to another. Surely
many of us place high priority on that kind of communication and we recognize that
you cannot get it just from reading the literature.

I would like to see a study made some time of the amount of recent experien.:
and continuing experience that library school faculty have with the real world. It is
something of a myth that we iixie in ivory towers and we have no association-, I
believe there is a fair amount of association, though not as much as would be
desirable.

I did not answer your ,aiestion ,veil.

MR. WELSH: Nc i; d not answer it. This is a frienc:, lutstion. At
Columbia a number o ago there was a distinguished pro.t,,:,, [Maurice]
'Fauber by name, who rn, a point to travel extenSively. Ruth rrenci Strout at
Chicago did the same thing. I do not find that happening today.

I Wonder, Pat, if you were suggesting that it was enough for these two
gentlemen to sit down and talk, or to broaden the base of itto have Russ exchange
views with you and somebody on the West Coast. It of ,t to be a broad base,
becauSe a tremendous amount of work is going on; There ctre a lot of changes being
made.

MS. BA'F'FIN: Yes. I believe it is laudable when these one-to-one
communication channels happen. But what I am suggesting is that w need to set up
a regular mechanism that does not rely upon individual personal. relationships to
make sure t): t this information is passed back and forth; That was why it seemed o
me that ARi and AALS are particularly suitable organizations to establish such a
mechanism; to assure that this information exchange happens, regardless c.f wh?re
one happens to be. I. would think the idea of traveling more would be good, too. 'tut
there still should be a regular, dependable institutional activity that would be
available for library faculty;

MR.' WELSH: May I make one further point?

BA'FTIN: Yes.

MR. WELSH: In the field of optical disk technology. I have a great concern
about tho future of classification and subject af'cess. 1 a m wondering how the
panelists would respond and h ,w Ed Holley woulci respond to this. Do you recognize
that as a problem, and is something being done abut_ changing the curriculum in any
way, so that we are aware and we develop some strategies to deal with the new
technology?

it. HOL',EY: My visit__ with A RI, last spring was true education for me; I went
back and reported to the faculty on the LC "dog and pony show." It was just
astounding, the kind of things that are happening and I thought we kept up pretty
well: AS some of you Sum- ;ted, I hope that presentatibn can be made available soon
as a cassette program 56 we can show it to our students and staff;

It is very difficult in fast-changing profession for all of us to keep uP. 1 am
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sure we do not read all of the things we should read; We come to meetings and we
are flooded with documents; we read them on the planes and hope we get enough out
of them that somehow we can muddle through; Pat's idea is excellent=we need to
be doing a lot more of that. It seems to me that it would be very good to connect
her seminar idea with a university library; the libr Ty school and the library, so that
the faculty who have been away from practice for a while could interact with the
staff. I would hope it would not just be people lecturing at each other.

It is quite true that the information transfer process among library school
faculties and librarians is simply breaking down. Your optical (HSI( technology is a
very good example of that However much we travel, we are not going to get as
much informationthere is no question about that. I do not know of any good library
school in the country that is not grappling with the problem of curricular change;
We have been doing it for a decade at Chapel Hill and sometimes one gets tired of it;
just as librarieS get tired of reorganizing the staff.

But We do not really have any alternative, becauSe of all the things that Pat
talked about in her paper; the most important was the necessity for the inquiring
mind. We want the best and the brightest students; there is nothing more exciting
than doing a seminar with really bright students who are eager and energetic and

want to learn We must find a way to stay on top of all of these developments and
incorporate the intt; the curriculum as fast as posSible. We are not doing it very
well right now, I would say; Bill. I really welcome the idea that Pa tossed out this
morning. It is a splendid approach and something that we ought to :,,1;1. started !.-)ri as
quickly as possible;

MR. ROGERS (Yale University): This is addressed to Pat; I would li!ce to make
it clear that I am very much in favor of raising librarians' salaries. It s 07as to me
that we have at least a dual problem. We have to struggle within an a:jnV:':iliC

institution with the faculty schedules; that iS one thing; Secondly, it might be easy
to raise the beginning professional salary, but one immediately runs into the entire
Scale. To do anything really noticeable, one Would have a huge financial problem of
Moving the whole scale up. And to try to do that in the face of, faculty salaries is
very difficult.

I just wonder if we can ever solve the problem of the c :mess school stit
the law student getting $50,000 to $60,000 a year fresh out of school. And k °no11.)

for a fact that this is what happens;_ The dean of our law school sits in
meetings and lamentt the difficulty of gptting and keeping law faculty membe
the face of that kind of Competition. Somehow or other they do manage to get fad
distinguished people who are willing to teach rather than to go out and practice;
And I do not knoW but what perhaps we have the same problem. We do need to work
to improve salarieS. But it seems to me that we are going to have to sell what we do

on some other basis. I would be glad to have your reaction to that.

MS. BATTIN: I am glad you asked that question, Rudy, becauSe that gives me a
chance to reSpond to Russ about something we were talking about this morning; I

quite agree with you But there is also another element here. We are the one
profession in which we stay in the same environment as the faculty that taught us.
We have not had :he help of the library school educators to raise our salaries; And,

aS you say, in a university environment we run right into that problem of the
librarianS making more than the faculty, LJarticularly if we are making more than the
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library school faculty. We have a problem there and we must start addressing it.
The library school deans and library school. directors must go to the university
officers and lay out this problem in terms of the future of the school and the future
of the profession and so forth.

I believe; too; that there are people who enter this profession for more than
money; But we have to be careful that we do not sell ourselves that far down; We
are not making enough now to attract good people. But I do not believe we have to
go to the $50;000 and $6d;000 that thr2 downtown lawyers get. The engineers are .

having the .same problemnobody wantF: to stay behind and teach. It seems to me
that we need really to make a case to the university administrationsand I believe it
must be both the library school dean and the library director who do thisas to what
represents _reasonable compensation. I believe it is going to be more than library -

school professors are getting now. And I would say that if we raise the Iibrari:nist
saiaries, we- could -then work to help raise those library school salaries; because one
must come firSt. Right now we are just killing each other.

MR. ROUSE (Okahoina State University): Pat; I agree with you that Russ just
scared us to death and gave us some depressing news. But it is not his fault; he just
pulled some facts together. I wou! to ask Russ whether the 41 percent fewer
graduates last year than seven yeays ago in the ten-year-old schools is a trend.
Because if it is, I have some scarier facts here that I worked out in the margin on the
airplane. By 1989 we will have 2,400 graduates in library science with a master's
degree, compared with 6,800 seven years ago. Now, what is going to happen to us in
our libraries, except that you have planted the seed for improvement of salaries?

MR. BIDLACK: I believe it is a trend; I do not have figures for this fall from
very many schools, but the same trend appears to be continuing this year; And I
suppose it may get to the point that you indeed have those jobs; as was true ;n the
1960sthat was a growth period; That is why we have so many library schools now;
because everything was growing; We could not necessarily say they were splendid
salaries; but we could assure graduates of a job; an interesting job. There is always a
lag between the market and the graduates; and we continued to graduate more
peopl.:- than there were jobs for a while; I believe that same thing will happe' again;

In most instances library graduates are indeed finding jobs, if they are mobile.
But in our recruitment for these splendid CLR fellowships that we have 'it Michigan,
which are $20,000 fellowships with tuition and stipends combined and are attracting
people who otherwise would not have gone to library school, we are finding that the
most difficult questions we had to answer were: Will we advance rapidly in the
field? What will be our beginning salaiy? The answers that we had to give were
rather depressing. We said that we believe you will have an advantage because you
will be CLR fellows.

I guess my answer is yes, the trend will continue until such time as the market
place is .more Fitts active.

MR. ROUSE: When there are fewer graduates, the salaries are going to go up.

MR. BIDLACK: Yes.

MR. STUDER (Ohio State University): I would like to address what Rudy said
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and dc:tinue the salary issue; It is one I have confronted head-on several years
running,_arici there does not seem to b7"any solution insritutionally; What Rudy said

is so awfully true. We can all afford to raise beginning salaries; I do not believe that

is difficult. But we cannot afford the ripple effect. In a staff of the size I have;
which iS probably at tie median for this_orgatization, it would take several hundred
thouSand dollars to do the proper kind of adjustment, and one simply cannot be that
unfair to the remainder of the staff. Salaries are compressed the way it is, because
we have tried to push the bottom against the top to achieve just a little bit of what
Russ wants to see.

I agree that it is terrible for someone with six years of higher education to be
offered $15,000 in this economic time. But I have gone to my institution, which
every year reserves a good deal of money for what they call "equity and marketplace
adjuStments," and pointed out very carefully with good statistical analyses that we
are much below the average compensatory levels for the four ranks. (We have
equivalent ranks at Ohio State.) They agree with that, but they are not very
impressed. They want to know how we compare with the marketplace, and the Big
Ten is very- fond of using itself for a comparison; The fact is that we rank toward
the top in the Big Ten and when I have to admit that, they say, "That is the end of
the discussion," and I go home and try to make the case a different way next year.

I do not really see any Solution. It is supply and demand. The English f.srofessor

commands a great deal leSS than the engineering professor. They simply look at
library salaries as a function of the marketplace and they see that, comparatively
speaking, Ohio State pays pretty good salaries to librarians.

MR. BIDLACK: One thing that you all can do for us is to heip us recruit the
kind of people you want. I thought when we received the grant from the Council on
Library Resources for our special program in academic librarianship that some of our

best candidates would be recommended by library directors who have said, "Gee, we
have had this perSon as an undergraduate working part7time in the library and he or
she is just ideal for a career in academic librarianship." tt e received relatively few
nominations from that source, though we had expected that there would he many. So

you can be helpful to us in this regard, in recruiting for us the brightest and the
best;

MR. ANDERSON (Colorado State University): It is amazing hdw many people

read papers on theairplane; Bob Wedgeworth can attest to our reading, I believe, a

few hourS ago. But I would like to quote from _the learned lady from Palo Alto and

New YOrk, and then i.sk the learned gentleman from Ann Arbor if he would respond.

Quote from Pat: "If we are to develop the kind of talent necessary to assume
the awesome responsibility for the management and provision of scholarly
information in all its formats in our universities in the year 2000, we must relinquiSh

our long-held notion that one faculty, one curriculum and one set of admission

requirements are adequate for all who share the title librarian;"

If, indeed; that is an veeeptable premise, I would like to hear what either
flack or Dr; Holley might respond.

MR; NIDLACK: I believe there is flexibility in this regard at the present time;

Vie have admission reeuirements, but we frequently make exceptions, particularly
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when you urge us to do so. We pay very close attention to your recommendation of
an individual who might br, different from the typical student coming to us, and I
believe that Ed and I would agree that we would certainly make an effort to admit
that persdn. At least where library schools are in major universities, they can
certainly call upon the library itself to be of assistance; Dick Dougherty is teaching
a course for us right now in problems of academic librarianship. We do have that
flexibility.

MR. HOLLEY: I believe that probably in the larger library sch ols there is a
common core curriculum. We have an integrated core at Chapel Hill as e few other
schools do; others have individual courses lumped together that everybody has to
take, because the fundamental assumption is that everybody ought to know these
certain things; whatever they are that you can identify. And then the schools go off
and specialize in all of the other areas and put together a package that makes sense
for the career goals of their students. I believe that takes place in maybe a dozen or
15 schools.

One of the things that Russ points out in his paper, though, that makes this
difficulthe alluded to it a while ago -is that library school faculties are very
small. They are generally the smallest faculties on any university campus, and
therefore you are limited in what you can do by the number of faculty. I am
absolutely appalled that any school can be accredited with a full-time faculty of five
or six; l do not believe that, if you take all of the things that Pat says about changes
and all of the things that she would like for all of us to know, you can conceivably do
that with the limited expertise you will find in a faculty of five or six. Indeed, most
of us ought to have a faculty of 20 with some basic common core of knowledg-e and
specialization in two or three areas to be reasonably comfortable with the kinds of
students we get. And one also expects in a gradta to professional school that the
faculty ill do research and publish and add to the store of knowledge in the

One of our problems in this area is how much specialization one can get with a
faculty as small as most library schools have The average faculty size is somewhere
around ten, but I do not remember the figures you gave, Russ, of how many are
below ten. It is an incredible number. And, of course, that is a problem that, as I
have suggested rather frankly to the Committee on Accreditation (COA), ought to be
taken more seriously than COA has been willing to do in the last decade. Some
schools really ought to die and they ought to die quickly, but they will not It is very
difficult to kill an academic program, as all of you know from subject departments
that you have tried to kill on your own campuses in order to get the dollars that you
need to raise the salaries of the business professors and all the others that you need
to keep; It is also very difficult to kill a library school program, unless you just say
absolutely; "Don't admit any more students," as is the case at Minnesota. That will
effectively kill the program while it is studir d, you know.

So the problem of the numbers makes a difference. Whether a library school in
relating to the total library profession can afford the- luxury of developing one
specialty as it relates to librarianship, I am not at all sure Some schools already
provide fl majority of their students for academic or special librariesmaybe we
should just ignore the public libraries and the school libraries. Realistically, in a
state university that is not an option, for all the political reasons that you can
imagine.
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I believe, Pat, that some of us do what you were suggesting. We do not do it as

well as we could if we had more resources. The idea of developing a very specialized

unit, though; is a tough one, and chiefly for those demographic reasons.

MS. BATTIN: Let me just_ respond to that; since We are all friends here, by
saying some things that are probably controversial. I would question whether school

librarians need a master's degree program; particularly in a research university.

There is a place for that kind of educational program; it is Simply not the same as

that a research librarian needS. We are talking about Some very different kinds of

requirements; It does not mean that one is better than the other; they are just

different. The skills and abilities needed to run a sehool library are very different

than the kinds of skills and abilities that are needed in the university;

The second thing is that I quite agree with everything you say and I am
wondering if there is a different way to do it The overhead costs of maintaining

cis kind of faculty are probably out of the question. Therefore maybe what we need

to do--I hate to say thisis to shrink the library School to a faculty that is the

synthesizing, coordinatiag part of our discipline and have cross appointments or joint

appointments with iktculty experts in all the other discipline; make it an

interdisciplinary program in the way that universities have interdisciplinary

programs. One would take someone in the management area, for example, and not

have them teach, management of profit-oriented activities; but have them develop an

expertise in nonprofit management or library management. In the engineerii.g

schools, in the computing science departmentS, and so forth one would have people

develop a specialty for the library questionS, rather than try to have all of 'these

talents repreSented in the library school. Is that a possibility?

MR. HOLLEY: Let me respond to the last first; and then I want to defend the
school librarians. We are already doing some of that; We could not possibly offer in

Our library school the course that the business school offers an the management of

not-for-profit organizations. We do not attempt to; we Send the students over
there. The same is true in public administration for the theory of of.ganizations. We

do not have that expertise and as long as we can freeload on them, we will continue

to do So. There are problems involved in that, but they are not problems that cannot

be solved. We do not make as much use of that as we could, but a lot of us are
already doing it.

MS. BATTIN: I was not talking about sending studentS tc the other school. I

was talking about a joint appointment in which that person is of your faculty,

brut holds tenure in the other department. It seems to me that there are two
different models that are used in institutions.

MR; HOLLEY: Weil, we do some of the other, too. We split up a faculty
position and pay for a part of a faculty member. It sounds wonderful, but in reality

it has its own set of problems. Where is your-home department; and particularly

c. here do you get your rewards and promotion and tenure and so forth? But, yes, we

do some of both. And I believe we simply have to; there is no other solution. We are

not going to expand the faculty. But we can make use of the specialized expertise.

I am going to try to transmit what I believe tne more advanced school librarians

would say to you. They would say that at leaSt as far as many academic libraries are

concerned, though perhaps not the elite research library group that is here, many
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schools are far ahead of academic libraries in terms of the use of microcomputers
and a host of Other of the new technological devices. Indeed their needs for a
graduate professional program are much stronger than you would indicate, and some
of these have common elements with other types of libraries. I would not pretend
that that is true for all school systems. But there are some school systems that are
very much advanced technologically. And some of these problems will solve
themselves; because by the time those students get to us in library schools, they will
know all of the things that we now have to teach at a pretty fundamental,
elementary leyeL

MS. BATTIN: In certain areas I have no question that these schools arc ahead. I
am not looking at who is ahead and who is behind. I am looking at it as a different
kind of emphasis; in the same way that people with either a bachelor of science in
education or a master's degree in education do not end up as members of faculties of
research universities. I am saying that research librarians; and particularly those
with academic status and who hold faculty appointments and so forth, must have a
different kind of educational background, because we are operating in an entirely
different environment and facing a whole different set of problems; I believe trying
to educate everybody within the same curriculum is just not going to work;

MR. HOLLEY: I guess I am saying that we do not do that. Within the
framework of what we are doing, we do some things that are common to all types of
librarianship and we do specialization for all of these differences and then we track
as much as we can So I do not disagree with you about the needs. They have
certain kinds of needs that we cannot provide in the library school, just as we would
not for the research library track.

MR. BIDLACK: Some deans have been meeting rather regularly with personnel
directorS of large public libraries and the problems that they p, esent to us sound
very much like the ones you are presenting.

MR. HOLLEY: The directors of large public libraries are asking the question,
"Why are we not getting the best and the brightest ?" too. It is a good cy

MS. GAPEN (University of Alabama): I would like to come back to the salary
issue bne more time, because I think it is significant in changing the sort of people
that are attracted to librarianship; When I talk about salaries with the Vice
President for Academia Affairs at Alabama, he looks at two things. He looks at the
comparable regional salaries; But then he also looks at the productivity of the
people who are in the library and who have faculty status and rank; And clearly they
are not as productive in terms of service and research as the other faculty members
are. The way !-hat we are trying to deal with that is to hope that somebody in the
region has hicr.h.2r salaries. And I am sitting between two women from Canada Nho
have enormous silaries.

....:(Laughter)

MS. McBURNEY: For their StaffS.

MS. GAPEN: For their staffs. And I am going to start comparing us to them:

The Secon,_ thing that we are trying to do is to provide the time and enhande the
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o tro bring ;out a new commitment of the library people in research and
et' .s; Partly that is diificult because they do not come to the library from

:ol with that kind of corr mitment, nor do they come with that kind of

trainirb. -,.:d I believe there is r. very large lack of awareness of what academic
rank Em' status mean. That is :ornething that could relate to what happens in library
schools tole i;

ivlARTIN (Johns Hopkins University): I would like to go back to a topic that
J??!ss referred to: what we can do or what we as library directors, library
ad;:,inistrators, should be doing to recruit people to library schbol, to the profession.

I would like to ask everybody a question; Last year I adopted for the Hopkins

Library a model that I learned at Harvard about 15 years ago, that of setting up an
internship program whereby people who are working in the library as support staff;
who are obviously there for an extended period of time and might consider making
librarianship a career, would be offered an incentive some time off, a little bit of

support for tuitionto go to library school and then come back. We have a policy
worked out; we do not guarantee positions, but obviously We would be very careful in
looking for positions when this student graduates. I .would like to know how many
other people have this type of arrangement within the library. (Show...6f hands.)
What would that be, about 15? Good. That is more than I would have anticipated.

JuSt for your information, we now have five people going to school at the
UniverSity of Maryland at College Park, and I started out with an allocation in the
budget of $2,500. That has been increased slightly, but it is still not very much.

MR. SYLVp:STRE (National Library of Canada): There is something similar that
haS oeen promoted by the Canada Institute for Scientific and Technical Information
(CISTI), which was elected to ARL membership earlier today. For 15 to 20 years
they have had a fellowship program whereby they give fellowships to people who

have science degrees; because most of the graduates have arts degrees before they
go to library school, as we all know. Many of these people have doctorates
science or engineering degrees. CISTI gives them a fairly substantial fellowship and
then a job; This way CISTI recruits the kind of people they want, becauge they

select them;

MR. PINGS (Wayne State University): I have had the experience in the last six
weeks of interviewing about ten people just out of library_ school for jobs. We do
have jobs in Michigan still. I ask an open-ended question, "What is your interest in
technology or what do know about this?" Oh, boy, they know all about this;

What I found out is_ that they have taken a course which I could identify as "computer
appreciation" or "electronic appreciation."

(Laughter)

Now, there is another course called, "The future of electronics."

(Laughter)

Then they say, "Oh, I have taken this course and I know how to do searching."
And now I go buck a bit further with the people_ we have hired who say that they
have taken theSe courses. BRS comes along, Lockheed comes along; and offer
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training courseswe arc always sending peoplo to these courses. Well; they do not
really have the experience. This is the connee' )f the real environment versus an
academic one;

I do not know how we re going to real world that Pat is talking about;
the electronic world; It is n; -,t coming in from our library schools; However, I do
knoW that we are hiring inercharqs; vendors to come in and operate our bibliographic
apparatus. And if you believe that they are being paid $12,000 or $15,000 a year'to
keep your circulation sys. _ms going, you are mistaken;

Somewhere we have got to start saying before you come into-library school, you
are going to have to have _a computer language, as we say you have to have French or
German or whatever else. If we are going to talk about technology, we must get
people who can use computers, not just "appreciate" them. They have got to be
trained as we train catalogers, or used to, when they could come out of library
school and begin to catalog. We do not have people coming out of library school now
who really have the knowledge and the kinds of skills catalogers used to have. We do k,

not have them, even though microcomputers are there in the library schools. We can
insist, I should expect, that people have this kind of knowledge before starting a job.

Right now we have microcomputers and we sair, to the staff, AU right, we will
teach you something about a microcomputerfour o- five hours worth. I did!not
know what would happen. But we have over 100 pec, e in the librarythe whole
staff--who suddenly want to take this course on what is a microcomputer. What are
we going to do with a staff who all of a sudden has four or five hours of knowledge
about microcomputers?

I do not know the answer. We are talking about curriculum; we are talking
about salaries. All right. But where is the knowledge; where are the skills that wc
need? And I am beginning to see; certainly the staff that I am invol,,ed with are
beginning to see, that there are microcomputer applies Lions and th, -1y must
have the skill. I ,rn riot talking about theoretical Lhowledge; this is sk

MS. McBURNEY: It seems to me that ow. , the places they ought to be
learning this is in our libraries. The library /school students are obviously using
libraries. And if they are using libraries that re automated and using technologies,
then they will learn about those techrologi,,,,

MR. PINGS: That's games. hat's games.

(Laughter)

MS. McBURNEY: Not in my library, it isn't.

MR. PINGS: To pull back a searchit is a Pac-Man game'. I am talking about
getting inside and manipulating and organizing.

MR. DOUGHERTY (University of Michigan): I want to go back to the Salary
question for just a moment from a slightly different point of view. I believe we are
being overly timid in dealing with this question with university administrations, for
the following reasons. In the last 18 months, because of a lot of developments, more
and more academic administrators are learning more about librariesprobably more
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than they ever really wanted to know, but nonetheless, they are; They are alSo

finding out that just the plant costs, the energy coSts, of running libraries are going

up into the millions of dc. s. W e think of our budgets in terms of the ARL budget
that we publish. On many campuses the actual cost to that campus is probably twice
in real dollars what we publish in the ARL Statistics,_for example, for a medium=Size
library over this decade; perhaps $100-150 million. But your annual budget stated in

the ARL Statistics might be only $5-7 million.

Therefore we are becoming a very expensive resource; We have some very
expensive problems before us, whether they be 'reservation; bibliographic control, or
microcomputers. We are going to need whatc r "the best and brightest" means to

Solve these problems; It may become worthwhile to the university to pay higher

Salaries so that we can solve some of these problems or at least ameliorate them.

And it might be cost-effeetive to think in terms of quite a different salary schedule
than we have up to now.

MR. ROGERS: I would like to make what I hope will be a constructive
Suggestion; and in a way thiS is addressed to the staff as well as to each of you. Are

we not hurting ourselves by keeping our light under a bushel? You look at the ARL
Statistics and see the number of us who are paid $50,000 or more. InStead of trying

to push this stone up the hill from the bottom of the schedule, why do we not start

reporting more salaries above $50,000 to let the world know that librarians are not

all just paid nickels and dimeS? Maybe we can pull the salary schedule up, if we can

not push it up. We ought to be reporting at least another $20,000 on top of the
present $50,000 level. Let us tell each other. This is good ammunition when you go

to see your provost.

MR. CHURCHWELL (Washington UniverSity, St. Louis): 1 Hard the two
educators who are here. I am not going to say anything new; hec use they have

heard. it. But I want to try something else.

There are studies which F.-t-iy that people can do e y good job of cataloging

books without having goti. tc: a library sehool. We have studies that show that a

large number of reference questions are answered by people who have never goneto
library school but have had very good in-service training. If that is true, and I
believe it maybe we need to look at the salary question a different way. Why can

we not teach this core course that Ed mentioned, and that, practically every library
school has, at the undergraduate level? At the same time; we would begin recruiting
people when there is an interest. We could get the engineering students, we could

get the physics students at that time and let them know that the kindS of problems

that Pat has mentioned will be waiting for them; But we must get the student at
Some point other than where we are getting them now. I believe that is one of the
big problems; To a student with a bachelor's degree, then, with the understanding

that it is an open-ended system with a bachelors degree, the $15,000 and $16,000 will

not look so bad.

MS. '.1eBURNIEY: We have time for one more question, or comment.

MS. TAYLOR: I have been talking lately to several people who are now original

catalogers, and I have noticed something that I have only begun hearing from them.

TI-12se people are beginning to develop a real fear that within their professional

lifetime ti?eir specialtywhat they do--is going to disappear, and they will be left
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out in the cold. Part of this is related to technology and part to other things; Based
on this, I have two questions to address to Dr. Bid lack, One is are we thinking at all
about hoW we can "retool" people if there are tremendous char css in library roles as
we know them? Secondly; whn e we doing with the s today who are
enrolled in library school and who; for all I know; may s' be -,Iking catalog; ip
courses not too different from the one I was enrolled in some y. ago?

MR. BIDLACK: Well; I hope the latter is not true. At our pin 0 we do have a
full-time coordinator of continuing education; a full-time faculty membei. One of
the problems in continuing education is that many librarians assume thiS- is the
obligation of the library school; without cost; Just a$ we have to charge StudentS
tuition to earn the master's; a library school offering continuing eduCation
opp-rtunities is going to have to charge for this; and it can be rather expensive. We
have made a commitment to continuing education. I admit that as a state institution
it is primarily to the State of Michigan, and these tend to be one=clay; sometimes one
week, institutes. But I believe this is going to grow.

I'am sure there are library schools teaching cataloging the way you and I, or
particularly I, learned it I believe -those are the ones that shuild probably be
eliminated, but I am not sure they all will be, in the process that I have outlined. I

cannot believe that, at the school§ that Ed and I would agree arc the gdoci schools,
this is still true.

MS. BATTIN: I would like to refer back to Charles' question and ask the two
deans if they have any difficulty with admitting juniors and seniors to their core
courses. I know that in graduate schools, I am not sure about professional schools,
but certainly in the arts and sciences at many untvc-Tsities, juniors and seniors can
take first =-level graduate courses. Is that a possibilii.y?

MR. BIDLACK: Yes, it is We rarely have a request. And fadmit that students
in engineering probably do not know about it; I guess I cannot be sanguine in thinking
..t.bat if we advertise this; we would get very many takers.

MS. McBURNEY: Yi might try.

'NUL Ve might try.

MR. HOLLEY: We would not;

MS. BATTIN: You vould not take them?

MR. HOLLEY: We would not.

MS. ECHELMAN: I would liketo make a comment on this afternoon's program.
There is hidden among us, and he snail remain nameless, a university administrator
who suggested to rr'e this afternoon that part of our audience is missing; _We should
be talking with the chief administrative officers of universities about this, and they
should have been at this meeting-this afternoon. I thank him for that comment and
assure him that we will take it into consideration in the future;

MS. MeBURNEY: I would like to thank our two speakers and I would like to
thank all of you for participating.
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BUST'' 'SS MEETING, SESSION II

[Follo,%ing an informal discussion of a planning process for the
,,;ociation, the A ItL Business Session II convened at 4 45 p.m. on
lursday, October 14, with President Abell presiding.]

Special Election for Al- L Board of Directory

51S. ABELL: We i. :e two items r business. The first is to elec
the Boar-6 for a one-year term. The Nominating Committee bringS to
or ' n A,IcDonald. Are there any additional nominations?

response)

tit it. ROUSE: I move that the nominations be closed.

(Several seconds)

rnber. of
It8II:

ABELL: All 1
.se in favor; signify by saying "aye." Those onnosed "nay."

Thank you, John.

Discussion of 1983 ARL Budget and Dues Increase

'IS. )3ELL: The net ite.n, ,n the agenda is t: -ecommendation from the
I;oard on 1983 dues. That will be pre-:ented by Shirley Echelman.

'rhe budget I have prepared is in effect a maintenance budget
and does not reflect the planning for the Association that is currently in process. It

co you on September 2i, along with additional material that attempted to
illustrate wit, our sources of funds are and where our exp"nditures lie,

'here is one `'ling I would like to point out to you about funding. ThiS
0:'ganivation_is faCiug a Situation which I believe we all ought to recognize. We have
in the from time to time, not every 'year but from time to time, supported
ourselves by withdrawing rrione from our reserves. Also; we have supported
ourselves in the past -couple of years partly by being lucky enough to benefit from
tiro extraor dinarily high interes't rates that prevailed in the economy. Both of those
situations are changing. We no longer have excess reserves that can be drawn upon
:or operating ftirid, because we are approaching the situation where our reserves

tho-se which are recommended by our auditors for maintenance of the
organization in case of crisis situations Interest rates continue to drop; in fact, 1.
would say they Continue to plummet; 1Ve do not know what is going to happen after
the election in NoVeMber but at least for the short term they are plummeting. That
ineuis, for this; organi=zation; support of ongoing programs must come from dues,
beenr4se they are the only other source of income that we have. DueS income has to
;)i;1:11[-; the portion that from the other incorn,_ sources.



HavinF., made that introductory statement; i would like to ask whether there are
any questions or comments on the budget that has been presented by the staff to the
Board; and the dues increase that has been recommended by the .loard I- the

ernber,hip?

:\.1.S. ABELL: If not; may I assume that you are ready to vote on the
ee0filmendtition of the Board that the dues for 1983 be increas d by $550?

A :1117.1,,IPER: I have one question. The _1982 _budget provided $8,C00 for
professional services and the projected ycar-end figure is $16,000. Cbuld yOu explain
v..111!

liELMAN: This is one of those situations where you ha to respond to
;orilething that happens in the environment that affects you. About February of thiS
year, I attended the second of _what has become a lo-.g series of meetings with the
publishers and the Copyright Office staff at the Copyr ;ht Office._ At that meeting,
I riegan tO De very concerned that the issues that weri being raised by the publishing
.ornmunity in those meetings, and the attitude of the staff of the Copyright Office
,,daired that any ART, representation or participation by me on a continuing basis in

that activity required that we have legal counsel. This is not hiring of a lobbyist; it
is the hiring of legal counsel, which is quite different. Accordingly, I asked ARL's
legal counsel to accompany me to the next meeting just so he could test the wates
and tell me whether I was being paranoid or whethc there was really something to
be paranoid about. I then talked with ARL's ad__Ine working group on copyright, and
with the Executive Committee. The opinion of c -wyer is that not only was I not
paranoid, but we were even more threatened t` thoniOt we were. We have
maintained very close conte -.!t with legal counsc

the have asked counsel's opinion and help in the comments to the Kin,
Ite;;orL We have brought together at ARL; and under ARL's auspices unofficially,
lega1 counsel from ALA; and from ARL and the execut. directors and other
7-iticipants from library organizations to discuss he implict ,ins of the publishers'
comments on the King Report strategies; We requested their analysis of proposals
that are being made by the publishers and by some of the other parties involved.

hat we thought was going to be $3,000 in legal fees has turned into what will
probably be $10,000 in fees this year; the other $6,000 in that line_ is our
auditor's fee and other small professional fees. I fully expect that that situation will
continue and; indeed, it may grow worse nest year. That is a choice _that the
:\lerhoership needs to ad 'ress. Do we need i sal counsel to that extent? I_Stroigly
believe we do, but if you would like to discuss it fv. her, I would be glad to diScuSS it
with you.

ME11BER: .1 glad 1.o have the explanation. Thank you; Shirley.

MS. Al3ELL: Tohn.

MCDON.:1.i.D: If there Lire rin. questions; I should not say -anything. But it
i Very Much in the tradition of ARL, I believe, and anyone who attended the
copyright session today would have to agree that v; are far from out of the woods
on thiS issue.

MS. Are there any other questions?
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A MEMBER: 1 do not know very much about the rent situation but does the
li.ndlord have a stranglehold en us? 'fhe ImOget thoWS a 73.6% increase in two
years; Criti we not get a longer term lease?

MS. WIIELMAN: Yes; we did that. We negotiated with our landlordthe
American Political Sr.ienbe Association and it hils ti very gentle stranglehold on us - -a

three-ye;ir leaSe this time instead of a one-year lease. What has happened is that for

many, many year8 tOe American Political Science Association never raised our rent.
They went thrbugh a management audit last June and discovered that they were not
getting the return that they needed. Our rent for that space is about half Of What

nommer, :Dace in that n 'eti would cost, but there was al 5:I/2% increase in rent

for this ;tiding July. In addition, we took over a little more space that had been

osec iiy Center for Chinese Researeh Materials. We needed additional storage

space fey Tinterials and space for some of our support staff. 'Fhis rent) yot,

underStand, is only Alth's rent. tart of the rent is paid by the Office of

V;A:agement Studies, by the Center for 1.7 hinese Fo,:..aarch Materials, and part by
l :,ocutive Office. The total rent iS about $40,0013;

MS. __Other question Are you ready for tie question?...All those in

foVor of the proposed dues increase, please indicate by saving "aye." ThbSe opposed

"no.' ftive it and the dues ir.-7.,se has been accepted.

Al UI,: time has now conic forme to reiiralliiSh the oh;iir; 1 finest tell

you frmkIv I .,1-6 not do so wiihout considerabl t, bectiuse I have realb;
enjoyed this jot), t6Hiig this yo;ir., with yozr enectiragcent and participation, I

holievc f Iwve soon gtbniiirio continuing- momentum. N'hiti.: of theaspirntions of the
fotird, from Open participation in orgaflizationni deciSionm;iking to establishing

mechanisms for setting direction for the organilatiOn and, as we saw this afterno-on.

real member commitment to on H.t; ' organization, all seers to be within reach.

it ,001 a joy to sorvo -oils_ member:- of the Hoard. In i->articuliir
lodge the :

Hoard iembers, Cnuies
Hist Prej:iderit Jay Luck,,r. 'ffiey 'are people I first knew as acquaintances three
r..-bar;-; worked IULPH; I f)ClieVe, to op this orgiiniZitiOil

directiOn t-o sitniiHineousiv, :Inc in that process bccortic b-enuine friotidS.

air 2S0i1W," iTIP:H out of ;.;ett:iig togoV'br regiditr!y threi. or laid tie -r
year.

I ;its() 1t; :ickitowiedi.,c and thank io.c. extraordinarily hardworkini,.: and

;.1 heNdpii;irters. (mly thi:, president art: is in a position to realize
irin..:or,ing they are :Ind piirt;cularly West. Cons: President. Who can call at

o'clock in t;i0 afternoon, 'when 1 fimillY en . l have forgotten to trill to them tibout

:--toniet lung. and find thein in the office at 7 o'clock in the evening on the 'oast.;

1 iipbrbbi'l: your 'work: Shirley, imane and !Us staff, Carol .\iandbi.

yol ery much.

ai ire` to kaiv( 11, .10) 11 1,



prefoSii riSSoCiiitiooSi and to turn the gavel over to n Irian I knov will be n
S;plciidid conp,ThittuliitionS,

I AN: It is oustomary dt this time for tie incoming Preside-1 to P.

.'efi:01.1:ti about his; iiedecessc)r.

:\ .1.: Ho so.

(1 itgli ter)

t c'f i)(

Mini iii this case I biiie\ie it is inwerative. itowever she did to me mint she
limed i did to her She has stolen everything I going to say. I believe

pr,-sidencv has bey:, i-eal landmark in thnt the organization has indeed opened
iind I \\.;:ild like to take ra !.Haute to specify that a bit. the budget

k no),v given the \i-iiibership i,S rill/('n more detailed lino is cormative
than it Yvit:. haVe etitahlkile, meetings, whieli i d]ink most
of 11:', ! !)( 0;1 b(s 101' ii ve on in committee iiieeting Hid tile
benning et.forz to gut eollunit ,;01.: in touch With_the ;InO, Stich
Hs we this oiorning. Nut t not been all thiit Penn our
President. The pUtroing_ braces:- nieh i is initiated and the Much more clean
ninninistiiidion in die oriire and v.itk 1 ;,:ecutive Hoard. Lhe of

:o :,one deci.,:zi:AIS Where weIe not f I .:;1'1V and I

v:( k l ail haVe '0 the efkdeticy of the orp:tni'ziition. I :on I

'fill nod In iiiddition to stipervkr;-I tV:0 truty iioceltdot
h vou nii- slid did !Intl of ti at least. .Vith a broken ieg it is

(-111i1
! ii II' (-?;! l Iii e:111 on your .?ounsel,

I .: '.] t yi

I H' 110'.--!!-;'.' 1 le ui I (I!' 1,'irC!



APPENDIX A-1

DOCU:\IENT DELIVER \, :\ND REST :.', LIBRA' /ES

Jay K. kticker
\lass;.-litisetts InStitute o: TeChnology

the purposes of this paper :at delivery i.; defined as the process by
source_ item or suri-ogate iced to alibrary r,:gardiess of the
the original. Delivery could. _-2re..fore; be in the form of print, Microforn..

e. transmission; video or optical disc. _Document delivery in research
I i further SubdiVided into internal and external modes. Internal document

(:ivers material owned by a research library; external delivery; materials
obtained from any other source.

DeVi-:160mOnt of efficient document de 'cry systems presumes the prior
existence of satisfactory ine-f-m- for identifying the location; but not necessarily the
availability. Of desired m:iterials. Among the issues related to document delivery
tr( such matters as the adequacy of local jliographic systems; accurate
infon-atiOn on loou; availaollity as provided by circulation systems; local; reiTional;
and o.tional location systems; interlibrary loan systems that include transmission

nci a:knov,:ledgment of requests; and the development of mechanisms for the
)rriner5e of libraries rand other agencies that provide documents:

i),,cument delivery is r: major te-:ic,-,re :)f research libra7ies ior a number of

Inereused, oo-;:ts cu materials and the Krevqh in the nur-ber of items
Hioi,ishwo intornutionn; re:-:eurch Jibruries to beeonie fnare
11i-,erdep,.,r1dent;

Hof- the .eusons eited uLeve, libruries, oth, than researe, librurieS,
ens bk-,,,e mt ;Ho', ht-eome Tri, deperm, on larger or

,b other lc, -ials no: in their collection,.

I. ,)',101'llf('
of (b(Tit"--;

[)0p

:any research librarieS to 'educe the
,terials they acquire So thid with :1

served, !heal avaiilaihilit, ha. :,

zl owelm, .), inere;1::;ed, to a level where it IS Of teh
ret;,:n lee Tusf,,d nf iteriul. iriereuSe('

mHer (I(0 citlivererS., Suet', as the (',:nte,' for
n) les. the l',Intish, Lending hib1'ur:\,7 conei:erehd

0[1; 1W.1: i011;11 periodic-4;11s delivery

'ULU Ul () Hihii()0,7:i(ini:_ --;1-or',1;:,k ,'-leilif-, i. )0('-hil Iv :di'
i Li,H lil, ...,-re:r-;(,(i I_ hc. ml ,O,,r c , ror

ur.,Uble ',.



Internal 14 livery

.\ (ter (Isla' re:search library identifies the exiStence of a needed item in
that 1 n.or-v's colt (in -and if the document or a copy is availt.ible; a major problem

for reseinen lihiin is getting the material into the hands of the user; While It

rra)tilem for all if ,rie,-;; it is of particular Significance in large; decentralied
.'here tra icument may he in one of Several locations; If an adequate

apparatus and a communication system (mail; telephone, computer)
exist, the ricttiil delivery of materials nine he accomplished in a number of vini(S.

Thirly research libraries have campus delivery systems using trucks, vans, station
*:igonS, lacycles; and incsr,eng,ers. PatronS thetnSelves; of course; are often a -,ajOr

einS of neliverv; It is conceivable that Until technology provides some means for
tilins;re r iart:i <inrounts of printed information quickly and inexpensively; the
weetimir ,Ili,- cited above may be the most efficient methods of delivery for books or

her lengthy documents. A substantial amount of traffic within research libraHeS,
,,.ever, involves the delivery of relatively brief documents; specifically periodical
'Hes, air for this type or traffic a .-Inh.ritute means such as electroni docitment
sery !Hay be preferred. One seem i., tor demonstrating the feasibilty of such a

al i described helo illectronic ftoc,Nernent transmission [nay also be seen
Hjirro for Wirral', tIi i Store information in remote storage facilities from

nra:: he more economical to transmit a short article than to deln,e'
entire hound volume.

tt()011aiont

I.or Ur( iairpoSe of this of the ilisciL-Hon, it _ii tiSeful tO divide the
OCOOSS to do(!t11110ld....:, flOt !ICAO reSeareh library; 1'.O1'

basicall. monographs, rt seems unlikely, giver,

teclinolegy, That there is un economical _substitute for the original ,Aiort:.

Hos' probaolv co; rrie to he published in printed form; althou
ItildCroblC iirlionnt Of such ir ,annation is_alreadv iir and will continue

rareroform. "iiie Substitution of rni for ern originally prin` .k

1 sir-)1e if (I) the holding librziry already hw; the m;iteriil in that form ;lea IS

Ils11(1 COpV; or () the 1 Trowing c'y is willing to pay the cost Of
ini.roforin or to shore He cost with the holding library. The cosi )1

ooncing thu copy is r;tibstlintial given the neee 'or verification of coino'elpi, s;

slihseolient copies sire coiisidemibly ette8pc. because of rebitively ilutonnitie
;;:i liro rt t pri wess .ind the current avinliihilit of high-speed, low-cost

orriarduction Illlltios iii adv ext( phvSicil delivery of InonographS Would,

liturr((iliate Ir nre, still reeuire the LiSe of iminuol systems the PoStol

t:nitec ,;'eel Service, and local on,i regional delivery systc

no est. potentiol for the appb ...tic'', of technology tO delivery

;iv; le lie in the retort( el shorter documents, especially periodical articles. This

is : not witm c'ur'rent volume of such hratTic representing
1,11011 p0; :,,,a1_ 0' ottrih external requests.

:IIS rot: libraries obtain cop:, er articles
ether .ources Hive, with solid ex('eptions, 11 st,H,lantial n[iber of

;)FifIvi[Mi



ear and tear on the original caused by the use of flatbed
photocopiers. 'Ills process causes dartiage to both paper and binding:
11 is alleviated somewhat in librarieS that microfilm the original and
then enlarge through a process Such as Copy-no, but few libraries are
wing such equipment.

Removai of the original from its normal place in a library's collection
for a substantial period, thuS inconveniencing local users.

reliance upon manual delivery st:*stems for delivery of copy,
producing it relatively long turnaround time

orlic, of these diff, .11tiet-t have been oven by the use of subStitute systems.
number of cOminercial document deliverers; for example, can sup, copies fr-)m

dedicated c011eetiOnS like University i\licrofilms; Chemical Abstracts Service, and
the Institute for Scientifie Information; These services, while providing copies at
reasonably competitive prices, are limited in terms of the size of their ColicetiOns.

here is niSo the problem of identifying the availability f. the materi_al, a Matter
flint will be n(0 Inter. Facsimile transmisston does iii:L>rove the situation with
reLard to speed of delivery, but this method -ttirt requires the production Of 6 flat
p:: (Hpy ireprodrieing the problems in 1 and 2 above). Fae,Sit),:'n
trnrismin r rik,) sif_;Nifienntly more exrenshre than photocopying ar d `.':'hire

(10Ioninertal work is being- done on direct facsirnile transmission from )11:,d

ts] tinbourk. v Auines, the transmis:;ion cost prd)!ern still remains.

'dral of investigation have peen or are oeing proposed to deal with some
dl the oroblenis of of short doeuntentS. include (1) the enrichment of

(( b: hv ineltr;ion of inforti-ation on abstracting and indexing
,-;ervico ;hie dnt f) electronic document semining and

tritikinksiOn: (:3) ii Ii storage is electr:rue means; (4) a Ili-diem:I
riodicals deity system: :Ind ViI.' thetie i

h(q()%%'.

I: t

prob. I 1,.. \'(_:101;cCi jOintiV i) thy :_kierz111()11 of Aft,str.,:cting
(Ni, AlS) and the .A.--,sociation of lIctsearch Libraries to iI1C7'?.Zitie

,,w(,!r;it' V of information contiiined in the i'iiNSFIZ The

sbdcHe :Urh 01 thit; project is to provide information rrs to which .:'16-1 services
/O.< P:irtiC11; titles, adding ilus dat;i to existina.; reeords

1/T in c:..::O m hit e n title does not at:ootir hi c(iNISFli, adding full

1.coords including .."\:`, I service information. by-product of the input
tt:i. data be inform:a' ton on (1i)tittineLtiit Here the ! Service iS

doe iaient till !let' or Sole' Rridi

.ice). further -enhancement; althe inert:Jed in the eXt::-;iint..,-
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possibility of reducing the present burden on net lenderS. The proposal till requires
financial support to complement the contributions -in -kind being offered by the
participat.ag organizations:_ _NFAIS, the Library of Congress, the National Library of
canada, OCLC Inc., and

2. Heetr011k! Doc cent Scanning and Transmission.

proposal has; been ri at ih Massachusetts Institute of Technology
jointly by the Lr oratory 1. information and Decision Systems (LIDS) and the
LibrarieS to develop an « ani d.:cument scanning and transmission system for
inteclibrary docimient de- c basic elements consist of document scanning,
digitalization -md Coin: are: of data; transmission over high-speed
telecommunications lines or by ni,crowave; and remote printing. The system could
be used within a multi-library campus environment or from library to library. The
proposed system cL ;riinates two of the shortcomings of the present system described
above (wear and Lear, and time) and, because of the speed of copying and the
possibility of having scanners in several locations, reduces the amount of time the
volume is off the shelf. Finding is being sought for both development of equipment
aid a pilot demonstration project. The system can 2asily incorporate eleetronic
mey-aii:;-e switching and access to online serials files.

Text Star Igo. and Delivery of Documer!ts.

II.. has been sugc,rested by many that, given the tremendous storage capacit!.:
offered by current computer systemS, the wave of the future far information S' :age
is, full text storage, scanning, and delivery by electronic means. Tile assumption is
tit,. .

information is published in electronic form (simultaneous publication in print is
not precluded but Increases costs), that it may be scanned by remote terminal and
searched u. irl inde:.ang te, ms or natural language, and that documents may be
ordered and livered locatiOnS. The Ameri-can Chemical Socie,y is
experimentir4 ith of h.a primary jOurniilS being made available online. Another
systern_is being proposed by a ca. ,sortium of t-_,uropean publishers to provide access to
scientifiC,_ t-k.-aA:nical, and medical journals. This system; Article Delivery Over
NetWork furor melon Service (A DONIS), is in the developmental stage and it is
inticipated that $2 to $3 million will be needed to carry the proje,.'. Most of the
cliScuSSion of fuil-teXt starage and delivery systems, appears to ,e centered on
Scientific and technical journals presumably because of the high cost of publication,
the need for quick access, and the relatively high oHsbleseence ratr .af the subject
matter. the last reducing the necessity for storing many years of [alai ication online.
Imp Of .such systems for the humanities and social sciences seems le .s likely at this
t:

;lion, Peri orals System;

"Hie concept of a national periodicals delivery syste;n has been a major canoe-am
research libraries for a Number of years. The two most viable menns for

oeomplishing such an would be (a) a dedicat2d collection of periodical
issues from which libraries could order individual articles (i.e.; a National Periodicals
( 'enter); or (b) a network of individual _libraries and CoininerOial document StipplierS
with assigned responsibilities. Even if either option were politically feasible and
1,.:'oessary agree nents between the parties involved \,\, a developed, SeverH

'1:noiogical problems -ernain. If the brit ortige it dinn L mint, there



is the question of method and speed of delivery. If the storage medium is
niicrofcriii, delivery is- still a problem, as_is the matter of how the gets
into microform in _the first plaCe. Many journals are not available in rr,:ctofi!rn or
i,icrot either from the_publisher a commercial document delivery s,r) like
l_inivizity Microfilms. Even when microform is available, it is often not
,,inultanbouS with the print version but is delayed by as much as six months to one
year. In either of the cases_ mentioned above, elect' onic document Sc:nning and
transmission Would bc a useful adjunct.

5. Video- mid Optical DiScS.

Videodisc and optical dis-s are seen by some as the solution to the problems of
storage and dissemination as they pertain to libraries. Both have. great storage
capacity, ..ire relatively inexpensive to produce volume, aee easily stored, and can
t:e used in conjunction witty information reti-ieval systems. As means of original
publication of information, however, the large capacity presents problems; a single
issue of a periodical, for example, fills a very small portion of one side of a disc.
The Se media would seem more applicable to the original publication and storage of
volumine ; information like that contiiined in encyclopedias, major reference works;
and colftv jons.

Optical discs in particuu,r. however, are extremely attractive storage media for
information already existing in libraries, especially that which is in deteriorating
physical condition or which has very high use. The experiments being conducted by
the Library of Congress and the National Library of Medicine are quite exciting in
terms of potential long-range impact on research library collections. Both of these
experiments; however; are aimed initially at in-house access and document delivery
to outside users still remains at issue. Should these experiments prove economically
and technologically feasiF.e, the addition of electronic transmission capab41;ties
would appear highly att

Economic Iss::es

Any major improvement it the storage and dissemination of _information,
harticuuirly c,lat contain in periodicals; has serious economic mplieationS for
Iirrriries rind for publishers. Among the major concerns are:

iibrrlrie ,iic-J the concept of resource :;Tharink, and if the
number or -,iib--,cr.htions to particular journals C.,:c:..nes, what happens'
To the price of an individual SubScriptioli? Will impatant journals be
_'Diced out of

teleconianication those. inv Avec! ih
uiti-.,:;tate or multi-natiehtll tran.r:issions, lire now prohit'Ave fir

,=:orilo of the atioic. Are there other of
t st,tellites o c ib1e, :-idaptable the,;0

H ',echme- reality throui;n lex,.
(;uhli-her- reiml)uc.sed thcii

Huy, ill ror leri ,Ir' ;I, the



!' a 10:, known'? What happens to copies ordered by

libraries forpatiTms? What happens" to the role of the research
library ns stor.howie of inforniation when the_Jour nal is publiShed

only in electronic corm'?corm paysthe library or the patron'?

!low lnr[,t research libraries ',hot hold unique collection*
inow ropl_ii material be reimbursed for the loan of such material to
other librories?

Jr. eon be done to alleviate ',he interlibrary loan burden on the

resoeirch Shoiild more effort go into the development of
loco' Ind reojoiiril networks with the tutu of reducing the burden of
interlibrary loon on largi r liiiruer s?

September I 9si.2
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AEPENDIX A-3

LDAN THE RF.SE i{CII LIi3RARll S GROUP

H Irbara L 'own
:Research Libraric- Group

Interlibrary loan is a component of the 111_,(_; Shiied Resources PI'cgrtfill, one of

four principal programs in which Iti.G members participate; The Shared
Resources Program promotes improved a..2cess to research materials through mutual
agreements governing interlibrary loar;, on-site access, and reference service._ The
t,ackbone of interlibrary loan; of course, is document delivery; which is absolutely
--;sential to support RLG's coordinated collection development activitv. MembeS

(;onSider ILL performance--what can De Supplied and how quickly -a critical factor in
building collection interdependency, one of RLG's primary objectives.

11,- current policies governini.; interlihra7y loan in R1 ;(..; are:

RL1N HA; Subsystem. Member, :se the ILI, subsyste:e for

trarHmission of iLl, and photoccfa

Priority Handling. Members responc -2,1ne-As within three Fork
days

o Chnr_ge for ILL and Photocopy. do not (11H one

lother for lbanS or photocopies (of rens, 1em2-th).

United Parcel Service. UPS is used for
incP 1 at)21 (air service) is used whet.

and when items are ree:illed.

eli.ery of ILL materinls; UPS
-.Owing library !'equests it

Materials In Process. Materials in pro : t . not yot
cataloged) may be requested on ILL and the inakes the

inaterial available it does to its own client

,iberal Pending._ Members agree to consider ILL requpsts for
'traditionally non-circulating items on a ca:,c-by-case basis, and they
a..Tee to seek alternative Solutions for makin- eh material

le.

Last Resort Suppliers. The New Worn Public Library the

American AntiquarLn ,Society are libraries of last resort; loan

re e ::gists ore at to them only when there are no other known
locations.

,1,(7, _libraries sent each other approximately 34,000 ILI. transactions

elelronicnlly in 1980-81. ThiS grew to an estimated 42,500 in 1981-82; the

projection io- 2-83 is in the 55,000-70,000 range. Actual ILL traffic among L G

libraries wa,: ;gher than the 1980-82 figures indicate, as an unknown number of

requests were z.ranFrnittcc via TWX or U.S. mail, especially during April-August 1932

when the Messa. System could not be used.
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To use the RLIN ILL ,;ubsystem, the interlibrary loan r must have acs sS to
rlri RLG_ Zentec terminal, which operates on a leased telephone line. At preSr ,t, 22
of the 26 member-owners have dedicated ILL terminals. The others n-ovide
via terminals located in technical processing areas.

On September 1; 1982; the Research Libraries ( coup implemented a new
interlibrary loan system as part of its Research Libraries Information Network
(RLIN). The new system replaces the RLG Message System, which members had
used since 1980 to transmit loan and photocopy requests. The system includes two
major features to facilitate rapid and efficient ILL comimunication. One is the link
to the RLIN central data base; If the title requested is found in RUIN, the
bibliographic data; including local call nunver and location, is transferred by a single
command to the ILL subsystem; thus significantly reducing the amount of time
required by the borrowing library to process the request.

Second, the borrowing library can identify several potential lenders in the initial
c uest; a negative response from the first automatically forwards the request to the
next possible lender.

Another feature of prime importance to the managers of interlibrary loaH
operations is the detailed monthly statistical report produced for each member
library. The report provides a profile for each library as a borrower and as a lender,
indicating the number of loans and photocopy requests filled, the number unfilled;
the fill rate, the average response time, the average number of lenders tried until
the requests were filled, the reasons why requests were not filled, etc. The
information is used by the member libraries and the RLG central staff to monitor
performance in the network.

The foregoing clearly shows that RLG merr,,erS now have the optimum
(_.ombination of an online communications mechanism and a set of policies to Sup,Jort
effective document delivery. What has been our experience to date?

There is no question that the United Parcel service brcvid a significant
improvern ...nt in delivery over 'U.S. parcel post. It does cost more. but the delivery
Lime is much less, mere predictable, and the loss rate extremely lt. w, In addition,
tic material is better protected and more likely to arrive in the -4r1rne physical
condition as it was in when it left. UPS air service almost doubles the ry-: :ten; cost,
and for that reason is used only when the borrowing library requests :t cr when
material has been recalled. UPS surface coast-to-coast can take five to seven, days;
ills service reduces this to two or three drys. Each RLG library is spending
hpproximately $1760-S7500 annually on ILL UPS delivery, .he variation dependent on
eogaphical location and the volume of lending,.

but eNtornal delivery (library to library) is or,ly (.,ne part of the document
problem; and probabl the easiest to isolate ;Ind evaluate in terms of cet

and --rforrnanee. Considerable time can be 'ost because of problems v, 141,

intra-campus delivery and mo-t :cent :lid materials front the ILL ol rice
to the photoduplicat on service or the stupi,.1 room.

turtH:lrotmd time study conducted by RIC; libraries in February 1982
measured the average number of days from the date ri request was sent until the

the material was receivec by the, borrowing library. This tiver,:ge per
ridige of seven to 19 days. an unacceptably wide variation in the



oHnion of the Public Services Committee; which advises the President of 111,1,c, )ri

ii,.SueS that govern the operation of the Shared Resources Program.

A Main task force has been charged to review the performance objectives, P
Corr;ider the problem of conflicting priorities', and to recommend appropriate actioni

tci the Public Services Committee in January. The enhanced statistical capability of
the ILI, subsystem v ill provide more accurate data for analysis by the task force
the individual members.

Iffiring the first four inciilthi 61. activity (September-December 1 982) en the ney,,

RIJN 11,1, subsystem; RI,(1 ine,J,:;efs maintained a network average reSpOno time ot
iipproximately four days-7reSp,-)iiSe time meaning the elapsed time from the date tit,
request was sent until the date the potental lending library reported its action.
During the same period, the network average for actual receipt of th, piatervi1

requested was approximately ten days.

(;ivon those figures, the Public Services Lommittee confirmed its ca
the existing response time standard of three days, recog-nlinr that it is v;,itnii,

reach:

\\ M,c, members imd central staff have (Jane Haieh to improve thn reo,j
inq processing of 11,1 requests ie 1; by using UPS, to reduce transit time for iibrar,-
;Hater-11s, document delivery rep p.ins far from perfect. RI;(: will conti 'no to s,

itH; ti )1Jj.11i technology po!iev. challeiq2;ing problem.

Sept ember j J1J-J1.'

LT1.-,(1-ated l'obruar".-



APPENDIX A-4

PRIVATE SECTOR; NON-LIBRARY DOCUMENT DELIVERY SERVICES

James L. Wood
Chemical Abstracts Service

Interlibrary loan or interlending as performed by academic, public,
governmental; and special libraries constitutes only one segment of the total
document delivery activity in the. United States and Canada. Document Retrieval
Sources and Services for 1981 lists 127 private sector, non-library doeument delivery
services.r Of these, 109 are located in the United States and Canada and 18 in-14
other countries.

King Research, Inc. noted in its final report of surveys conducted for the U.S.
Copyright Office, Libraries, Publishers and Photocopying, that during 1980 libraries
ordered 1,946,100 document§ from "commercial" document delivery Service8.2 The
total number of document 'copy orders currently being received by such services is
undoubtedly in excess of two million per year. When compared with the 2,536713
loans (originals and photocopies) made by ARL member institutions in 1980-81i or
the 1,013,581 loan requests handled by OCLC in calendar 1981,4 it is apparent that
the private sector, non-library suppliers have captured a significant share of the
total document delivery traffic.

There are two types of private sector; non-library document copy
suppliers--those that maintain collections of originals and those that draw upon the
collections of others; The first category is .exemplified by publishers, abstracting
and indexing services (e.g., Chemical Abstracts Service, and the Institute for
Scientific Information); University Microfilms International, and the Universal
Serials d-13ook Exchange; The second group, and 1)s/far 'ehe most numerous, are the
information-on-demand vendors, e.g., Information on Depand, Find/SVP, and
Info-Mart; who acquire copies of needed documents from established libraries. This
latter group handles an estimated 70 percent of the requests channeled tc private
sector; non-library suppliers;

For the private' sector; non-library document suppliers, the document delivery
business is highly competitive. Not only are these organizations competing with
libraries and public sector services (e.g., the Goverment, Printing Office, the
National Technical Information Service,. the tEducational /Research Information
Center; and the U.S. Patent and Trademark Offiee), they compete with each other.
To assure a market niche, some tailor their services to specific kinds of documents,
e.g., government reports and patents, others back up specific bibliographic data
bases, while still others provide generalized document,delivery services.

The Dialog Information Retrieval Service directory, DIALORDER Suppliers,
lists 63 private sector, non-library document delivery services and provides detailed
information on the services of each.5 Most offer customers various options for
placing orders, making payments, and specifying the method of actual document or
document copy delivery. !Most also provide both normal and rush service and
attempt to maintain competitive prices while assuring some margin of profit.
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Orders are accepted on customers' letterhead and forms, ALA InterlibrarY Loan
forms, by teleRhone, TWX or Telex, and various online services,. e.g., OCLC,
Diplorcler SDC Electronic Maildrop, and Primordial. Some-providers levy a surcharge
($.2 to $2.00) for handling electronically delivered requests. Customers may elect
to maintain deposit accounts or be billed periodically or for each order. DiScounts
are frequently offered to deposit account customers as well as to customers who
guarantee an agreed upon quantity of orders each year.

tJ
Of the 63 private sector, non-library Dialorder _suppliers,_ 85 pereekit advertise a

rush service; Such service carries a surcharge whiCh ranges from $1.00\ to twice the
charge for normal service. For a _ten-page article, the average price for normal
service is $12. Generally, this price include§ a handling charge, a per page copying
charge; the copyright fee, and delivery costs. ThuS, the customer frequently does
not know the actual cost of the document copy when the order is placed. A few
services offer fixed pricing, the only add=on being special shipment costs such as air
mail, express mail, or air package delivery.

Customers of the private sector, non-library document delivery services can
expect that 85-95 percent of their requests will be filled; and filled within 24-48
hours for rush orders and Within three to five days for non-rush orders, exclusive of
the time orders and _'copies are in the mail. A total turnaround time of two days is
not unusual when the orders are transmitted electronically and copies shipped via
U.S. Postal Service express mail or air courier;

The principal users of the document delivery services offered by the private
sector, non-library suppliers are the for profit special librarie§. During 1980,
according to King Research, Inc.,6 these special libraries ordered 1.9 million
document copies_ from the commercial suppliers, During the same periOd academic
librarieS ordered only 38,200 and public libraries only 7,100. The total amount of
money paid to the commercial suppliers by libraries in 1980 is estimated to have
been $3,128,000.

The priwite sector; non-library document suppliers have Captured a significant
share ,of the document delivery market. Their entry into the document delivery
buSiness has removed some of the burden_ from the library community; thereby
slowing the rate of increase in numbers of doCument or document copy requests
received by libraries. Because of an ever increasing demand by for7profit special
libraries for rapid, reliable sources of document copies and because document
delivery can be a profitable venture, the private sector organizations can be
-expected to continue to increase their share of the overall document delivery
business.

September 1982
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AFPENDIX A-5

DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTOV'PE SYSTEM
FOR RESEARCH INTO ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

AT THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE: PROGRAM STATUS

George R. Thoma
Lister hill National Center foi 5iornedical CommunicationS

NationatLibrary of Aleoieine

The National Library of Medicine has a research program under cc.iy to ocsign;
Ie\,elop, and evaluate an experimental system, fin engineering prototype= that will
elocironically store; retrieve, and display documents acquired by the Library; The

ig-term goal of the program is to introduce advanced technology' to help the
Library fulfill its mission as a national archive for biomedical literFiture. The

eXoerimental system is being developed by integrating various subsystems such as a
Doeurnent Capture Subsystem, a Document Display Subsystem; high density storage
media; and a System Controller. The resulting engneering prototype will enable'
research ir both technical and operational areas.

The Do(timent Capture SubSystem electronically scans paper documents
containing textual and graphic material, and digitizes the analog electrieal signals
generated by the scanning process. Under development are a high resolution scanner
that will capture looSeleaf documents -is well as a bound volume scanner. While at
present only two----tone images are being captured, the capability of accommodating
gray levels in the future is being built in.

The Document Display 'Subsystem reproduces retrieved documents at high
resolution in both Softcopy (electronic display) and hardcopy (paper) forms. Each
form haS specific advantages. An attractive feature of hardcopy is that it may be
retained as a permanent record; On the other hand, an edvantage of softcopy is that
the electronic screen may be reused for the rapid display of a large number of
images,' facilitating; for example, browsing by users as well as monitoring fmquality
,control during Scanning and storage;

At present, the scanner output is being Stored on high density magnetic discs,
allowg about a thousand pages of storage, sufficient for experimentation' and
evaluation. These magnetic discs will eventually serve as a buffei storage to an
experimental archival system to be implerriented with optical disc technology. Much
higher storage densities will be possible with the incorporation of optical discs into
the system at a later stage, as well as the development and implementation of
compression techniques that will reduce redundancy in he scanner output.

1

October 1982
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ABSTRACT

Imittjgations of electronic interlibrary resource-sharing networks

have been made4or the purpose of determining their 'applicability to library

operations and the'ability of technology, to meet operational and economic

requirements. It has been fbund that electronic networks of librariet are

especially suited to the movement of the informatiOn content of serials

':between nodes. Requests involving are usually for jndividual

articles which average eight or so pages; a.tractable number fOr document.

delivery by- electronic means. A system configuration is proposed. It con-

sists of an online-compUter ordering subsystem and a separat- digital

document=delivery subsystem. '1.he..salient elements of each s bsystem are

discussed; including the combined index of document holdingt; the Ordering-

system toftWare; document scanner and printers, communication links and re-'

quirements for data eempression. Also presented is an analysis of the

capital-equipment and operating costs for a four=hode network with a maxi-

_

mum separation distance betWeen nodes of ten miTes and a ten -year projection

of total costs. The report concludes with a ditcusibm of advantages.of

reSource-sharing fietWorkt to libraries and end users, and barriers totheir

immediate adoption.



CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY

Our investigations have shown that electronic networks of librarieS

assembled for, the purpose of transferring information contained in serials

are technologically feasible; Such networks are Also econor7ically attractive;

A major cost .actor resides in the communication links employed between net-

work nodes. Hence; clbse attention should be paid to this element when

networks are being synthesized.

It was clear from the outset uncertainties. about the soundness of the

concept stemmed from the unavailability of low-cost'bound-document scanners.

We therefore experimented with scanners to the extent that it was necessary

to convince ourselves that they pose no inherent bottleneck. We satisfied

ourselves therr is not; but there is room for much more research on those
_ .

_deviteS. Such research should be aimed at improvements in resolution quality;

refinements in the method used tosupport documents; automatic circuitry for

setting Voltage-threshOld level in the analog -to- digital conversiontpart Of

the scanner and in alternative optical/mechanical,configurations thAt would

yield compact scanners.

We believe a resolution goal for bound-document scanners .should be of

the order of 300 lines per inch. In light of steady advancements being made

in tOlid-state sensors such as charged-coupled and similar devices, attain-

ment of this goal should be possible in the near future; say, in two or

so years from how. It is lett -certain that a low-cost digital printingide-

vice that matches this resolution will be available; however; although there

is evidence that a low-cost laser printer with a 300-line-per-inch resolution

capability is nearing the final stages'of development:

Our research has'Ted us to the conclusion that the design of an elec-
.

tronic library network should be approached on a total system basis. To take

full advantage of,the available technology, they should perform both adocu-

ment-ordering and a doument-delivery function; Since many tradeOffS are

possible; each network should be treated uniquely, and specificationt should
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take into account factors such as, anticipated voldte of traffic within the

network; distances between netWOrk nodeS, 'number of nodes and the amount

and kindt Of materials to be handled _Each of thete itemS Will influence

the detailed design of the etwork;

The choice of communication linkt Ybr the document- delivery part of

the network is crucial. Commmication impacts upon traffic capacity;

system complexity and operating cost; It will be the factor that will

'largely determine the geographic extent of the network; especially where

minimization of cost is a prime consideration;

Elettronic networks of libraries are suitable fbr intra-drganizational

as well as inter-organizational connections. In fact; it could well turn

out that their first usage wil be to electrically. couple the various

branches of an intra-organizational library system -- the library complex

of a university; for example, or the branches of a Muni-tidal library system.

We envision that such networks will provide Wholly n6w Opportunities for

libraries in their dealing with serials through their ability to upgrade
c.

the quality of end-user service and to make fine =grain measurements of

document usage.

Finally; we point to barrerS that must be overcome in Order fOr

elettronic networks to come into existence within the library community.

Oneis that the library community Must be convinced; before making an in

VeStTilent; that such networks ca: be made to work reliably and that the

quality of end-user service they render will not only be uninhibited bUt

actually enchanced. Another is that the indcstrial sector is unlikely to

invest its own resources to make tOtplete'systems available on a "tusc,

key" basis unless aforeseeable market exists. Either subsidized demon-

stration experiments will be needed to break the deadlock; or high-risk

capital must come into play.

A LOOK TO THE FUTURE

Impending advanced digital technologies Such as very large-scale

integrated circuitry (VLSI) and mass, archival;\.Opticaldisk storage

devices will eventually offer opportunitie's for drastic changes in the
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way we publish, store and retrieve information. Direct digital=electronic

publishing and, storage of new knowledge-will become possible as soon as

;these technologies are perfected. I4hether knowledge already recorded in

printed form will. be converted =to 61d digital domain; or whether /Cie shall

have to contend with a dual-mode environment until printed documents fade

into history and ,disuse is a moot question; In a two-mode environment

one"can conceive of digital mass storage, as an add-on -featUre to the docu-;

ment-delivery concept discussed in this report. Refer to Fig. Here,

an option is provided to deliver materials either by scanning printed mater-

ial or retrieving them from amass digital store. The complexity of such a

system dependson the degree of compatibility that is built into the com-

bined system. The techniques employed in each mode for, handling graphicS,

data-compression and, decompression and 'Eta.ta transmission may well deter-

mine whether an integrated system will be possible or separate delivery

systems will be necessary.
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APPENDIX A-7''

T.M.

PRELIMINARY DRAFT

ADONIS is the name for a proposed electronic document deliVery'
project which will use advanced technOlogv_to store and retrieve
in4iVidUAl articles or pages from scientific technical and
medical (STM) literature as part of a global service. 'The
ADONIS project iS SponSored by an international group of publi.
skiers;

The Aim is an electronic form of document supply frotri 1984.

(NOTE: On September 20, 1982", the Members of the
sponsoring consortium met in London and
decided to proceed with the ADONIS project
as proposed in this brochure)

T.M.
ADONIS is the trademark/service mark chosen bye the sponsors
to designate the project. t-
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Adoption of NeW Technolo&

The ADONIS project team has reviewed a range_of technological__
opt-ions which dould be adopted by all publiShatS to Supply ihdi-

aal articles at a quality as good as present xerographic
;standards and has decided on a system with the follbWing charac-
teristics:

1) a high resolutic' scanner capable of producing a
digital representation of the document;

1) a low-cost, high-capacity archival digital store;

3) a high_resolution printer, capable of printing from
such digital input;

4) a mini computer to control data storage and transfer;

Digitalization has been chosen so as to record not only normal
text but al8O halftOne illustrations and any special characters
in the text such as mathematical_signs and non Roman-alphabets;
Each character Or Other printed_image will be scanne using
laser techniques 300 times per inch to -give a digital
representation consisting of_pictu're elements at a density of
300 per inch in both vertical and hbritOntal directions. This
is shown diagrammatically below.

Picture
eirTrant

seals, OOOOOOO _

- iiii
OOOOOOO

Binary character ssigi
reprensentation ease

ew.m.o..
300 Bits

per inch
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User'RequirementS for Document Delivery

There are indications that the present Systerrof providing
single journal articles on demand could seriously inhibit

the rapid and continuing flOW of scholarly information by

failing to satisfy the grbWing needsiof libraries and individudlt.

One reason is the sheer growth-in demandfprsingle journal

articles; as shown in the_graphS opposite; This has been fuelled

in recent years by two major developments:

i) the decreasing ability of libraries to_maihtaih a full

archival service (for both books and journals) in the

face of falling budgets; and

ii) more Searching of remote comprehensiVe databases for

bibliographic citations; Many of the articles highlighted

cannot be supplied from the lobal library resources;

Interlibrary loan systems are labour intensive and rely little

bh_COMpUter technology; Thus; the cost Of existing document

delivery services grows with increases in labour costs, thereby

imposing a further strain on library resources; This is true

fbi- both large and small document delivery centres.

Libraries are;becoming more involved in information(as opposed

to document) delivery, as -part of their desire to service their

users: Computers are used extensively to locate relevaht

information. 4c1 it_is logital to see to what extent new

technology can assist -in developing a comprehensive; cost

effective document deldVery service;

The traditional relationship between the library and the publisher

is changing_under the influence of technological develdpments,

requiring the establishment of closer links between author, publi

sheri.library and user:



souRCE DOCUMENT DOCUMENT DISPLAY
TERMINALS

Displays number
of disc required

DIGITISER

MLCRO. COMPUTER and
DOCUMENT DISC STORE

HARD COPY UNIT

INDEX COMPUTER

The index computer maintains
an on line record of each
document within the system
and provides an efficient
means of searching for all
documents

ADONIS T.M. erase c-re-ation system.
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Displays number
of disc required

Optical disc store

Document request

Micro computer

HARD -COPY UNIT

Load optical disc

1

A typical small ADONIS output system.

Larger systems may include.faster or multiple printers; multiple optical diSc readers and

"jdke box optical disc stores" providing automatic loading of the;required optical disc. The

document may be printed remotely after data transmission.



Market and The Publisher Interest

Market

An investigation undertaketlin April/May 1980 by the British
Library and Elsevier showed the increasing- demand for single
articles in the commerical STM area, and particularly in the
life sciences, when,compared with an earlier 1975 study: While

the results of this evaluation represented a 'snap shot' view
of a dynamic database, and various assumptions had to be made
about the seasonal and international validity of the sample;
nevertheless the results of this and other studies; in both the
US and Europe,-established that there is a large and increasing
market for individual articles;

The Publisher Interest

The availahility of new technology has stimulated a group of
STM piiblishers to investigate the possibility of an automated
document fulfillMent service Which would replace part of the
existing photocopying done within libraries.

Alth-oUgh a small group of publishers has taken the initiative;
the aim is to inClUde all STM journal publishers who wish to-
participate. _A one-stop shopping centre for doctiment requests
is highly de:dtable for librarians and users and will be
achieved only by publisher cooperation in developing the database.

Initial contacts with other significant journal publishers
received favourable response; Thus, there is a strong like-_
lihood that their publications will be included in the ADONIS
system.



The ADONIS system seekS to provide maximum flexibilitY.for the

location and capacity of output centres. ;For medium_to large

sized docuMent delivery centres the information could be

provided on optical discs while smaller centres may well receive

the data via wide band communication links. The centres' will

be serviced by a database creation centre which Will convert

the journal pages into images stored in compressed form and

crate the index of bitliographic details gill b2 used

to identify the pages to be printed out for' ment requests.

The ADONIS system will be designed to take advantage offuture

deVelopmentn equipment and telecommunication technology.

This will increase its applicatien to other areas; eg. for on-

demand printing or electronic nubliShing of single journal

issues or books, to replace archival storage of bound documents

within libraries and for other us,..5 in non-library or

information fields.



CollaboratiOn with LibrarieS

The library network is an extensive and developed system for
document delivery. Any arragements to interface Adonis with
this network could be mutually beneficial to both libraries and
publishers.

The ADONIS concept is international and; as well as the British
Library, other article supplying libraries and services in Europp,
North America and Japan have expressed interest;

Such collaboration would:

i) draw upoa the respective expertise of publishers,
libraries and document deliVery services.

ii) provide a basis for the joint develonmentof new services
for the user community, including archiVal facilitieS for
books;

:ii) offer the prospect of minimizi
delivery; and

roStS for document

iv) provide an equitable system o separates publishing
and distribution, free frOM a y doubts about copy-_
right by providing copyright sage fees determined
by each participating publi- er.

Further information will be provided periodically. Interested

publishers; libi-aries and document fulfillment services are
invited to contact the ADONIS project Secretar*, S T Stern at
Elsevier Science Publishers, P.O. Box 2400,.1060-CK Amsterdam,

The Netherlands-. (Telephone Amsterdam 5803-609. Telex 18582

ESPA NL).
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APPENDIX A=8

INTERLIBRARY DOCUMENT DELIVERY: THE OPTIONS*

Richard W. Bo§§ and Judy McQueen
Information Systems Consultants Inc.

The major barrier to effective and efficient interlibrary lending is not the
complexity of verifying the bibliographic details of a citation; the intricacy of
accessing files of millions of citations to identify a holding location for the wanted
item; the potential for adminiStrative and personal suspicion

the

at outsiders
wishing to tap an institution's resources, the communication of the loan request from
one institution to another, nor the time and cost of processing the request; but the
apparently simple process of physically moving the,item to be Idaned from point A to
point B;

The document delivery problem appears to ''affect all interlibrary loaf,
movements, irrespective or the location; distance; or type of materiarinvolved in

the transaction. In relation to location, the pro lem is felt as acutely in the
Northeast as in the Far West, although the former njoys advantages of population
concentration Which make cooperative delivery solutions more feasible. Despite an
expectation that distance is a significant factor in delivery costs and thus a prime
contributor to the document delivery deadlock impeding effective interlibrary
lending, the dilemma is as pressing for libraries in Manhattan wiShing to share their
resources as for those in Arizona involved in loans with Oregon or Alaska. While

there is some evidence to suggest that the movement of arf average, 22 -page journal

article is slightly more timely than that of a much bulkier monograph; current
interlibrary lending practices.do not achieve significantly better delivery times for
periodical material;

The problem is clear: how to achieve the efficient delivery of interlibrary loan
materials within the dual but opposing constraints of economy and_timeliness? Given
the current state of information technology, three delivery_ mechanisms warrant
consideration: Express Mail, commercial courier services; and telefacsimile.

Of the various "overnight" delivery Services, the Expres il system operated
by the _U.S; Postal ,Service is the leaSt expensive; offering "next day" delivery at
$9;35 for a two-pound package==the equivalent of an average size monograph. Even
if cost, were no object, ExpreSS Mail would not offer a perfect solution to_the
document delivery problem as items have to be lodged at certified Express Mail

,dispatch points and the Service is not offered to many destinations,' including
university centers such as Fairbanks, Alaska; Pullman, Washington; and Iowa City,
IoWa;

*This paper was derived from a report prepared by Information Systems Consultants
Inc., of Bethesda, IVID, for the West council of State Libraries. The authors have
Obnducted telefacsimile studies fo, international corporations, a law library
network, and several other clients; ire preparing a Library Technology Report
on the subject for publication in earl,



Other postal service options are less expensive, but slower. A photocopy of an
average 22-page journal article (6 ounces) may be sent by First Class Mail for a cost
of $1.05 with an expected delivery schedule of three days over a distance such as
that between Tucson, Arizona, and Eugene, Oregon. A two-pound Priority Mail
package would cost $2.88 over the same distance. The use of library rate is
economically attractive$.32 for the first pound and $.11 for each additional pound
up to seven poundswith a non-distance-dependent pricing schedulebut a disaster
time wise, with postal officials quoting 10 to 12 days or more for a diStance as short
as 1000 miles and, because of the surface nature of the -transaction, considerably
longer for destinations not within the contiguous United States.

As the majority of interlibrary loans are made from within a local area, it could
be argued that the quoted postal prices and delivery schedules should Le adjusted to
reflect localized pattern. No adjustment is required for Express Mail and the
decrease to $2.54 for Priority Mail does not significantly affect, cost patterns and
this approach does not take into account common prejudices about the local delivery
performance of the U.S. Postal Service.

Where population densities, interlibrary loan transaction volumes; and
appropriate sources of fupding permit; the establishment of local or regional
cooperative courier2 services dedicated to the movement of library materials
provides an attractive document delivery mechanism; The cost of such an
arrangement needs to be established individually for each locality, and estimhtes
should include overheads such as driver benefits and backup; vehicle depreciation and
insurance; as well as the more commonly considered costs of driver salaries, vehicle
purchase; and fuel expenses When establishing local courier services it is advisable
to build in scheduled meeting or pick-:up points for services covering contiguous
areas or else libraries near one another may be virtually unable to interact through
the accident of being in different courier networks. In assessing the costs of this
mode of document delivery relative to others, a clearer picture will be obtained by
allocating total expenses on a per item moved basis rather than by assessing the cost
per participating institution. The experience of state-wide systems varies widely,
but few are able to deliver documents for less than $2.50 an item. Delivery time is
normally three days or more. When more 'than one route is necessary within a state
the delivery time is usually five or more days.

Commercial courier services which offer overnight delivery are normally quite
expensive, with rates averaging more than double Express Mail. United Parcel
Service, however, a surface carrier with varying rates around the country, charges
approximately $1.25-2.50 for a journal article or monograph delivered within 400
miles. Most deliveries are completed the next day. There is a pick-up charge of
$2.75 only the first time in a workweek the courier comes to the library; This fee
can be reduced to as little as $1 per week per library if a group contracts with UPS;
United Parcel Service would, therefore, be the lowest cost service offering rapid
delivery within a distance of 400 miles. For greater distances the cost remains low;
but delivery time stretches tell three to five days.

Worthy of consideration for the delivery of discrete documents such as
photocopies of journal articles and excerpts from monographs; digital telefacsimile
equipment is becoming increasingly popular as a means of transmitting hard-copy
documents rapidly; by-passing the delays of regular mail or the costs of commercial
courier services when distances of more than 400 miles are involved. While there
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were only 255,000 telefacsimile machines installed in North America...in 1980, 48,600
units were delivered during 1981.

Telefacsimile has had a relatively _poor reputation hi the library-: community
because mat-libraries' experience has been with analog machines which transmit
slowlybetween two and six' minutes per pageand with relatively poor image
resolution; New, fast, high-resolution digital telefacsimile equipment cap ible of
transmitting a regular typed-page in 15-60 seconds reduces the telecommunicationS
costs of the medium while offering better quality output;

Using digital equipment with a speed of 30 seconds per page, a 50=page
transmission from Tudson, Arizona to Fairbanks; Alaska could be accomplished for
teleCommunicationS costs of less than $10.00, compared with a charge of $113 if
using a six minute per page analog machine; The resolution is comparable to that, of
a regular phococopy, while that of an analog transmission is poor, similar to that of la

televiSion image. Express Mail is not available. these points. Federal
Express_ offers two-day service for a fee of $59; United Parcel Servide does not serve
FairbankS.

Digital telefacsimile machines usually cost from $6,000 to $12,000 each (rental
$250 to $500 per month) as compared with analog machineS at $2,000 each (rental
approximately $90 per month)._ Higher equipment cost can be offset, however, by
the reduction telecommunications cost realized by using the higher speed digital
devices.

Assuming that a digital machine can be rented for $500 per month and that the
daytime line cost for a 2,500 mile transmission is $.54 for the first minute and $.38
for each additional minute, the transmission of 100 pages each month using a digital
machine would cost $554 for the month '($5.54 per page). The picture changes
dramatically if 1000 pages are transmitted. The cost of the transmission becomes
$1,040 for the month ($1.04 per page). For a distance of 500 miles the cost may be
as low as $.30 per4:Tge or $3.00 for a ten-page article.

Copy resolution is determined bythe number of lines per inch dpi) measured
vertically. Copies are legible at 64 1pi. Most anal.% machines _offer this degree of
esolution. Digital machines_ usually offer resolutions of 67, 100, and 200 1pi; often

described as high=Speed,_ standard, and detail modes respectively. Many digital
machines operate at 9,600 1pi. Automatic stepdown or modem hift-down, available
on some digital machines, allows the rate of transmission to be reduced from 9,600
to 7,200 to 4,800 to 2,400 ipi to improve copy quality even further==usually to
compensate_ for transmission line problemsand to adjust to other equipment which
operates at lower baud rates.

Telefacsimile machines are normally described not only in terms of transmission
time and resolution, but also in terms of volume. A low-volume machine is one
which is expected to be used to transmit fewer than 500 pages per month; a
medium-range machine would be for 500 to 1,000 pages per month; and a

high-volume machine for more than 1,000 pages per month.

All telefacsimile machines accept only single sheet feedtyped; printed, or
photocopied pages. In interlibrary loan applications the requested material has to be
photocopied before being transmitted. [However, this is already the case in most
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journal article loans irrespective of the delivery Method.] Many fax machines have
automatic feeding devices which will accept up to 40 or 513' sheets for dispatch.
Machines so equipped need not be attended while transmitting single sheet
documents. _Automatic dialers make it possible to sche)flule transmissions, for periods
of lowest telecommunication rates or for times when staff are not available to start
the process. The higher price machines offer a delivery verification feature so that
the transmitting unit knows that the receiving unit has actually printed the copy.

Most telefacsimile machines use roll paper ip the receiving unit. It is usually
8.5 to 11 inches in width, but the maximum length of a single page can vary
signiTtcantly from machine to machine. Two types of printers are used thermal and
electrostatic. The former requires special treated paper and the latter uses plain
paper of the type now used in most medium- to high-volume office copyiers.

Virtually all telefacsimile machines can transmit via voice grade unconditioned
telephone linesdial-up or leased. The digital machines can also transmit, via digital
lines or broadband media such as microwave, satellite, coaxial cable, or fiber optic
cable. Compatibility among digital machines of different manufacturers can
normally be achieved by stipulating that all equipment conform to the international
standard of the Copsultative Committee on International Telephone and Telegraph
(CCITT) for Group digital equipmentall analog machines are in Group I or H. If
the digital rnachitti are required to be compatible with analog equipment, downward
compatibility to Group I and/or II equipment, must be specified; When digital and

.analog machines are interfaced, the transmission is conducted at analog speeds and
capacities;

There are at least 15 suppliers of telefacsimile equipment in the United States,
but only three offer at least five different pieces of equipment: Rapicom, 3M, and
Xerox;, The availability of an extensive equipment line . from a single vendor means a
network of machines with different characteristics could be assembled to meet the
requirements of various participants without having to use more than one source. By
buying from a single manufacturer, quantity discounts and special service
agreements may be negotiated and compatibility problems can be minimized. One
company without a complete equipment line_;_should be mentioned. Although
Telautograph offers only two machines, its digital ma'chine was top-rated in a recent
evaluation by the publishers of "What to Buy 'for Business."

If libraries decide to procure telefacsimile equipment to facilitate interlibrary
document delivery, it would be advisable to:

a) set a time standard ofno more than 60 seconds for a transmission of normal
copies, using_ the Slower high-definition mode only for some older published
materials which may require greater resolution.

In an era or rapidly rising local telecommunications costs, the time telephone
lines ace. used should be minimized. No machine should be considered which
transmits at less than one page in 60 seconds because the $4;000 or more saved
initially will soon be paid out in high telecommunications charges.

b) specify-digital (CCITT G ipment.

Specifying Group III equipment assures fast transmission. The CCITT standard
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for Group I is one page in six minutes, for Group II one page in three minutes, but for
Group III it is one page in 30 seconds. The digital machines also offer better
resolution, usually up to 200 Ipi. While this is not necessary for the transmission of
typewritten pages or most recently published material; is imperative if comple,.

chartS and copies of older published materials are to be sent; The reason th;t alder
published materials often require adjuStment in telefacsimile resolution is that
typeset letters are often quite close together and the discoloration and shrinkage in
boat( papers that normally occurs over time can render a transmitted image
unreadable.

c) select equipment which uses the electrostatic rather than the thermal
copying method.

Thermal papers have almoSt a mpletely_ disappeared from photocopying
equipment because the paper is light and heat sensitive and can change color to such

an extent that the image becomes illegible. Office equipment StudieS have
demonstrated that users react negatively to papers which look and feel different
from the plain bond to which they are accustomed. In introducing a new technology,
care should be taken not to substitute unnecessarily for that which has become
familiar.

d) if seeking to establish n library_telefacsimile network, select a singte_line
of equipment from a company_whicb can offer models ranging from to -to
high volume.

A library telefacsimile network may begin at a low-volume; but could rapidly

outgrow the equipment initially procured;

e) select equipment which is downward compatible;

The digital equipment should be ordered with the ability to downshift to lower
baud rates totpermit communication with organizations which have older equipment.
The equipment should be able,to addresS analog machines in at least Group II. Since

the ability to address Group I equipment is dependent on the line of equipment
choSen, libraries should seek to ascertain the type of equi ment by libraries

outside their area with which they expect to communicate mot frequently.

f) equipment should be leased or-rented-,-r-a-ther_than purchased.

The telefacsimile market is __undergoing rapid change. Even though most of the
digital machines (CCITT Group III) have been introduced within the past three years;

a fourth generation of equipment is under development. The new machines are
expected to be capable of transmission rates of 56,000 Ipi and higher with greater
resolution than now available. The new generation machines will call for Satellite;
microwave, cr coaxial cable transmission. Standard development for the planned
CCITT group IV machirieS has not yet been completed.

There is also evidence that a number of photocopier manufacturers are
experimenting with the introduction of copying machineS with telefacsimile
capability. The maching could be used for conventional copying when not in use for
telefacsimile transmission. This could eliminate the need to purchase separate
equipment.
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In conclusion, the mode of document delivery which best satisfies-the criteria of
econorny and timeliness for distances of less than 400. miles is the commercial,
surface courier UPS. For distances over 1,5004--miles,`ExOress Mail is normally the'
lowest cost rapid delivery system to the communities which it serves. UPS is lower
in cost but slow than Express Mail, requiring up to five days. Digital telefacsimile is
potentially lower in cost than Express Mail'for short articles or excerpts of ten pages
or .Less_ if monthly volumes of more than 1,000 pages per machine are maintained. It
is the lowest cost rapid delivery method available to thousands of communities which
have no Express Mail or commercial courier service.

Any plan to improve document delivery should incorporate several modes
depending on the number of pages, distance, and urgency of delivery. It could be
desirable to construct a series of cross-ovbr graphs to show when one mode is more
cost effective than another.
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APPENDIX B-1

SOME ECON6MIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC REALITIES FACING
LIBRARY -EDUCATIONAN EXPRESSION OF PERSONAL CONCERNS

Russell E. Bidlack
School of Library Science, University of Michigan

In addressing issues in library education today, one may choose from a score or
more. I shall discuss two, which I have designated "economic and demographic
realities." These two issues are intertwined, and both pertain to an overriding issue
for a number of library §chools, survival.

I must begin with a confession. Portions of my remarkS here ha,,e been taken
from an informal presentation that I made during a meeting of the Law Libraries
Association laSt June 15 as well as from a paper prepared for the June 28-30, 1982,
conference at Wye Plantation sponsored by the Council on Library Resources.
Happily, beeauSe ARL members have been invited to read these observations rather
than listen to them, skipping paragraphs they may have heard before should be a
simple matter.

Today there are 69 North American library School8 (62 in the Urtliied States and

seven in Canada) whose programs leading to the first professional degree are
accredited by the American Library Association. Of the 62 programs in the U.S., it

may be noted in passing,Ihree presently have conditional accreditation, a status that
can extend for only two years before a School either succeeds in convincing the
ALA'S Committee on Accreditation that it is again. deserving of full accreditation or
loses it completely; During 1981, one program (that of Alabama A & M University)
was removed from the accredited list while another was added (the University of
MiSsissippi). Thus far in 1982, another school has been added to the list, that at the
University of North Carolina at Greensboro, while one has been dropped (Emporia
State University); There are six or eight presfintly unaccredited programs working

toward accreditation.

Librarians, including library educators, generally agree that, for the United
States today, 62 library School8 are too many. It is also agreed that five years from
now there will surely be fewer library schools on the accredited liSt. There is not
agreement, however, on which library schools should survive and which should be

eliminated.

In 1962_ there were but 31 accredited library education program in the U.S.,

exactly half the ,present number. (Note my careful use of the term "accredited
program" rather than "accredited school" for the reason that the American Library
Association is empowered by the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation to accredit
only programs leading to the first professional degree, i.e., the master's degree.
Undergraduate programs; doctoral programs, continuing education programs, etc.,
cannot be evaluated for accreditation purposes by the ALA.)

While, during the 20 years between 1962 and 1982, the number ,f accredited
programs in the U.S. has doubled, from 31 to 62, in Canada the number has grown

from two to seven.
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Libraries in the U;S; experienced dramatic growth during the 1960s; as we all
recall, and librarians were suddenly in great demand; President Johnson's "Great
Society" legislation not only contributed indirectly to the growth of library education
through federal aid to libraries, but directly_ through Title II-B of the Higher
Education Act of 1965. Fellowships at both the master's and doctoral level; along
with funding for res,-!:.u.ch and continuing education, became available in numbers and
amounts never kn,:, before in American library education; The institutional
support accompanying the fellowships not only spurred existing schools to expand,
but encouraged the creation of new library schools as well.

Although the Title 11 -B program still survives today, despite recommendations of
zero funding by Presidents Nixon, Ford, Carter, and Reagan, it is but a shadow of its
former self in terms of available dollars. Whereas my own school's grant in 1969-70
was $255,524 (the high-water mark under this legislation), our grant for the cut, ent
year is only $40,000. Between 1966 and 1982 (17 years), Michigan's total funding
under Title II-B has been $1,575,428. Roughly half of this has been used for
fellowships; the rest has been in the form of institutional,support.

It is generally agreed that the 62 ALA-accredited programs in library education
today are distributed across the United, States in a less than ideal fashion. While
California, the most populous state, hascfour accredited programs, New York has no
fewer than nine. Eighteen states are not represented at all on the accredited list
(Alaska,. Arkansas, Delaware, Idaho, Kansas, "Maine, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Vermont,
Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming.' Of the three accredited programs in Texas,
two are located in one town, Denton. The programs at Queens College and St. John's
University in New York are but two miles apart. The two library schools in Ohio,
Case Western Reserve and Rent State, are but 35 miles apart, and both are in the far
north-east corner of the state.

It is apparent to most of us that, in relationship to the employment picture since
about .074 and the probable situation during the remainder Of the 1980s, the
number of accredited programs in the U.S. in 1962 (31) would be more appropriate
for our present needs than is the number that we have (62). The total FTE
enrollment in master's programs among the 63 U.S. schools on the accredited list in
the fall term 1981 was 4,970. Were the number of accredited programs today what
it was in 1962, that would mean an average FTE master's enrollment of 160 per
school; a by no means unreasonable number. Even when students in doctoral
programs and sixth-year certificate programs are added; the total is still modest
when compared to the size or most other professional schools in most universities.

For most library schools; the peak in enrollment occurred between 1971 and
1974; Although it was increasingly apparent at that time that the great shortage of
librarians was largely past; there was a time lag in this realization that kept the
students coming; Among the 53 U;S; library schools on the accredited list in the fall
of 1973; there were just over 11;000 students working toward the master's degree;
One hundred and fifty others were registered as post-master's students, most of
whom were seeking the Sixth Year or Advanced Certificate; while an additional 300
were enrolled in doctoral programs; It must be kept in mind, of course; that many of
these students were enrolled only part time; so the number of graduates per year was
considerably less than this total enrollment ir. a one-year program might suggest; In
1973-74, these 53 schools conferred a total of 6,893 degrees, of which
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6;804 were master's. ThiS was an average of 130 graduates per school per year.

Of he 53 schools With ALA accredited programs in 1973=74, all remain in

operatic) today except one, that at the University of Oregon. That program was
discontinued for fiscal reasons in 1978; The program at Emporia State University;
which was removed from the accredited list last July, still exists, of course; and
students enrolled at the time its accrelitation was removed (July 1982) will still be
considered. graduates of an accredited program under the rules of the Committee on
Accreditation. Furthermore, there are no plans at Emporia for the library school to

closewith the full support of the university's president and governing board, the
school is determined to regain its accreditation within two years.

Among the 52 schools whose accreditation date§ back at least ten years, a total
of 4,193 degrees were conferred in 1980-81, the most recent year for which we have

degree data, of which 4,030 were master's. (Ninety-eight were advanced
certifidateS and 65 were doctorates.) Compared to the 6,804 master's degrees
conferred by these same schools in 1973=74, thiS represents a decrease of 2,774, or
nearly 41 percent. The average number of degrees conferred by each of these 52
schoolS was 81 in 1980-81 compared to 130 in 1973-74.

We must keep in mind, of course, that in addition to these 52 U.S. school§

(including Emporia) whose accreditation date8 back to at least 1973, there are 11

other§ that have been added to the accredited list since 1973: These 11 schoolS

conferred a total of 456 master's degrees in 1980-81; plus seven advanced
certificates, for an average of 42 degrees per school. Note that the current average

for these newer schools is about half that of the older schools.

The 41 percent reduction in degrees awarded by the group of older School8 is

not, of course; evenly diStributed among them. Three of the 52 have actually
experienced an increase since 1973-74one, Kent State University, by a whopping

166 percentfrom 44 graduateS in 1973-74 to 117 in 1981-82. (The other two, the
University of Arizona and TexaS Woman's University, increased by 16 and 38 percent
respectively;) Each of the remaining schools; however, has experienced a decrease,
ranging from a mere one percent to a devastating 82 percent. Thirteen schoolg have

had reductions of 50 percent or higher during this seven-year period.

Among the 62 U.S. schools on the accredited list today, there were nine that had
30 or fewer graduates during 1980-81; while only 16 graduated 100 or more;
Although there may be a few institutions of higher education where declining

enrollment in a go: ien academic unit does not have an eventual effect on the
financial support provided to that unit, this is certainly not the usual patter a. While

presidents and vice-presidents for academic affairs recognize that enrollment may
fluctuate and are often willing to tolerate a decline with the expectation that the
trend will be reversed' in due course, continuous shrinkage is bound, eventually, to
suggest a reduction in faculty and staff support.

A striking example of this kind of decision_making has been provided very
recently at the State University of New York at Geneseo. In a news release dated
July 30, 1982, it was announced that "the Sdhool of Library and information Science

at the State University College at Geneseo will close in August, 1983, ending a
tradition of library education at thc college which dates back three-quarters of a
century." Geneseo is, of course, one of the library schools included in the 31 schools
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mentioned above as having been on the accredited list as early as 1962; In fact, it
was first accredited by ALA in 1946 and, ironically, was again reaccredited only last
January (to the year 1988).

The reason for this drastic action at Geneseo, which includes the dismissal, with
one year's notice, of eight faculty members, was stated tersely by President
JakubauSka8: "This is a programmatic decision. The Library School is a graduate
program with declining enrollments and there are undergraduate programs at the
college with growing enrollments." Because the schobl's closure rc.-presents
"retrenchment," a principle recognized in the faculty's union contract, tenure was
not an issue in the faculty dismissals (with one year'S notice) even though five of the
eight individuals held tenure.

Just as the number of students has declined in most library schocls, so has the
number of faculty. In 1973-74 the average number of full-time faculty per school
was 11.66; in 1981-82, it was 10.23, or a decrease of 1.43 faculty FTE over nine
years; Note that thus far, faculty size in most schools has not decreased at the same
rate as enrollment.

While library school faculties have always been small compared to those of
other academic units on a given campus, there is, nevertheless, a minimum below
which they cannot go and still provide students with adequate preparation for a
library career; regardless of how few students there may be; In over one-half of the
library schools on the ALA accredited list today; including the seven Canadian
schools, the full-time faculty; including the dean or director; numbers nine or fewer.

Small faculties and small student bodies raise the issue of "critical mass," a
topic on which Herbert S. White; dean of Indiana University's School of Library and
Information Sciences; has written more than once; At an open meeting of the
Committee on Accreditation during the Philadelphia Conference of ALA in July 1982
he noted: "The term 'critical mass' is best known to us from the physical sciences.
It is the minimum mass of a substance necessary for an expected reaction to take
place. Below that level of mass, nothing happens. Presumably, the thing just sits
there."

Dean White has asked: "Is there a point in terms of faculty size; student
enrollment, and institutional support below which the offering of the necessary
diversity in library education-becomes impossible?" The answer to Dean Whfte's
question must surely be in the affirmative, but what these minimum figures should
be has not been agreed upon; they probably cannot be agreed upon.

In his remarks at the COA open meeting, Dean White observed: "... there must
be enough faculty so that every needed aspect of library education has at least one
knowledgeable up-to-date involved faculty member who reads, writes, and
participt tes in that area ... However, for the intellectual climate of a university
one faculty member is not enough, any more _than _I can have a tennis match all by
myself. Research and intellectual growth are largely collaborative processes..."

Just as the "collaborative process" is essential for faculty research and
intellectual growth, so is it also for student learning and development. We all know,
as Dean White has pointed out, "students learn from each other, by working together,
by sharing ideas, experiences, and frustrations, in part through their coffee or beer
sessions. . . there is a critical mass, as with faculty, below which you have
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StUderitS but not a student body, and below which important ingredients of the
educational process are missed."

Pondering the question of critical mass, Edward G. Holley, dean of the School of

Library Science at the University of North Carolina, suggested at an open meeting of

the Committee on Accreditation laSt January that perhaps no library school can
provide a program of adequate quality if its full-time faculty number fewer than ten,
its student body comprises fewer than 100 FTE, and if its total budget is less than

$400;000. If the Holley requirement were to be put into effect in the U.S.; 16

schools on the accredited liSt (25 percent) would be removed for having failed to
satisfy all three of the Holley criteria: An additional 18 would Mil to meet two of
the three criteria, while seven others would fail on one count._ In other words; of the
63 U.S. programs on the accredited list last January, only 22 fully met the Holley
test in having no fewer than ten full-time faculty, at least 100 FTE students, and a
minimum budget of $400,000. (In computing the FTE of students for this

computation, I have generously counted everyone enrolled regardless of level;
including even the FTE of undergraduates taking library science courses.) The

forthcoming third edition of library education statistics to be published by the
Association of American - Library Schools will reveal that one library school on the
accredited liSt had only five faculty members on January 1, 1982; another had an
F TE of only 26.5 students in its master's program_ in September 1981 (of whom only

12 were full-time), and another school had total expenditures in 1980-81 of only
$182,628. Only 17 U.S. schools, 27 percent, had an FTE enrollment of 100 or more in
their master's degree program in the fall of 1981. Fewer than half (30) had support
from their parent institution in 1980-81 of $400,000 or more; although when federal
and "other" sources of income were added, three more schools met that Honey
minimum.

There exists, of course, no central authority that. determines in which

universities or colleges education for librarianship will be provided, nor in which
States such schools should be located. Some would claim that theSe decisions ought

to be provided by ALA's Committee on Accreditation; While accreditation decisions

can an influence on the survival of a library school; it has never been the role
Of accreditation in any field to determine the need for a program in relationship to
the job market at either a _national or regional level. As is true of all other
accrediting bodies; ALA'S COA makes its accreditation decisions on the basis of
agreed upon standards. The Standards currently in use were adopted by the ALA
Council in 1972. They are qualitative in nature; not quantitative in the manner that
Dean Holley's suggested criteria have been stated, nor do they directly pertain to
Dean White's "critical mass" approach.

The Standards require that a library school determine its own goals and program
objectives, and, to a considerable degree; the COA attempts to judge a master's
program in relat onShip to the objectives that the SehOol has set for it, within the
school's own, institutional setting. While some eyebrowS have always been raised
regarding thiS "Self-determination" emphasis in the Standards, with the present fiscal
uncertainty in higher education; a growing concern is now being expressed. Again to
quote my decanal colleague, Herb White: "ThAt Simplistically and perhaps

sarcastically, it may be all right to have a poor quality school as long as that school

is in a poor quality university:"

There haS been a tendency, in my opinion; for visiting teams representing COA
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to expect more, in qualitative as well as quantitative terms, of the large and
traditionally strong school than of the small and struggling school. Too often, I fear,
we tend to marvel at how well some schools do with so little and perhaps, reward
then) too generously for their heroic efforts. At the same time, we castigate_ strong
schools for not doing more with so much. It is difficult to apply qualitative
standards with an even hand.

The 1972 Standards were written and .approved at a time of growth and
prosperity for both libraries and library education. It was assumed that programs
meeting the provisions of the Standards, even at a minimal level, would, with.
appropriate leaCership and institutional commitment, grow and prosper. The
financial and enrollment crises facing many universities today were little imagined
between 1969 and 1972 when the present Standards were being drafted by an ALA
committee: The writing of new standards for the accreditation of library education
programs now needs to be undertaken; in my opinion; against today's economic and
demographic realities; The memory of the $40;000 investment in the 1972
Standards, however; may well give the ALA pause in light of its own present
financial concerns. (A grant from the 11,W; Wilson Foundation supported the writing
of the 1972 Standards.)

Many of the universities in which library schools are located are currently
facing such overwhelming financial problems that there can be little doubt that some
academic units will be eliminated completely. The "smaller but better" concept is
by no means limited to the University of Michigan where it was first expressed
euphemistically by my own president to put the best possible light on "program
review and reduction," It is coming to be recognized that across-the-board
reductions in a university cannot be tolerated year after year with the hope that
quality can be maintained, nor can tuition be increased annually at a rate greater
than the cost of living with the expectation that qualified students will continue to
flock to one's academic door. At Michigan, tuition was increased in 1981=82 by 19
percent and by 15 percent in 1982-83.

As universities face the difficult issue of program elimination, and as they
consider whether the library school should be a candidate, several faCtorS will be
taken into account. Every library school is small in relationship to other professional
schools on a given campus. This smallness may in some instances, actually be an
advantage for the library school because its elimination will solve such a small
portion of the university's" financial problem. On the other hand, it is obviouS that
Small units are easier to eliminate than are large ones.

The dropping of the library school at the University of Oregon a few years ago
did not cause a great storm of protest, nor did similar action at the University of
Minnesota earlier this year. At this writing, it is too early to gauge reaction to the
presidential announcement at Geneseo on July 30, but the fact that a college-wide
priorities committee had recommended two years ago that the library school be
closed "if budget cutbacks continue to impact the college" gave the school, including
its 2,000 alumni, ample warning.

At the University of Missouri-Columbia, on the other hand, where a budgetary
short-fall of $7 million was projected last April, the Chancellor's decision to
eliminate the School of Library and Informational Science, along with the College of
Public and Community Services and a number of departments and programs in other
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schools and colleges across the campus, was met with such vehement protest that
the President and the Board of Curators of the state-wide university system set
aside the Chan( ellor's decision two monthS later. The library school, under the
leadership of its Jean, Ed Miller, was ve&y Much a part of the successful protest, but
how successful the 'library school might have been had it been the only unit targeted
for closure is debatable. Meanwhile, the $7 _Million short-fall remains at Columbia,
while the Board of Curators examines the mission of the entire. university system to
determine where the Columbia campus properly fits, and what should be its areas of
'responsibility; One of the arguments of the Chancellor pertained to the lack of
centrality of the library school to the mission of U-M-Columbia;

Enrollment will surely figure as a major issue in determining the candidacy of a
library school for elimination, most especially the pattern of that enrollment. If
there has been a steady decline, as I have noted is happening to most library schoolS,

and if there is little reason to anticipate a reversal of that trend, a library school,
like a school of education or a school of social work in the same situation, is
vulnerable.

Much will be made, of the relationship of a unit under review for possible

elimination and thatyunit'S place in the mission of the university of whidh it i8 a

part; Most universities, however, do not have very meaningful mission statements,
and if it is found that a library school does not properly fit into that statement, it
can surely I* asked Why the school was created in the first place. Too often, the
answer will be that, at the time of the library school's creation, there seemed to be

a, demand for librarianS, and, besides; it had not represented a large enough

budgetary commitment to matter very much. In other instances, it will be found

that the school gradually evolved under the umbrella of the library or the school of
education without much notice by the central adminiStration.

Where a number of universities comprise a state system of higher education, as

in MisSouri, it is possible that a sensible determination can be made as to the
location of the single library school that is deemed necessary for the entire state.
Included in the arguments made by the dean and faculty against the school's
candidacy for elimination at the UniVerSity of MissouriTColumbia has been that it is

the only library school on the accredited list in Missouri; This seems not to have

been an effective argument, howeVer, at the University of Minnesota where the

decision was made last May to phase out the Library School even though it is the
only one in Minnesota; (Although the admission of new students at MinneSota has

been "suspended indefinitely," it is expected that courses necessary for the

completion of the M.A. degree for students in the program will be made available for

the next three years;) Especially interesting in the Minnesota situation is the
planned appointment of a task force "to examine the feasibility of developing a
substantially restructured program that would provide opportunities for curricular
and research activities in informatiOn processing and_management as well as in the

more classical aspects of librarianShip." Of equal interest to library-School-
watchers will be the report due at Columbia University in September 1983 by a
University-wide committee charged by the Provost with making "a thormigh and
thoughtful exploration of alternative futures for the [library] school." That

"alternative futures!' shOuld be considered for "the world's oldest library school,"
which has ranked among the half==oozen hest library schools in the U.S. in every study

that has been conducted, gives pause to all of us closely associated with library
education.
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Most universities will doubtless take into account the reputation of each of their
individual schools and programs as they attempt to identify candidates for closure.
Presidents, vice-presidents, and boards of trustees are constantly searching for
external ratings of this nature knowing that they can rarely obtain unbiased data to
answer these questions from within their own university. Dean Herbert White's
article on perceptions of the ranking of library school programs that appeared in the
May 1981 issue of College arrd -Research Libraries will have greater influence; in my
opinion, on university administrators in making ,decisions regarding the future of
their library schoOls than have some of the recent decisions of the Committee on
Accreditation. It may be noted that the program at the University of Mirv,esota was
only recently reaccredited by COA; as was that at Geneseo. At Mis zouri, the
recommendation of the Provost to the Chancellor that the library school be
eliminated was made only two days before ti e arrival of a site visit team' from the.
COA. The COA voted full reaccreditation for the Missouri program during its July
meeting in Philadelphia.

The prominence of the library school's faculty within the university will play a
key role on any campus where program reduction is being considered. Library school
faculty have often not found it easy, however, to gain membership on university wide
committees, task forces, etc., simply because of the relatively small constituency
that they represent. Library school deans have had an advantage in recent years,
however, in recommending their faculty for such assignments. Under affirmative
action programs, it is a rare university committee today that does not have female
representation. Most library schools have had more women with high faculty rank
than any school on their campus other than nursing, and the library school dean who
has not taken advantage of this opportunity has been negligent. Faculty success in
obtaining research grants along with the quality and number of their publications are
also elements, of course, that will be taken into close account while a library
school's value to its parent institution is being weighed.

An often overlooked strength that library schools have to varying degrees is
alumni support. Most universities are highly sensitive to alumni concerns. The
library school that has given some priority to keeping in touch with its graduates can
count on powerful help from them in times_ of adversity. No library school graduate
wants to liSt on a vita or in a directory an alma mater that no longer exists,.

There is a further point that I want to make about enrollment in library
education programs. Librarians who have been in the field for some years are
usually amazed when they learn what a library education costs today Although few
ARL directors go back in time as long as I do, let me compare tuition costs when I
went to library school at the University of Michigan with those of tcday, even
though, as a World War II veteran, I did not have to pay tuitionthere was something
called the "G.I. Bill". The Michigan bulletin for 1947-48; under "Semester Fees"
reads: "For Michigan students; the fee is $70 for each semester; for non-Michigan
students, $150 each semester." There was an increase the following year for
out-state studentswhile Michigan students still paid $70 per semester, out-state
students paid $175 in 1948-49.

In those long-distant days; one completed the ABLS degree during the first year
in library school; and if one remained for a second year one could earn the AMLS
degree. (The two-year program is not really new, you see.) i remained to take the
AMLS degree so was enrolled for four semesters at a total cost to the federal
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governhient, which paid my tuition as an out-state student, of $650.

Today at Michigan we require the full-time student to take three trimesters,
one calendar year, to complete 36 hours for the AMLS degree; If one is a Michigan
resident, this will amount to $1,458 per trimester in 1982-83, or a total of $4,374 for
the year If one comes from out - state, -as do nearly half_of our students, the cost in
1982-83 will be $3,130 per trimester,_ for a total of $9,390. For the AMLS degree,
even though the time to complete_ it _today is three trimesters instead of four
semesters, the cost has risen for the Michigan resident from a total of $280 to
$4;374, or by 1,462 percent._ For the out-state stulent; the cost.of the AMLS dekree,
even though the length of time required to complete it is 25 percent less, has gone
from $650 to $9,390, or. an increase of 1,345 percent;

Tiles:, figures are meaningful, of course, only when compared to the salarieS
that today's graduates receive in relationship to those of "yesterday (Ori perhapS I
should say in my Case, day before yesterday) I did not take a job in 1949 When I
completed my AMLS degree, but decided, sl_ied I still had lots of "G.I. time," to go
on for my doctorate. But a claSsmate, James Skipper, also an out-state student,
accepted a position in 1949 at what we both considered to be a splendid annual
salary, the best of any graduate that year, $3,600, at Washington & JefferSOn
College. While a shockingly low salary by today's standards, note what that
beginning salary in relationship to the -cost of the AMLS degree at Michigan in 1949,
would have to be in 19-83 if salaries had risen by the same percentage as tuitionno
less than $52,020. I am doubtful that any Michigan graduate will begin his /her
library Career with that kind of salary in 1983.

I Should hasten to note; however, that the tuition costs that I have quoted for
you are by no means uniform across the nation. Among state institutions; Michigan's
tuition for graduate students is among the highest,_ and, for out-state students, it
equals that of private universities. Ironieally, a Michigan resident can go to the
library school at the University of North Carolina, with its two-year (four semesters)
program, and pay out-state fees there for a smaller total cost than if he had come to
Michigan as an in-state student. Perhaps it E., at least in part; for this reason that
North Carolina's-highly rated library school, even with its new two-year program, is
having no enrollment problem, while at Michigan, as in many other library schools,
enrollment is a principal worry.

While tuition costs among most universities have increased this year by
percentages unprecedented in the hiStory of higher education, the great disparity
among the 62 universities with accredited library education programs will persist.
Indeed, because future library school closures will relate in many instances to
enrollment levels, this disparity may well be a key factor in determining which will
survive;

It is the economic reality of the high cost of library education today in
relationship to library salaries that I wish to touch upon before elciSing these
remarks; It is obviouS, of course, that for the prospective student there should be
some correlation between the cost of a professional degree and the probable salary
that he/she can expect to command upon completing that degree, not only on the
first job, but during on?' Pntire career; The application of that assumed correlation
to fields such as medicine, business administration, law, librarianship, social work,
etc. need not be illustrated here except to note that one Can risk going heavily in
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debt for graduate study if one's salary prospects
With this in mind, let us note the average starting
where only the bachelor's degree is required
American Almanac of Jobs and Salaries published

are those of a physician or lawyer.
salaries for a number of fields

(these figures are taken from The
by Avon Books in 1982):

accounting $17,016
economics 16,440
chemical engineering 24,360
petroleum engineering 26,652
biology 15,216
chemistry 19,644
computer science 20,712
mathematics 19,488
earth science 22,152

Of course, starting salaries for persons earning bachelor's degrees in the
humanities and some of the social sciences, such as history and sociology, are far
below these if jobs exist at all. It should be noted, however, that persons choosing to
go to library school are usually from the humanities and the social sciences. Library
schools are frequently criticized for their failure to attract students with
undergraduate majors in the fields listed above. Note the problem that library
schools face, however, when we compare the above starting salaries with those that
Can be expected if one invests in a master's degree in library science in preparation
fo:- a beginning position in an ARL library.

According to an ALA/OLPR report issued in 1981 called The Racial,- Ethnic, -and
Sexual_Campa - - andPublia_Libraries,. the average
beginning salary in academic libraries in 1980 was $13;533. This figure; incidentally;
differed little from the same average for public libraries$13,506. While we can
assume that the average for 1982 graduates will be from seven to ten percent higher;
we can also be sure that it will compare no more favorably with the list of fields for
perso is holding only the bachelor's degree mentioned earlier;

The Bowker Annual of 1982, reporting on 1981 salaries for librarians, notes that
the average salary for ARL librarians with under five years of experience ranged
from $14,525 in the East South Central, section of the U.S. to $18,858 in the Pacific
West. The average for all 89 ARL libraries reporting was $16,124.

Thus, witi- up to five years of experience, a- librarian in an ARL library can
expect an average salary lower than the beginning salary of an individual holding
only a bachelor's degree in computer science, accounting, chemistry, engineei:ng,
mathematics, the earth sciences, etc.

If library school,_; cannot recruit on the basis of the beginning salaries for
librarians, can one do so with a view toward mid-career opportunities? According to
the ARL Salary Survey noted above, the average salary-for librarians with from -ten
to lb years of experience ranged geographically in 1981 from $17,370 to $24,266.
The over-all average for the 89 ARL libraries reporting was $20,890. No recruiter
for the library profession today could use this figure very effectively to persuade a
young math or -science major to invest in a library degree. The American Almanac..
of Jobs and Salaries _cited earlier _gives the average mid-career salary for the
computer systems analyst as $34,000, the health services administrator as $37,500,
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the geologisat its $31;000, and the engineer as $35,000.

Even with over ,15 years of experience; ARL librarians received an average
salary of only $22,948 in 1981.

While salary potential alone should'not be the sole basis for choosing a career, it
is a powerful element. The individual committed to a service profession may well
say that salary is not important so long as it is enough to live comfortably. In

today's inflationary times, however, one can _question whether a beginning annual
salary of less than $15,000 is sufficient to enable one who has invested in at least
one year of graduate study to live at a level he/she would judge to be comfortable.

.

Earlier I noted the cost in tuition alone for the master's degree in library
science_ in 1982-83 at the University of Michigan$4,374 for the Michigan resident
and $9,390 for the out-state student. When one adds the cost of living in Ann Arbor
for a year to the out-state student's tuition bill, that total adds up to an amount very
similar to the average beginning salary in ARL libraries. Furthermore; many
StudentS at the graduate level have accumulated debts_ for their undergraduate
education. Thirty-eight percent of the applicthtts for the Michigan program this fall,
for example, listed debts averaging $5,343 per student.

Unless academic research libraries can find a means to improve their salary
structure in a very substantial manner, it is my prediction that they will not succeed
in attracting to their staffs the "new breed" of library school- graduates that they
wanti.e.; talented individuals with mathematical and scientific backgrounds. Even
if such individuals come to library school, they will often be attracted by the much
higher salary offers extended by the information industry. Most library schools can
cite examples of recent graduates whose. non-traditional backgrounds would have
made them highly attractive to a major research library, but who were hired by the
information industry at salarie:: in the $25,000 to $30;000 bracket.

Even in the recruitment of students for Michigan's special CLR program in
academic research librarianShip for which scholarships amounting to roughly $20,000
(including tuition) are available, we have had difficulty in explaining the Small
beginning salaries that they can expect in academic research libraries, even though
we have assured them of the unusual opportunities that they will probably have as
"CLR Fellows."

Having'preSented the salary problem, which is certainly not new to you, I have
no solution to suggest, but I do believe that this is one of the major problems that
academie _research libraries will face in the 1980s. It is also a major problem for
library SchoolS as we attempt to respond to your concern that we are failing to
recruit the kind of individuals who should fill the key posts in academic research
libraries a decade or two from now.

As I indicated E6. the beginning of these remarks,_there are at least a score of
issues in library education worthy of discussion by ARL, including the appropriate
length of the master's program; the place of specialization in library education;
general curriculum content, including the old riebate on the thec7etical vs. the
practical; the plac-e of field experience and/or internsnips; admission standards; the
professional value of specialist certificatea and doctoral degrees as opposed to
advanced degrees in cognate areas; continuing education as a library school's
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responsibility; faculty qualifications; accreditation standards; etc. I am not sure
that I have chosen properly in asking you to consider only demographic and economic
issues; but for a number of schools these concerns have, of late, become primary.
When library school deans meet these days, one of the first pieces of information
exchanged is current and projected enrollment figures. Budget prospects and the
placement picture quickly fellow. I believe that, whether or not I have chosen the
most important issues, I have, at least, been timely.
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APPENDIX B=2

THE REAL WORLD: LARGE LIBRARY ORGANIZATIONS*

.Patricia &atm
Columbia University

On this panel and with this audience, I feel somewhat like the spy who came in

from the cold; I appreciate the opportunity to get warm at the theoretical fires in
the academy as a brief respite from the chilling realities of the outside world.

My purpose today is to provide you with an unvarnished view of the realities of
modern research libraries, in the hope that such a review will assist you in planning

and developing eduCational programs to provide us with the necessary training and
talent; Since I have long maintained, in fending off faculty interference with library
operations; that it is the proper responsibility of the user to State the need and that
it is the proper responsibility of the experts to determine how objectives are served,
I cannot, with any grace, presume to tell a - roomful of library educators how to
educate the future members of our profession.

As librarianS and library faculty, w have been taking unproductive potshots at
each other for over a decade; I an delft hted to have this opportunity to engage in a
constructive diScussion about our mutual Concerns over the adequacy of our
educational requirements for a rapidly changing profession. I have sensed a certain
note of irritability, not unlike Sigmund Freud'S famous plaintive query; coming to us

from the academy. "What do library directorS want?" I shall try to answer that
question today.

It occurred to me as a sort of blinding revelation during the preparation of this
talk that it is quite poSsible that the revolution in large research libraries has not
really been fully comprehended or internalized by our colleagyes on library school

faculties. 'I say this because in many respects, the university itself, With the
exception of the library, has perhaps resisted more successfully than any other social
institution the enormous changes which have transformed our society in the past
fifty years; In many ways, very little in your working lives has changed, in stark
contrast to ours. In a sense, the revolution that is rocking research libraries is
almost totally obscured to our colleagues by our location in the midst of institutions
still largely gouerned by centuries' old tradiCons, rituals, and decision-making
processes; We live side by side in the same community but in radically different
worlds; And I think that this familiarity has bred a false assumption that we know
and understand each other's concerns and constraints far better than we do;

I would like t6 be clear at the outset that I believe that both our_edticational;
process and the organizational structures of our-research libraries need crevision and
reform. One obServer has noted that we are a self=hating profession, and I think to a

*Panel presentation by Patricia Battin, Vice PreSident and University Librarian,
Columbia UniverSity, at the Association of American Library Schools Annual
Conference, January 22, 1982, Denver, Colorado.
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large extent that observation is unfortunately all too accurate. Perhaps r'e have
come to believe our own publicity and have internalized the low esteem accorded by
our society.

It seems to me the fact of our poor public image has led us to set our sights
much too low in defining our professional responsibilities and expectationS; in
accepting recruits into the profession; and in governing our judgment of adequate
standards for graduation from our professional education programs;

That being said; a fair rejoinder from the library schools is that professional
salaries are decidedly unattractive, that university library organizations are rigid,
hierarchical; and bureaucratic; and that job responsibilities are clerical and boring.
We have a classic chicken and egg situation. Many of us have been frustrated in our
attempts to achieve substantial increases in salary schedules are to transform our
library environments precisely because of the lack of talented, hard-working, and
well-trained individrials to take on the resulting challenges and responsibilities.

In this regard, I have reluctantly become convinced that as responsible
employers, we cannot settle for less than we need, and so I have come to believe
that one way to crack the chicken and egg syndrome is for employers to hire the
talent they need, and hope that the M.L.S. will follow, or else to set up, as large
corporations have done, our own educational programs to provide the specialized
training we perceive as necessary. If' the choice lies between credentials and talent,
I think we musi opt for the talent. I hope, however, that we can break through the
barrierS of misunderstanding that have prevented a cooperative approach to this
problem. As a profession, neither employers nor educatorS can continue to wait for
the other side to clean up the act.

Because of the fundamental and far-reaching changes in our responsibilities to
provide scholarly information services to universities, I have made the case to my
university administration, in my efforts to upgrade professional salaries, that the
quality of the library staff during the next decade will be more important to the
future health and vitality of the university than the quality of the instructional and
adminiStrative staff. I would not have made this heretical statement twenty or even
ten years ago, and I do not mean it as a derogation of the importance of faculty
contributions. But the combination of, limited financial resources and the
development of information technology has created an environment in which
decisions made, or conversely, not made, during this next decade will largely
determine the capacity of the university to provide, on an affordable and continuing
basis, the scholarly information systems necessary to support its research and
instructional programs; We cannot afford either ill-informed judgments or a failure
to act; We need people in the profession who have a clear understanding of the
professional challenges ahead, who are prepared to make a strong intellectual
commitment at the beginning of the graduate program, and who conscientiously and
systematically educate themselves for those clearly-perceived responsibilities.

Sowhat are we looking for and what are the specific changes which seem to us
to have invalidated our traditional concepts of preparation for the profession? Let
me suggest four basic personal qualifications and then four essential recognitions
that must be made if we are to meet our responsibilities.

The qualifications that I consider critical for the decade facing us are these:
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A first-rate mind with problem solving abilities; in my opinion,
this requirement is non-negotiable.

A solid undergraduate preparation in any of a variety of

disciplines: the key is the rigor of the training, not the Subject
discipline. As two observers have noted; academic librarianShip is
an aggregate of professions and librarians must be multi=literate.
We can accommodate quality in all its glorious manifestationS.

Concrete evidence of managerial abilities: almost every research
library responsibility, even at the entry level, now requires some
degree of SophiSticated management of either people or
resources. The trend is expected to intensify as staffing resources
dwindle and information technology becomes more complex.

An intellectual commitment to research librarianShip- The
incluSion of the fourth element may surprise you, but it seems to
me that so many members of our profession really do not have a
Strong intellectual commitment to librarianShip and that our
educational program's_ reflect and encourage that ambivalence. I

have interviewed many young librarians, freah from prestigious
library Schools; who cannot articulate to me the reasons why they
entered the profession, their personal Career goals, or their sense
of the future of the professional career. I seldom find; in talking
to librarians, the same _kind of crisp, thoughtful, and directed
Career orientation that I find in my conversations with members of
other professional groups.

The four basic recognitions which must in my opinion, underlie any successful
planning effort for programs to produce professionals prepared to cope with the real
world are the following:

1) The recognition that ail libraries and librarians are not alike and
that research libraries, by virtue 'of their size, mission, and
clientele, require a specially designed set of qualificatiOns and
rigorous educational preparation. The full acceptarice of this
concept, rather than theslip service we have accorded in the past,
could well lead us into a number of radical proposals. I think it is
time to confront these issues. If we are to develop the kind of
talent neeeSSary, to assume the awesome responsibility for the
management and provision of scholarly information in all its
formatS in our universities in the year 2000, we must relinquish
our long=held notion that one faculty, one curriculum, and one set
of admi§siong requirements are adequate for all who share the
title "librarian." I am well aware of the problems, including the
SmallneSS of the population and the enormity of the financial
demandS, which have frustrated our previous efforts to address
thiS issue within the traditional library school framework. That is
why I Suggested earlier that we may have to look to unprecedented
Solutions since I am convinced that any educational program which
ignores this basic premise will not succeed.
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The recognition that a program of professsional education should
imply preparation for a life-long career as opposed to a vocational
training program which focuses on requirements for entry-level
positions. I wotild like to see our professional education programs
emphasize the ability to learn how to learn and to focus on
developing, the analytical and problem-solving capacities that
support successful performance throughout a demanding and
changing career.

3) The recognition that because of a combination of factors familiar
to you all the research library world is in turmoil. But because of
the dislocating nature of the familiarity we share, as I mentioned
earlier, you may not realize that every principle and assumption
upon which we have built our libraries for the past one hundred
years is being questioned today. For example, it is becoming clear
to university officers that our universities will have neither the
space nor the funds for continuing library construction to support
business as usual throughout the next two decades. Some
institutions have already made the decision that there will be no
more library construction. That has serious implications for our
traditional principles of collection development.

It is rapidly becoming clear to library directors that our
institutions cannot afford the methods, the level, and the
standards of bibliographic control that have been accepted without
question or significant research into their use or the validity of
our assumptions for years.

Students and faculty are putting unprecedented and unmanageable
demands on librares as the rate of publication continues to expand
and publication costs soar. Information technology provides far
more opportunities for services and products than we can afford.

Fundamental decisions involving large sums of money must be
made. Higher education faces the bleakest decade that our
generation has known. Our universities can.lot now afford to
support traditional library services at the expected level.
Information technology has transformed the process of scholarly
communication. Scholars are by and large conservative folk, and
specause the university does not manifest visible change, faculty
are often slow to perceive the vastly changed demands they make
on library services. They want unprecedented speed,
unprecedented volume, unprecedented range of format and subject
coverage. There is no longer even an accepted definition of
"academic level" materials.

Under such conditions of use and because of the deterioration of
standards used in book production, the book has become a very
fragile and uneconomic medium for scholarly communication. You
are all familiar with our enormous- problems of preservation and
conservation for archival purpose& I wonder if you are also aware
of the substantial costs of the simple re-binding required after two
or three uses of a book in heavy demand.
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In addition, the reality and the potential of networks and cons (la
demand an unprecedented degree of managerial sophistication and
the ability to Eunction effectively in a large and complex
environment.

And finally, the recognition that, in contrast to most autonomous
schools and departments in the university; research libraries are
big, labor-intenSive organizations; providing services to all
components of the host institutions with, as well, local, regional,
and national obligations. Librarians must balance a growing tangle
of priorities and functions effectively within an increasingly
compleic series of interconnected webs and networks.

1 think it is fair to say that our educational programs in the past have
emphasized the acceptance_ and understanding of a body of Zraditional_ principles for
the organization of knowledge and the dissemination of information. We accurately
perceived our professional role to be implementors and followers rather than
creators and leaderS.

In a paper delivered ten years ago, Robert Vosper1 analyzed and described the
major challenges for library management in the decade of the Seventies; He was
right on the mark in his application to research libraries of Harlan Cleveland's
prescription for the kind of talent required for the management of large
organizationa in his hook The Future Executive.2 Ten years later it does not take a
visionary to perceive that university libraries are indeed organizations characterized
by bigne§§, complexity, and change, and as such, demand a special set of

qualifications in those individuals who would be Successful in this environment.
ForemoSt among these abilities are problem-solving skills; a high degree of
flexibility, an ease with ambiguity, managerial and supervisory skills, and the
capacity to operate continuously and creatively within a web of tensions;

In contrast; it seems to me that despite the early recognitions of the changes in
cur libraries, our educational programs for academic librarianship have continued to
stress an individuatisCie biasthe concept of the autonomous professionaland have
actively promoted and encouraged the development of narrow specialiStS, either in
academic subject disciplines or within the library profession. The educational
program assumes an academic library organization similar to the model followed by
other academic diviSionS of the universityi.e. a group of autonomous colleagues
loosely connected in a collegial governance structure. While this model may still be
accurate for thoSe components of the university engaged-primarily in teaching and
research, or for smaller academic libraries, it no longer describe§ the large modern

research library. Cleveland's perceptions reflect in stunningly accurate detail the
dilemmas in our reSea' L.h libraries stemming from the dialocation of individuals
trained for one environment and forced to function in another:

"The trouble with promoting people through specialized achievement to
positions of leadership . . . is that the resulting leaders do not
necessarily stop thinking as experts ...

"If he is gong to exercise his influence, the 'influential' needs to
develop a kind of competence that was typically not featured in the
education that qualified him for the climb up his chosen ladder. The
new skill is in bringing experts together in organization systems to
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make judgments and take actions that none of them could manage
alone. T3

"It is easier to be an expert, with the obligation merely to be right,
than to be a lender, with the obligation to fuse a dozen forms of rigid
rectitude into relevant action."4

He goes on to describe the future executive as "brainy, low-key,
collegial, optimistic, and one thing more, he will positively enjoy
complexity and constant change."5 "The obligation to think hard fast,
and free is the one executive function that cannot be delegated."

In research libraries today, we need people who have been trained to question
assumptions, collect data, resolve conflicts, make informed judgments, and take
decisive action. We need people who have been taught to learn how to learn in a
constantly changing environment. We need people who understand at all levels the
responsibility for financial accountability. Our institutions cannot afford another
AA( R 2. We need individuals who can speak and write welland with precisionand
who can interaCt effectively with a broad' range of scholarly experts. We need
professionals who understand and accept their responsibility to identify and analyze
the costs of scholarly information services and to take the initiative in devising

tf native budget strategies to enable the university to provide the necessary
nforrnation support for the scholarly community. We need people wno can make

effective long-range plans for the library in a university environment characterized
by short-range planning and an endemic inability to set academic priorities. We need
people who welcome the challenge of re-inventing the research library in the
technological environment and who are prepared to take the risks involved in making
bold and unprecedented decisions

While it would be very comfortable for me to end my presentation at this point
and shift to the library schools all responsibility for providing such paragons, I will
reject my own earlier advice and ofrPr some suggestions fbr cooperative activities
for your comment and consideration.

For those of us in universities which host both a library school and a research
library; we can make a concerted, cooperative attempt to enlist the aid and support
of our administrations in subsidizing the inevitable initial decline in .enrollments
during a transition period to higher standards and strengthened academic
requirements; Since universities are the primary employers of research librarians, it
seems to me to be in their enlightened self-interest to support the transformation of
professional education;

In addition, there are a number of small ways in which we can establish more
effective links between students, educators, and librarians. Librarians could serve as
regularly assigned advisors to studmts interested in research library careers, and
library staffs could host career days which would provide informative sessions on
current profession challenges and first-hand assessments of to job environment.

As a group, employers should become much more actively involved in the
recruitment process and take a major initiative in disseminating information about
the joys and rewards of careers in research librarianship.

As a way to provide much greater career opportunity and flexibility in our
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libraries, organizatibriS such as the Research Libraries Group could develop an
internship prograiin which would provide; for example, four or five iriternShips
annually for qualified graduates. While I have not discussed this idea at length with
my RLG colleagtieS, Ed Shaw and I have speculated on such a possibility. Each
library would support, from its own operating funds, an intern every four or five
years. InternS would be chosen on a competitive basis_ by an RLG Selection
Committee and would spend the year working in a variety of assignments in the host
library as well 68 experience.the opportunity to attend some Board and Committee
sessions. The visibility of the interns, the str,ength of the selection process and the
interffhip experience, and the exposure to a much broader view of the profession
would undoubtedly lead'to continuing employment within the RLG libraries. Such a
program could vastly increase our capacity to provide a directed, timely process of
advancement through positions of increasing responsibility.

And finally; as I have indicated earlier, perhaps we should look more closely at
the model in the corporate sector for a more radical approach to our special
problem. Library school deans have made the point that we are asking for an
extraordinary commitment of resources for a very small market Perhaps because
our need is so inter-disciplinary and our ribmbers are so small, we should seriously
consider developing a graduate educational prbgram in the research libraries. It is
possible that a curriculum sinvolving adjunet faculty from a.. number of departments
And schools, including the library sehbbl, and providing an internship experience;
could he more economically and successfully administered by the Library. Such a
program would probably also be more i'e.qicinSive to the specific needs and rapid
changes occurring in research librarieS. Certification and accreditation standards
would have to be worked out. ThiS degree would be for those individuals interested
in pursuing a career in research Libra y management. _The library schools would of
course continue to educate individualS interested in research and teaching careers.

Radical times demand radical Solutions. It is imperative tiv we work together
to select and train members of our profession for dynamic le/dership in a world
where, in contrast to the past, our only boundaries are new frontiers.
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APPENDIX C

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT

This Report on ARL activities is the first in the Assciation's second ,
hadf-century; At its first meeting in December 1932; ARL discussed cooperation
with scholarly societies; centers of responsibility for documents collections, and the
discontinuance of a major abstracting service in the social sciences; At its 62nd
meeting (in July 1963); ARL members heard the first report from their first
Executive Secretary, James Skipper; Mr; Skipper reported on pressures on library
costs, legislation to improve federal funding for higher education, and on a newly
proposed IRS regulation on gifts. He also reported participating in several meetings
on revision of the Copyright Law; and that he had attended meetings on automation
and information retrieval in libraries, on microfilms, and on indexing and abstracting
services.

At today's one hundred-and first ARL meeting, I shall report to you on ARL
activities in a number of areas, including, but not limited to communications with
scholarly societies, a cooperative project with the National Federation of
Abstracting and Information Services, federal funding for libraries in higher
education, changes in the tax code relating to gifts to libraries, the Copyright Law
review, and the ARL Microfornr. Projeet. Plus ca change.

Legislation and Federal Agencies

As has long been anticipated; most of the U.S. government is currently being
funded by a continuing resolutipn adopted on October 1. Thisiresolition will expire
on December 22. Congress will reconvene after the NovernbA election, and by the
December deadline will either have completed work on appropriations for federal
agencies and departments or will again resort to a continuing resolution. In the
meantime; most federal agencies, including the Department of Education and the
National Endowment for the Humanities; are operating at 1982 funding levels.

National Endowment for the Humanities

In August; NEH requested Congressional authority to transfer $10.2 million from
the Education and General Programs divisions into Research and Fellowships. $5.2
million of this sum was to be used in a special initiative for independent research
libraries; This request met with some opposition in the Interior subcommittees of
both the House and the Senate; A reprogramming request as large as this one;
involving nearly 8% of the agency's budget, was bound to raise eyebrows; A move of
this magnitude was seen by some as a major shift in priorities; (It is important to
note that members of Congress and their staffs; while strongly supporting public
humanities programs, do not necessarily oppose scholarly research. They do believe
that major changes in direction should be; prilposed in a way that allows for
discussion and debate.)

A compromise was finally agreed upon whereby, via the continuing resolution
passed on October 1, the $5.2 million for independent _research libraries will be
carried over until next year and placed under NEH's Challenge Grant program.
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Since appropriations for FY 1983 are still dependent upon action to be. taken after
the Congressional recess, it is not certain at this time what the final outcome of this
issue will be;

It should be remembered that NEH requested the reprogramming because there
had been a substantial drop in applications in the General Programs Division. In

addition; FY '82 has Seen NEH coping with fund deferrals, cancellation of deadlines;
early uncertainty about the agency's very future; a change of Chairman, and several
vacancies in senior program positions The most important vacancy from the
viewpoint of research libraries is the position of Assistant Director of the Research
Resources Pr Ogram. In June of this year; Dr; Margaret Child left the Endowment to
become Assistant Director for Research Services at the Library of the Smithsonian
Institution. Dr. Child has been a good friend to research libraries_ during her eight
years at NEH, and it is our hope that her successor will continue along the road she
so ably mapped for the Research Resources Program. A searci is currently
underWay to fill this position at NEH.

Department of Educati_on_an_d_Title II-C

There has been some discussion in the Department of Education about a
reorganization which would involve the Office of Libraries and Learning
Technologies, but no details are available at this time. It is rumored that the,.
Administration's budget for 1984 will again propose zero funding for library
programs, but Departmental budgets are not being presented to the Office of
Management and Budget until later this month, so this is not a certainty as yet.

Title funds under the continuing resolution are at the 1982 final level, $5.76

million. The new regulations became effective on September 27; they were
mailed with applications packets shortly thereafter. The deadline for applications is

November 15, and grant awards will be announced on June 30, 1983.

Library_of_Congress

The Library of CongreSS FY 1983 appropriations bill was approved on September
30; Total appropriationS for LC excluding the Congressional Research Service are
$169,828;000, or $6,310,000 more than 1982 appropriations. L.C. gained a few staff
positions, and special amounts were allocated for conservation supplies, the dizethyl
zinc preservation project, and conservation of the L.C. collection of county atlases.

National Agricultural Library

Early in 1982, the Secretary of Agriculture appointed an intra-agency panel to
review NAL activities and operations. The panel's report, containing a number of
recommendations designed to improve NAL's status as a central national information
resource for agriculture and related sciences, was presented on August 15. ARL

directorS in land grant institutions were mailed copies of this report in late August.

The report recommends that NAL be provided with a strong mission statement,
that an Advisory Committee be appointed from the library/information and

agricultural science communities to advise the Secretary of Agriculture on policy,
that planning proceed immediately on a national agricultural information network,
that NAL be situated in the Department of Agriculture at level that will allow policy
direction and guidance to be provided directly by the Office of the Secretary, and
that the internal organization of NAL be streamlined. The report alSo
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recommended that staff be increased by 50 positions; urged that supplemental funds
of approximately $3 million over the next two years be provided to improve services,
and that a number of other specific actions be taken to improve NAL products and
services;

The panel's report has apparently been received positively by the Secretary of
Agriculture; and several recommedations are already being acted upon.

National Librar_y_of_Me_clicine

NLM is operating under continuing resolution funding at the 1982 level
$45;035;000; Their 1983 request is for approximately $1,000,000 more than titi8
amount; but no action has been taken yet in either house on the omnibus medical
appropriations bills; of which NLM's operations and programs are a part. There may
be significant obstacles to the passage of this legislation because of major
differences between the Senate and House versions of other parts of the bill.

'File Medical Library Assistance Aet is up for reauthorization. The House bill,
proposed by. Congressman Waxrlan of California; contains reauthorization levels for
1983-85 of $8 million, $8.5 milfti; and $9 million. However; there are other issues
in the Waxman bill related to recodification for all units of the National Institutes of
Health. This is very different from what is being proposed in the Senate. Itiis also
possible that no reauthorization will be enacted during this larneduck session of
C 3ngress.

The public/private sector issue is still a major one for NLM. It is interesting to
note that neither the Senate nor the House versions of NLM's proposed
appropriations legislation contain a cost recovery amendment at this time; a
significant improvement in the situation that obtained earlier in the year In fact; a
recent House report endorsed "the present effective cost-sharing arrangement
;vherein the federal government supports the creation of the MEDLARS system and
uScrS in the biomedieal community pay the full costs of access..." A study released
by the General ACCoUnting Office in April concluded that NLM's pricing policies
were consistent with federal Statutes and regulations. Further support for this view
of the proper relationShip betWeen public and private sectors is expected in the
soon-to-be released study by the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment,
since the OTA's Advisory Panel recommended that NLM should recover full access
costs, but not the costs of building the data baSeS.

Tax Reform

The Artist's TeX Equity and Donations bill was reported out of the Senate
Finance Committee on October 1. The bill must still survive consideration by the
Senate and the deliberations of a conference committee. Members of the ARL
legislative network,' especially those in states' represented by SenatorS who are
members of the Finance Committee, have made notable efforts on behalf of thk
legislation. We will monitor the fukher progress of this legislation, and will
continue to ask ARL directors to help move it along by contacting key Senators and
Representatives; as appropriate.

COpyright- The4:_ieYiaar Review

The U.S. Copyright Office has begun to write its report to the Congress, due in
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January 1983. In late June, a study of library photocopying practices by King

Researdh, Inc. was released for comment. All of the major library associations,
including ARL, submitted comments on the report, as did publishers' and authors
organiZationS, and a number of individual librarieS and librarians. A brief summary

of the report's , more important conclusions appeared in the June 17 ARL
Newsletter. ARL stated in its comments that:

"To the extent to which it provides data that bear on the issue
before the Register; the King Research Report supports the
Conclusion that a balance has been achieved and confirms the view
held by librarians that t:tiitional photOcopying practices, which are
essential to scholarship and research, do not injure publishers."

In ARL's view; Section 108 has adhieved the balance intended by the CongreSS

(between the rights of creators and the needs of users): This balance .fosters the
public welfare; The data in the King Report show that publishers have prospered in
the five years since the law became effective. Prices for scholarly, scientific, and
technical journals have increased inconstant dollars; as have publishers' gross sales.
ARL's concluding recommendation is that Congress should undertake no changeS in

Section 107 or 108; a conclusion with which most of the other. comments from

library-related organizations concurred. Copies of ARL's comments are available

from the ARL Office.

There are a number of other federal regulatory matters which ARL continues to
monitor, including but not limited to, the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) job

classification standardS for federally-employed librarians, and the possible effect of
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-76 on the contracting out of
federal information operations -and services. Progress, or lack thereof; on these
matters will continue to be reported in the ARL Newsletter.

ARL-Projeets and Programs

OMS

In September, ARL, received a grant of $250,000 from the General Electric
Foundation to support a _Public Services Project of the Office of Management

Studies. An Advisory Committee has been appointed for this Project, and an
introductory meeting to acquaint ARL direetorS with its purpose and goals was held

during this ARL meeting. Duane Webster will be reporting on this project later in
this Meeting. I would like to take this opportunity to thank the General Electrie
FoUndation for their generous support of this effort to improve the management of

public service functions in research libraries.

OMS has alsobeen the recipient of a small grant from NEH to cover printing
and distribution costs for dissemination of the Preservation Planning Manual that
was developed during the Preservation' Project funded by NEED in 1981.

CCR-M

The Center for Chinese Research Materials continues to fulfill its charge of
making rare materials in the area of Chinese studies available for scholars and
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re3earch libraries all over the worl On July 20, P.K. Yu who had been Director of
CCRM singe its foundation in 19 retired. Dr. Pingfeng Chi has been named
Acqing Director of the Center. CCRM is currently operating largely on its own
ancig, With some support from the Mellon Foundation. ' Some substantial

improvements in CCRM operations have been effected during the past six months;
during the next half-year the CCRM Advisory Committee together with staff of the
Center and ARL will address plans for the future operation of this program.

ARL Microform Project

Last May, the ARL Microform Project surveyed libraries in the United States
and Canada to gather information about holdings and cataloging of microfc;rn sets.
Although the formal deadline for response was June 30th, responses from libraries
holding sets and interested in cataloging them continue to arrive. The rate of return
from this target group of librarieS has been estimated at about 75%.. Analysis thus
far performed on 289 responses indicate that these respondents hold more than 8,100
microform sets. The average number of holdings per library is about 25 sets; a rate
that may drop slightly as remaining responses are keyed into the database;

More than two-thirds of the .responding libraries express a commitment to
cooperative cataloging. A number of libraries are willing to cooperate in cataloging
20 or more sets each; and the average number of sets listed for cooperative
cataloging is five per return. Some sets have over 10 libraries willing to cooperate
in cataloging them and many have five or more.

In addition to quantifiable data, the survey forms contaft a wealth of
commentary. As well as expressing strong support for the project and its goals, they
state that the task of completing the survey helped them to establish local
record7keeping systems for microform holdings and their bibliographic control. One
head of cataloging wrote, "The exercise of completing the questionnaire was helpful
to me in reviewing our cataloging policies and the state of bibliographic control of
our holdings in microform." Similarly, a microforms librarian wrote, "The survey
sheets which we received had led to discussion on the future of microformS at [the
library] which has been instructive and welcome."

A full report on survey results should be ready before the year is out, and
summaries are likely to be available for distribution for discussion at the American
Library Association's Midwinter conference in San Antonio, Texas.

The proposal to expand the preservation component of this project about which I
reported to you at the May 1982 ARL meeting was submitted to NEH shortly
thereafter. The Endowment informed ARL on September 28 that the proposal has
been funded.

Many of the project's initial objectives have been 'accomplished; Several major
microform cataloging projects are underway at ARL libraries; OCLC has developed a
profile matching mechanism; two large microform publishers are still:lying ways to
distribute their cataloging in machine-readable form; RLG and OCLC have agreed to
exchange tapes for several specific sets cataloged by their members; and an
information clearinghouse to support cooperative cataloging is under development.
The ARL Board is currently considering a staff proposal to extend this project
through the end of 1984 in order to exploit more fully the opportunities for
cooperative cataloging.
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ARL/AAAH Project

The test distribution of Library Issues at the Universities of North Carolina and
Colorado and at Princeton UniverSity was completed in April, and a questionnaire
addressed to faculty on the three partieipating campuses was distributed with the
last issue; Returns have been analyzed, and a report is currently under review by the
Board of Directors, and will shortly be sent to the membership. :The repcirt
concludes that a campus-based neWSletter is the tool preferred by faculty for
information about library issues, and points to steps that can be taken by individual
ARL directors and by the ASSoCiation to improve communications. w,ith facultY
members. J.

Other effotts to improve communications with the scholarly community haVe
included participation by the ARL Executive Director amd Past-President Jay
Licker on a panel on copyright end economic issues related to research librarieS and
scholarly publications at the annual meeting of the Society for Scholarly PubliShing,
and participation in the ACLS Committee on Scholarly Communications.

CONSER A&I Project

A joint proposal by ARL/NFAIS to add abstracting and indexing information to
records in the CONSER'database was approved by the Board of both organizations
earlier thiS year. This proposal is now under consideration by several funding
agencies. Responses from at least two of the potential sources of funds are
expected within the next two months; Letters endorsing the proposal have been

received from the Network. Advisory Committee and the ALA/RTSD Serials Section.

ARL Committees and Task Forces

Committees and Task Forces responded to a suggestion made by the Executive
Committee based on comments at,the May 1982 Membership Meeting by formally.
inviting ARL directors to attend Committee and Task Force meetings during this
ARL Meeting; It is to be hoped that many directors availed themselves of the
opportunity to learn at first-hand more about the work of these groups.

A brief report on the resultS of the Inter-Library Loan Committee's survey is

scheduled for this meeting, as is a full report from the Library Education TaSk Foree.
All ARL Committees and Task Forces have been asked to prepare a statement

of short- and long-term goals for consideration by the Board as part of ARL's
planning effort; CommitteeS and Task Forces continue to report to the Board and
membership as appropriate through the Newsletter and oral or written reports at
Board and membership meetings. As committee activities continue to increase, the
question of staff support for these activities is under review by the Board; The

intent of this review is to rationalize and improve staff support where it is most
needed, and to set some priorities;

1983 Budget

Information on the budget and a proposed due§ increase of $550 per member was
mailed to ARL directors on September 21, immediately after the September 20
ExeCutive Committee Meeting; Discussion of this item will take place at the
"members-only" meeting on October 14.
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APPENDIX D

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20506

October 6, 1982

To: ARL Membership Meeting; October 1982, Washinton; D.C.

From: Jeffrey Field; Acting Assistant Director
Research Resources Program

Re: The National Endowment for the Humanities Research Resources Program:
Activities and New Directions

U. I II g__Ov env e

The Endowment's FY 1983 appropriations request contains $3 million for
Resources plus $400,000-for theprograms's Conservation/Preservation line. Our FY
1982 expenditures were approximately $3.4 million.

About 75 percent of our grants'are for archival projects (number of awards, not
dollar amounts). 10 percent of our grants provide funding for bibliographies of both
retrospective and current secondary materials. The remaining 15 percent of the
grants support library cataloging 1.rojects, consen)ation/preservation activities,
national bibliographic enhancement projects, and consultant awards for small
institutions to analyze collection-specific problems.

Significant Current Grants

In February, 1982 we made a grant of $150,000 outright and $200,000 in Treasury
Funds (to bematched on a 2:1 basis) to continue the development of the Eighteenth
Century Short Title Catalogue (ESTC). Projects funded in July, 1982 include a grant
of $143,000 to the Research Libraries Group for An Automated. Union Catalog of
Microform Master Negatives and two grants to ARL: an award of $64,000 to extend
the ARL Microform Project and a grant of $8,C00 to fund the distribution of the
ARL/OMS Preservation Planning Program Resource Notebook The Society of
American Archivists' National Information Systems Task Force (NISTF) has recently
completed its work on stablishing pre-requisites for national data bases for archives
and manuscripts. A grant to the University of Kansas will provide a guide,to the
University's collection of English literature and historical manuscripts, 16th through
the 19th centuries. An award to Vanderbilt University will allow input of cataloging
data on the University's, Baudelaire Collection into OCLC/SOLINET.
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Conservation/Preservation
t;.

EStabliShed in FY 1981 as a separate line item within the Research-Resources
Program, C/P funds continue to support regional cooperative activities; national
workshop programs, and national planning effortS in both the library and archival
fieldS. In FY 1983 the United States NewSpapers Project will become part of the
Re Source Program's national C/P effort. Launched with a $1 million series of grants

to six national newspapers repositories, the U.S. Newspaper Project will provide for
the input of bibliographic data to the CONSER data base. The project intends to
cover 50 states and 5 U.S. territories. Bibliographic projects are to be followed by
preservation microfilming projects, preserving a very large portion of all U.S.
newspapers published since 1690.

New Program_Directions

While the Research ResoUrteS Program will continue to fund library cataloging
and archival processing projectS, we will begin to stress cooperative approaches zo

national library and archival problems, both in the area of conservation/preservation
and in the area of archival appraiSal and its library analog; collection development
and management. What to acquire, how much, and by which institutions are common
library and archival problerh8:- The Resources Program will encourage approaches to
these problems through the context of specific cataloging and proceSSing projects
and also through library, archival; and scholarly organizations. Active cooperation
among these organizations will be key to our second major program goal: to bring
the user communities into closer communication with the service communities; The

National Endowment for the Humanities can play a unique national role in bringing
together Scholars, who are the ultimate constituency of the Research Resource
Program; with library and archival professionals to enhance mutual understanding of
needs and constraints and to foster cooperative detiSion-making in areas that affect
the Welfare Of all The; Endowment is particularly interested in working with and
through national organizations in fostering these new program directions; We have

the means of assisting you in work on these problems, but you must initiate the ideas

and projects. The times call for enhanced national cooperative activities. Let's

hear from you on this
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APPENDIX E

COUNCIL ON LIBRARY RESOURCES
1785 Massachusetts Avenue. N.W. Washington. D.C. 20036 Tel: 202-483-7474

October 4, 1982

BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Progress Report

Third Quarter 1982 - Ending September 30

_ This report is organized_ according to major program areas and is
liMited to *activities under way during the third quarter of 1982.

STANDARDS AAD GUIDES

1. Work on the Application Level of the seven, level telecommunication
protocol experienced slight delays during_the last three months. The
principal delay was caused by concern that work going on in Canada on
telecommunication 'protocols might not be compatible with that going on here in
the U.S Several discussions, supported by a grant from the Council; have
assured that.over the long haul the standards used in the two countries will
be compatible. The work in Canada is focused on the transfer of large files
between computerswhile that in the U.S. is focused on the transfer of
individual records. The Application Level protocol project has been granted a
no-cost three month extension and is due to be completed by the end of
October;

2; Modest support for ANSI Subcommittee Z39 has been authorized for
the next two years. The grant is inirecognition of the Council's- interest in
the development of telecomunication and other standards required for rational
growth of bibliographic processes and services.

3. Support has also been authorized for a meeting to evaluate the
usefulness of a_proposed detailed holdings_format. The grant to the
University of Florida will _help bring together a group of interested parties
to examine hOW the proposed format has performed in several test sites.

ACCESS TO BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA

1. The ARL Microform Project has completed gathering information
concerning the processing of major microform collections into bibliographic
databases. A progress report is available from the ARL office; The process
of developing a strategy for processing these large collections in a reasoned
and organized fashion is now under way;

2; Rutgers University has been funded to begin work on the compilation
of a database of machine-readable texts in the humanities. An advisory group
has been formed and an initial data gathering instrument has been devised in__
an effort to identify repositories of such material. The_actual database will
be built at Rutgers but will migrate to the RLG-operated RLIN system at some
time in the future.
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3. Professor Rosenberg at_the University of Michigan School Of_Libtary

Science has been at work-on a project to produce software that will allow home

computers (somegvarieties) to claim records from large bibliographic filet.

format these records into standard formats for footnotes or bibliographies;

and print them out or integrate_ them into other text. The software will

provide a way to manage modest files of bibliographic records for use by

individuals. Funds are running short for this project and there is still more

development work to be dOne.

LINK BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATABASES

1._ The Linked Systems Project; in which the computer systems_of the

Libtaiy of- Congress, the Research Libraries Group, and the Washington Library

NetWork_Will be linked, continues to make progress though there have been some

delays in the last few months; Jhis portion of the project is designed to

deVelop the telecommunication protocols to control communication between the

Computer systemt. The basic work done by the National Bureau of Standards

presented_some unexpected problems that had_to_be resolved before the project

could continue. That problem has been resOlVed. Problems of funding at the

Libtaty of Congress for this project have been solved though personnel

shortages at both LC and WLN continue to plague the_project. There has been a

request for a no-cost extension on thi_projett, bUt no decision has been made

as to the length of the required extension. Throughout the_specification_

Stage Of this project; OCLC provided a liaison person who made substantial

contributions;

2. As part of the above project, the Council has awarded a grant to

the Library of Congress for the inter-al design work for the transport and

session layers of the protocol. That Work is nearly complete.

NAME AUTHORITY STRUCTURE

The authority portion of the Linked Systems Project hat been funded

and-Work is under way to prepare the three systems for_the exchange of

authority records._ The project is expected to be completed; inclUding an

operational test of_the link, by the end of 1983 or the first quarter of 1984.

All three organizations are fully funded and staffed for thit project. OCLC

has assigned an obsetVet to the Authorities Implementation Project.

2, The Name Authority File Service will_be_the first implementation of

the Linked_Systems Project; There has been a significant change in the manner

in whith this service will be operated._ BecaUte in_the formative stages of

the service LC did not believe it could operate such a service, the Research

Libraries Group RLIN system was expected to provide access to the Name

Authority File Service; Because of certain technical changes, LC now finds

.that it can provide the technical managetent_required and, is planning to do

so.- Procedurally, the Name Authority,File_will be built with the shared

contributions_ of LC and a limited_nOmber of other libraries -- initially those

involved in the NACO project -- with access to daily changes to the file

Offered to systems like RLIN,-WLN and OCLC. Particulars of operation are

being worked out by the Nathe Adthority File Service Task Force.
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SUBJECT AUTHORITX STRUCTURE

1; The final large program segment of the BSDP, that of Subject
Access/Subject Authority, finally got under way with a_meeting of twenty-three
experts from libraries_ and the commerciartiatabase sector.; A- set of
recommendations for action_ resulted, _

organized by short- and
long-term prospects and priorities. _There is now substantial agreement on the
most useful projects in_this area and indications of interest in some of them
from qualified institutions_and individuals have been_received. Several
proposals are now under review and some have already been funded.

2. Professor ,Pauline Cochran has been working with the Library of
Congress Subject Heading Division in an effort to develop a way to feed cross-
reference suggestions to LC, to qualify them, and to integrate them into the
Library of congress Subject Headings, To date, the cross - reference_ procedures
Within the division have been identified, four institutions (Harvard, Duke,
the University of California - Berkeley, and the National Library of Canada)
have agreed to send suggestions for evaluation, and over one hundred
suggestions have been received at LC. Procedures for qualifying and
incorporating the suggestions are being developed and will be tested soon.

CONSER

1. Discussions are under way to find a way for CONSER participants
using the RLIN system to contriubte their records to the database on the OCLC
system without the need for duplicate keying. Indications are that pros
is being made and that a way will be found to accomplish this objective in: the
near term.

2. The Council and at least two other funding agencies are reviewing
n ARL/NFAIS proposal to add to the appropriate CONSER title entries,
information concerning_which abstract and indexing service covers which CONSER

titlet. Funding decisions have not yet been made.

3. A small grant has been_made to the Boston Theological Institute to
support the telecommunication costs of adding theological titles to the CONSER
database.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

1. The final reports of the online public access catalog evaluation
projects have begun to come in Once they are received; a decision will be

made as.tO how they should be distributed. They will all be available through
ERIC, but there may be an effort to publish a summary of the projects if it
seems warranted. Results were reported during ALA in Philadelphia and will be
reported, with a more detailed analysis of results, at ASIS - Columbus and
ONLINE in_Atlanta. These reports will also key a number of meetings of people
affected by the results of the project.

2, The data collected in the online catalog study has been analyzed by
recognized and_reSpected library researchers; Discussions have been held with
the_director_Of_a research library to see if the analysis by a library manager
would proceed alongAifferent lines or would produce different conclusions.
No decition on funding this activity have yet been made.
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3. The results of the online catalog study_and any results_from the

analysis of the library manager,WOUld be used tokeya_meeting of library

managers and online catalog system_ designers. The topic will be the

implications of the study retUltt for libraries and the designers of systems.

There will also be a report of a project (see beloW) to_identify the cost

factors of various features of online catalogs, in terms of both development

and operation.

4. The project to deVelOp a way to share serial cancellation deCitiont

and intenticns among -those using a common bibliographic database is nearing

completion. The project is undergoing test and evaluation among several

libraries using the OCLC databate through the Pittsburgh Regional LibrarY

Consortium; Final results should be available by the end of November.

_COST CONTROL

I. The UniVertity of California, Division of Library AutdMatitin has

received a grant to identify the_cost factors associated with the featUret of

online public access catalogs. The resulting report is expected to help key

the discussiont of system detigners and library managers alluded to above.

USER GUIDANCE AND INFORMATION

I. Another meeting being planned involves those academic and research

librarians charged With_teaChing_library_users_how to use online publiC access

catalogs. _Part of the background for this meeting will be the retultt of the

online public access catalog evaluation project. Consideration is altd_being

given to supporting a meeting of public librarians facing the same problem but

with a transient ever=changing population.



APPENDIX F

COORDINATING PRESERVATION MICROFILMING
THROUGH THE ARL MICROFORM PROJECT

Summery

The Association of Research Libraries is adding a preservation microfilming
component to the ARL Microform Project. The National Endowment for the
Humanities has awarded ARL a grant by which the Microform Project .will
investigate preservation microfilming needs in American libraries, create a plan for
coordinated action based upon the investigation, and carry out this plan. Jeffrey
Heynenyoordinator of the Microform Project and President of Information
Interchange Corporationwill work -with ARL staff and preservation consultant
Pamela Darling in performing these tasks. He began work in October 1982 and will
continue on a part-time basis until May 1984.

The new effort will address preservation needs in North American libraries and
historical societies; Like the Microform Project as a whole; it will emphasize
building on existing resources and fostering cooperation among individual libraries
and historical societies; library consortia; and microform publishers in order to avoid
duplication of effort, establish a high level of production output, and assure that
preservation microfilming is done as thoroughly, efficiently; and economically as
possible.

The project's main objectives are: 1) the improvement of existing bibliographic
tools and, if needed, the development of new ones; 2) the establishment of
cooperative preservation microfilming projects and the stimulation of new or
expanded filming programs in individual libraries, historical societies; and microform
publishing organizations; 3) the widespread observance of existing production
standards and, if needed, the development of new ones; and 4) the collection of and
dissemination information (e.g. statistical and cost data) needed for the
administration of preservation microfilming programs.

Background

In recent years the preservation needs of American research libraries have
iegun to receive careful evaluation and there are now strong indications that from

one-quarter to one-half of their printed-materials holdings have become so brittle
that they are no longer fully usable. In fact, it is widely accepted that most of the
books published since the mid-nineteenth century will last (or have lasted) no more
than 25 to 100 years.

Manual restoration techniques have proven successful in extending the usC.f
life of books; but are too expensive for application to the bulk of materials nog,
need of preservation; Mass deacidification processes will rescue many books, U
since the process cannot reverse deterioration, the content of books already
damarzed must be captured and preserved. New technologies (such as optical digital
disk ccording) offer enticing possibilities for preserving content; but with the
exceptinr, -7 the Library of Congress's major optical disk program for
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currently-published works, their availa' ity for research-library uses is likely to be
some years off. For the present and for at least the coming decade, preservation
microfilming is the best and most cost-effective method for preserving the
information contained in fragile and deteriorating research materials.

Libraries, historical societies, and archive§ have used preservation microfilming
for half a century with considerable success. A number of valuable programs have
recently been undertaken in individual institutions, such as the New 'York Public

Library and Harvard University Library. Likewise, a number of coordinated efforts
are planned within groups of institutions, indluding two innovative programs in the
Re§earch Libraries Group. The Library of Congress has begun providing valuable
training and informational assistance through its National Preservation Program. in
addition, microform publishers have long been sensitive to the preservation needs of
librarieS, producing collections that effeetively assure the continued availability of
vast numbers of titles.

Despite the usefulness of these efforts, the rate of deterioration is still far
greater than the rate of rePladement, and increased production output is badly
needed. Moreover; current bibliographic tools do not function well enough to avoid
costly duplication of effort, and there is unsettling evidence that production, quality
control, and storage practices sometimes fall short of the 'levels required for
archival permanence. In addition, the statistics and other management tools that
are needed for efficient functioning of filming programs are currently inadequate.

Plan of Action

In undertaking this effort, Jeffrey Heynen will work with Carol Mandel; ARL's

Associate Executive Director; with preservation specialist Pamela Darling, and with
the staff of ARL'S Office of Management Studies. His chief tasks will be to conduct
a study of preservation microfilming activities in North American libraries;
publishing firms, and historical societies; use the study's findings to create a plan of
action; and implement the plan.

The Study will gather data through interviews and a mail survey. The plan of

action will be developed on the basis of these data, with specific objectives discussed
and modified by telephone interviews and by personal consultation with a specially
appointed advisory group. The results of the study will be published by ARL.

Specific recommendations will be implemented by Heynen; working with Mandel

and Darling. As part of these efforts he will: 1) work toward the establishment of
bibliographic mechanismsavaila6le to all preservation filming'faeilities by which
titles filmed; needing filming, and planned for filming are recorded in

machine-readable form and accessible through one or more data bases; 2) initiate
and negotiate agreements for cooperative filming programs and stimulate new or
expanded filming programs in individual libraries, historical societies, and mieroform
publishing organizations; 3) _encourage the observance of existing standards and, if
needed; the development of new ones; and 4) assist in establishing guidelines for
selection of titles for filming, editorial and production record-keeping, and the
preparation of preservation statistics.

ARL's proposal received endorsement at the American Library Association's
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Annual Conference in Philadelphia from the Resources and Technical Services
Division (RTSD) Board of Directors, the RTSD Preservation Mierofiliting
Committee; the Executive Committees of the RTSD Reproduction Of Library
!Materials and Preservation of Library Materials Section. The award was made by
NEH late in September 1982 with work to commence during October.

The ARL Nlicroform_arojeet

The ARL Microform Project, begun in 1981; is a program designed to improve
bibliographic access to microform collections in North American libraries by
stimulating and coordinating the wor' of libraries, microform publishers,
bibliographic utilities, and regional netw( ; in providing machine-readable records
for millions of monographic titles in inicrc,orm sets which are now inadequately or
insufficiently cataloged. The project emphasizes compliance with national
standards, cooperation among librat: , and publishers so that as many sets as
possible are covered and duplication of eff,,rt is avoided, and availability of records
to all libraries that want to use them. the project is funded by the Council on
Library Resources and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

For more information on the ARL Microform Project or its preservation
microfilming component, contact Heynen at the following address:

Jeffrey Heynen, Coordinator
ARL Microform Project
503 EleVenth St. SE
WaShintbn, D.C. 20003
(202) 544-0291



APPENDIX G

ATTENDANCE AT 101ST MEMBERSHIP MEETING
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA

October 13-14, 1982

University of Alabama LibrarieS
D. Kaye (Moen

University of Alberta Library
Peter Freeman

University of Arizona Library
W. David Laird

Arizona State UniverSity Library
Donald Riggs

Boston Public Library
Philip J. MeNiff

Boston UniverSity Library
John Laucus

Brigham Young University Library
Not Represented

University of British Columbia Library
Not Represented

Brown University Library
Merrily E. Taylor

UniverSity of California, Berkeley Library
JoSeph Rosenthal

UniverSity of California, Davis Library
Bernard Ereissman

University of California, Irvine Library
Calvin J. Boyer

University of California, Los Angeles Library
Russell Shank

University of California, Riverside Library
Joan Chambers

University of California, San Diego Library
Millicent D. Abell
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University of California, Santa Barbara Library
Not Represented

Case Western Reserve University Libraries
Ann Drain

Center for Research Libraries
Donald Simpson

University of Chicago Libi'ary
Martin Runkle

University of Cincinnati Libraries
Charle8 B. Osburn

UniverSity of Colorado Library
Clyde Walton

Colorado State University Library
Le Moyne W. Anderson

Columbia University Libraries
Patricia Battin

University of Connecticut Library
John P. McDonald

Cornell University Libraries
Louis E. Martin

Dartmouth College LibrarieS
Margaret A Otto

Duke University LibrarieS
Elvin E. Strowd

Emory University Library
Herbert F. JohnSon

University of Florida Libraries
GuStave Harrer

Florida State University Library
CharleS Miller



Georgetown University Library
James DeLancey

University of Georgia Libraries
Vid F. Bishop

UniverSity of Guelph Library
Margaret Beeknian

Harvard UniVerSity Library
Y. T. Feng

University of Hawaii Library
Not Represented

University of Houston Libraries
Robin Downes

}Inward University Libraries
Not Represented

University of Illinois Library
Hugh C. :,.tkinson

Indiana UniverSitv Libraries
Llairie F. Sloan

University of Iowa Libraries
Dale NI. Bentz

Iowa State University Library
Warren B. Kuhn

John Crerar Library
William S. Budington

Johns HopkiiiS University Library
Susan K. Martin

University Of Kansas Library
Clinton N. Howard

University of Kentucky LibrarieS
Terry Birdwhistell

Kent State University Libraries
Jack Scott

Library of Congress
William J. Welsh

Linda Hall Library
Larry X. Besant
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Louisiana State University Library
W. Schneider

McGill University Library
Marianne Scott

McMaster University Library
Marju Kraav

University of Manitoba Libraries
Roy Bonin

1IniverSity of Maryland Library
H. Joanne Harrar

University of Massachusetts LibrarieS
Richard J. Talbot

Massachusetts Institute of Technology LibS.
Jay K. Lucker

University of Miami Library
Frank Rodgers

University of Michigan Library
Richard M. Dougherty

Michigan State University Library
Not Represented

University of Minnesota Libraries
Eldred Smith

University of Missouri Library
Not Represented

National Agricultural Library
Not Represented

National Library of Canada
Guy Sylvestre

National Library of Medicine
Lois Ann Colaianni

University of Nebraska-Lincoln Libraries
Larry L. Kahle

Newberry Library
Not Represented

University of New Mexico Library
Paul Vassallo



New York Public Library
David H. Stam

New York State_ Library
Peter Paulson

New York UiiiVerSity Libraries
Car ltbri C. Rochell

UniverSity of North Carolina Libraries
James F. Govan

NbrthweStern University Libraries
John P. McGowan

University of Notre Dame Libraries
Robert C. Miller

Ohio State University Libraries
William J. Studer

University of Oklahoma Library
Sul H. Lee

Oklahoma State University Library
Roscoe Rouse

University of Oregon Library
George W. Shipman

University of Pennsylvania Libraries
Not Represented

Pennsylvania State University Library
Barbara Smith

UniverSity of Pittsburgh Libraries
Donald Henderson

Princeton University Library
Donald Koepp

Purdue University Library
Joseph IVI. Dagnese

Queen's University Library
Margot B. Mc Burney

Rice University Library
Samuel Carrington

University of Rochester LibrarieS
James F. Wyatt
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Rutgers University Library
Hendrik Edelman

University of Saskatchewan Library
Nancy A. Brown

SmithSonian Institution Libraries
Robert Maloy

UniverSity of South Carolina Library
Kenneth E; Toombs

University of Southern California Library
Roy L; Kidman

Southern Illinois University Library
Kenneth 0; Peterson

Stanford University Libraries
Dale Cane las

State Univ. of New York at Albany Libraries
Joseph Z. Nitecki

State Univ. of New York at Buffalo Libraries
Not Represented

State Univ. of New York at Stony Brook Library
Esther Walls

Syracuse University Libraries
Donald C. Anthony

Temple University Library
Sharon Ann Hogan

UniverSity of Tennessee Libraries
Donald R. Hunt

University of Texas Libraries
Harold W. Billings

Texas A & M University Library
Irene B. Hoadley

University of Toronto Libraries
Marilyn Sharrow

Tulane University Library
Philip E. Leinbach

University of Utah LibrarieS
Roger K. Han Son



Vanderbilt University Library Washington University Libraries
Keith M. Cottam Charles Churchwell

Virginia Polytechnic Inst. Libraries Wayne State University Libraries
Thomas A. Souter Vern M. Pings

University of Virginia Libraries University of Western Ontario Library
Ray Frantz Robert Lee

University of Washington Library University of Wisconsin Libraries
Merle N. Boylan Joseph Treyz

Washington State University Library Yale University Libraries
Allene F. Schnaitter Rutherford Rogers

York University Libraries
Anne Woodsworth



ATTENDANCE BY THE MEMBERSHIP NAME INDEX

Abell, Millicent D.
Anderson,_ Le Moyne W.
Anthony, Donald
Atkin Sbn, Hugh C.

.ttin, Patricia
Beckman, Margaret
Bentz, Dale M.
Besant, Larry X.
Billings, Harold W.
Birdwhistell, Terry
Bishop, David F.
Bo din, Ray
Boyer, Calvin J.
Boylan, Merle N.
Brown, Nancy
Budington, William S.

ranelas, Dale B.
Carrington, Samuel
Chambers, Joan
Churchwell, CharleS
Colaianni, Lois A.
Cottam, Keith M.

Dagnese, Joseph M.
DeLa: "ey, James
Dough, .iy, Richard M.
Down( F. bin
Drain,

Edelmar ierdrik

Feng, Y.
Fr/3ntz, y

Freernar- I

Gapc-n, U.
Goan, Jane. T..,

Hanal:1, Roger K
Horror-, H. Joanne
Harrer; GusUcie A.
Henderson; Donald
Hoadley; Irene B;
Hogan; .S.laron Ann
Howard, Clinton N.
Hunt; Donald R.

Univerlity of California, San Diego Library
Colorado State University Library
Syracuke UniverSity Libraries
UniverAty of Illinois Library

Columbia University Libraries
University of Guelph Library
University of Iowa Libraries
Linda Hall,Library
University of Texas Libraries
University of Kentucky Libraries
University of Georgia Libraries
University of Manitoba Libraries
University of California, Irvine Library
University of Washington Library
University of Saskatchewan Library
John Crerar Library

Stanford University LibrarieS
Rice University Library
University of California, Riverside Library
Washington University Libraries
National Library of Medicine
Vanderbilt University Library

_Purdue University Library
Georgetown University Library
UniverSity of Michigan Library
UniverSity of Houston Libraries
Case Western Reserve University Libraries

Rutgers University Library

Harvard University Library
University of Virginia Libraries
University of Alberta rary

University of Alabama Libraries
University of North Carolina Libraries

University of Utah Libraries
University of Maryland Library
University of Florida LibrarieS
University of Pittsburgh Libraries
Texas A&M University Library
Temple University Library
University of Kansas Library
University of Tennessee Libraries



Johnson; Herbert F.

Kahle; Larry L.
Kidman, Roy L.
Koepp, Donald
Kraav, Marju
Kreissman, Bernard
Kuhn, Warren B.

Laird, W. David
Laucus, John
Lee, Robert
Lee; Sul H.
Leinbach, Philip E.
Lticker, Jay K.

Mc Burney, Margot B.
McDonald, John P.
McGowan, John P.
McInnes, Douglas
McNiff, Philip J.
Ma loy, Robert
Martin, Louis E.
Martin, Susan K.
Miller; Charles E.
Miller. Robert C.

Nitecl\i, Joseph Z.

Osburn; Charles B.
Otto; Margaret A.

Paulson, Peter
Peterson, Kenneth G.
Pings, Vern M.

Ri7gs, Donald
1--c.:',.igers, Frank_

R utherford D.
Ro.enthal, Joseph
Rouse, Roscoe
Runkle, Martin D.

Sehnaitter, Allene F.
Sc;meider, D. W.
Scott, Jt-...k W.
60ott, iii ianne
Shenk, Rut -ell
Sri;:rr,11,.; lyn

'..ieorge W.
::Son, id B.

EL F.

Emory University Library

University of Nebraska-Lincoln Libraries
University of Southern California Library
Princeton University Library
McMaster University Library
University of California, Davis Library
Iowa State University Library

University of Arizona Library
Boston University Library
University of Western Ontario Libraries
University of Oklahoma Library
Tulane University Library
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology Libraries

Queen's University Library
University of Connecticut Library
Northwestern University Libraries
University of British Columbia Library
Boston Public Library
Smithsonian Institution Libraries
Cornell University Libraries
Johns Hopkins University Library
Florida State University Library
University of Notre Dame Libraries

State Univ. of New York at Albany Libraries

University of Cincinnati Libraries
Dartmouth College Libraries

New York State Library
Southern Illinois University Library
Wayne State University Libraries

Arizona State University Library
UniverSity of Miami Library
Yale University Libraries
University of California, Berkeley Library
Oklahoma State University Library
University of Chicago Library

Washington State University Library
Louisiana State University Library
Kent State University Libraries
McGill University Library
University of California; Los Angeles Library
University of Toronto Libraries
University of Oregon Library
Center for Research Libraries
Indiana University Libraries
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Smith, Barbara
Smith, Eldred
Souter,"Tilomas A.
Starn, David H.
Strowd, Elvin E.
Studer, William J.
Sylvestre, Joseph Guy

Talbot, Richard
Taylor, Merrily E.
Toombs, Kenneth E.
Treyz, Joseph H.

Vassal lo, Paul

Walls, Esther J.
`Aalton, Clyde
Welsh, William J.
Woodsworth, Anne
Wyatt, James F.

ARL Staff

Pennsylvania State University Library
University of Minnesota_LibrarieS
Virginia Pci ly. Inst. and State Univ. Libraries
New York Pub lie_Library
Duke UniverSity Libraries
Ohio State University Libraries
National Library of Canada

UniverSity of Massachusetts Libraries
Brown University Library
UniVerSity of South Carolina Library
University of Wisconsin Libraries

UniverSity of New Mexico Library

State Univ. of New York at Stony Brook Libs.
University of Colorado Library
Library of Congress --4"

York University Libraries
" '-ersity of Rochester Libraries

Shirley Echelman; Executive Director
Carol A. Mandel; Associate Executive Direetor
Nicola Daval;Information Officer
Jeffrey Heynen, ARL Microform Project Coordinator
Duane E. Webster, Director, Office of Management Studies
Jeffrey J. Gardner, Associate, Office of Management Studies
Maureen S. Sullivan, Training Program_Specialist; Office of Management Studies
Maxine K. Sitts, Information SerViCeS SpeCialist, Office of Management Studies
Jane B. Rosenberg, Research Specialist, Office of Management Studies
Patricia Swanson, Pa'alic ServiCeS Specialist, Office of Management Studies
Pingfeng Chi, Acting Director, Center for Chinese Research MateriaIs



Guests

Russell Bid lack; School of Library Science, University of Michigan - Speaker
Rowland Brown; OCLC;
Harold Cannon; National Endowment for the Humanities
Joseph Caponio; National Technical Information Service
Eileen Cooke; American Library Association
Jeffrey Field; National Endowment for the Humanities
John Finzi; Library of Congress
Joseph Ford, CA.PCON
Gordon Fretwell; University of Massachusetts Libraries
Ray Fry; Office of Libraries and Learning Technologies; Department of Education
Rachael Goldstein; Columbia University Libraries

-Walter Grattidge; General Electric Foundation
Jose Griffiths; King Research; Inc;
Warren Haas; Council on Library Resources
Anthony Harrison; Copyright Office,.Library of Congress
Elinor Hashim; National Commission on Libraries and Information Science
Edward Holley, School of Library Science, University of North Carolina
C. Lee Jones; Council on Library Resources
David Ladd, Copyright Office; Library of Congress
Deanna Marcum; Council on Library Resources
Nancy Marshall; University of Wisconsin Libraries
William Nugenti_Library of Congress
J. Francis Reintjes,_Massachusetts_Institute of Technology
George Thoma; National Library of MediCine
Robert_Wedgewortni American Library Association
James Wood; Chemical Abstracts Service



APPENDIX ii

ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES
OFFICERS; BOARD OF DIRECTORS, COMMITTEES AND TASK FORCES

OCTOBER 1 -92.

AIL OFFICERS AND BOARD FOR_1_9_82

Millicent D. Abell, President
Jame§ F. Govan, Vice President & President-Elect
Jay K. Lucke'', Past President
Sterling J. Albrecht (Oct. 1983)
CharleS Churchwell (Oct; 1982)
Donald Koepp (Oct. 1983)
Eldred Smith (Oct; 1982)
William J. Studer (Oct; 1984)
Richard J. Talbot (Oct. 1984)
Anne Woodsworth (Oct. 1984)

ADVISORY COMMITTEES

Center for Chinese Research Materials

Lloyd E. Eastman, UniverSity of Illinois (1983)
Ying-mao Kau, BroWn University-(1983)
Lyman Van Slyke, Stanford University (1984)
Antony Marr, Yale University (1984)
Eugene Wu, Harvard University (1982)
Philip J. McNiff, Chairman (1982)

Office of Management Studies

Page Ackerman, UCLA Graduate School of Lib. and Info,. Sei. (1982)
Patricia Battin (198-1)
LouiS E. Martin (1982)
Frank Rodgers (1983)
Martin D. Runkle (1983)
Clyde Walton (1984)
Jay K. Lucker, Chairman (1984)
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ARL Microform ProjeeL

Duane Bogenschneider, Microfilining Corporation of America; file.
Joseph A. Boisse
Robert Grey Cole; Universit of Mississippi
Tina Kass, Research Libraries Group
Linda Hamilton, Research Publications; Inc.
Joseph Howard; Library of Congress
Mary Ellen Jacou, OCLC, Inc.

Sloan
Williams, Western Illinois University

STA_N__DING COMMITTEES

Conuthiu_ee_on. Nominations

RL Vice President; Chairman

Commit t on ARL Statistics

(iordon Fretwell, Un:vc.'.3ity of Massachusetts (198``
Herbert F. Johnson 984)
Kendon Stubbs, Unix ersity of Virginia (1985)
Anne Woodsworth (1982)
Richard J. Talbot, Chairman (1982)

Committee on Interlibrar:y Loan

Kaye eiipen (1984)
ilergard Kreissman .1983)

(1984)
1:e;.neth .::,Peterson (1982)

P.,. X11 (1982)
, J. Chairman (1982)

(onnnii-te?. P- ceservution of Research Library Materials

!):ivit Laird (1982)
.,!w-var,tL A. Otto (1984)

Sr, rh uels (1982)
Library of Congress

'0,'-tilton (1983)
;)livid H. Stain, Chairman (1982)
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Federal Relations Committee

Charles Churchwell (1982)
Richard M. Dougherty (1982)
Roger K. Hail Son (1,983)
Russell Shank_ (1983)
George W. Shipman (1982)
Carlton C. Roche 11, Chairman (1983)

Membership Committee on Nonuniv_ers_itylibraries

Margaret Beckman (1982)
William S. Budington 1983)
Robert Ma loy (1982)
Robert C. Miller (1982)
Roy L. Kidman; Chairman (1983)

A RE/CRL Join-t_aoramittee on expanded Access to Journal Collections

Susan Brynteson, University of Delaware
Richard E. Chapin
Graham Hill*
Donald Koepp*
Elaine Sloan
Richard J. Talbot
John P. McDonald*, Chairman

(* ARE representatives)

REPRESENTATIVES

ALA «)IT1 m ittee on Cataloging: Description and Access Carol Mandel
ALA Merl ibrary Loan Committ-e Sterling Albrecht
A E:, tiSticS Coordinating Con,mittee Carol Mandel
ANSI Com in ittee Z39 Joanne Harrar
CONSr:R Advisory Group Carol Mandel
Eighteenth-Century Short Title Catalogue Ray Frantz
Joint Committee on Union List of Serials William Budington
LC Cataloging-in-Publication Advisory Group Carol Mandel
LC Network Advisory Committee Williari Studer
rio,:!iety of American Archivists Herbert Finch, Cornell
Universal Serials & Book Exchange Joanne Harrar
National Conservation Advisory Committee i Stam
Voting Representative to IFEA Shirley Echelman
Voting Representative to ANSI Committee Z39 Shirley Echelman
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ARL TASK FORCES

Task Fort.° on Bibliographic Control (198:3)

David Bishop
Merle N. Boylan
Joseph H. Howard; Lio,,ry of Congress
Joseph Rosenthal
James F. Govan; Chairman

isk Force_on_Cdolle_clic.41_Development (1983)

Hendrik Rd: gran
John Finzi; Library of
Warren 1-3. Kuhr
Robert C.
Charles Osburu
Ma;
Th:zeph Ir nairman

r'oree on Education (1982)

PatrieR,
Irene 13. Ithadley
Herbert F. JOlinSOn
EdWarci_ftolley UniCerSity of North Carolina
Jarmes Rant
Herbert White, Indiana_ilniVerSity
Margot 13. NIcI3urney, Chairman

Task Force on National Library Netwoek Development (1983)

Harold W. Billings
John P. McGowan
Susan K. Martin
William J. Welsh
William J. Studer

Task FOrCe_Ori Research Library StaffirE (1984)

Millieent D. Abell
Nancy A. Brown
Irene B. Hoadley
John P. McGowan
Russell Shank
Eldred Smith; chairman
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APPENDIX I

MEMBERSHIP LIST
October 1982

University of Alabama Libraries
P.O. Box S
University, Alabama 35486

1). Rave Gapen, Dean of Univ. Librs.
(205) 348-7561

University of Alber_ta Library
Edmonton "berta; Canada '1'6G 2JB

Pet ceman, Chief Librarian
(403) 432-3790

1.'niversity of Arizona Library
lucson, Arizona 85721

W. David Laird, Librarian
(602) 626-2101

Arizona State University Library
Tempe, Arizona 85281

Donald Riggs, Librarian
(602) 965-3417

Boston Public Library
Copley Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02117

Philip J. McNiff, Librarian
(617) 536-5400

Boston University Library
hoston, NlassachuSettS 02215

John LaucuS, Director
(617) 353-3710

Brigham Your, University Library
324 Lee Libr;,-
Provo, Utah 84602

Sterling ;1; Albrecht, Univ. Libn.
(801) 378-2905

University of British ( lumbia Library
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T10,'5

Douglas McInnes, Librarian
(604) ]:!8-2298

Brown University Library
Providence, Rhode Island 0291?

Merrily Taylor, Librarian
(401) 863-2162

Laiversity of California Library;
Berkeley, California 94720

Joseph Rosenthal; Director
(415) 642-3773

University of California Library, Davis
Davis; California 95616

Bernard Kreissman, Librarian
(916) 752-2110

University of California Irvine
The University Library
P.O. Box 19557
Irvine; California 92713

Calvin J. Boyer, University LiJrarian
(714) 833.=5212

University of California Library, Los A-n 'eles
Los Angeles, California 90024

Russell Shank, Librarian
(213) 825=1201

University of California Library, Riverside
P.O. Rox 5900
Riverside. California 92507

Jez. ThamberS, University Librarian
(714) 787-3221

UniverSity of r.'C,'.forniti, Sar Diego
The University Library
La Jella, California 92037

-,Iillicent D. Abell, Librarian
(619) 452-3061

University of California; Santa Barbara
The University Library
Santa Barbara, California 93i 06

Allen B. Veaner; Librarian
(805) 961-3256



Case Western Reserve University Libraries
Cleveland, Ohio 44106

Ann Drain, Acting Director
(216) 368=2990

Center for Research Libraries
6050 South Kenwood Avenue
Chicago, IllinoiS 60637

Donald B. Simpson, Director-
(3 12) 955-4545

UniVersity_ of Chicago Library
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Martin D. Runkle, Director
(312) 962-8744

University of Cincinnati Libraries
Ohio 45221

Charles B. Osburn, Vice ProVoSt
for Univ. Libraries

(513) 475-2218

University of Col-o-r-a-do Library
Boulder; Colorado 80309

Clyde -Walton; Director
(303) 492-7511

Colorado State University Library
Fort Collins, Colorado 80521

Le Moyne W. Anderson; Director
(303) 491-5911

Columbia University Libraries
New York, New York 10027

Patricia Battin, Vice Pres.
& Univ. Libn;

(212) 280-2247

University of Connecticut Library
Storr,,, Connecticut 06268

John P. McDonald, Director
(203) 486=2219

Cornell _University LibrarieS
Ithaca, New York 14850

LOtiiS E. Martin, University Librarian
(607) 256-3689

1)M-tun-00th College Libraries
Hanover, New HaMpshire 03755

Margaret A. Otto, Librarian
(603) 646-2235
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Duke University Libraries
Durham; North Carolina 27706

Elvin E. Strowd, University Librarian
(919) 684-2034

Emory University Library
Atlanta, Georgia 30322

Herbert F. Johnson, Director
(404) 329-6861

University of Florida Librari,
Gainesville, Florida 32603

Gustave A. Harrer, Director
(904) 392-0341

Florida State University Library
TallahaSSee, Florida 32306

Charles E. Miller, Director
(904) 644=5211

Georgetown University Library
Washington, D.C. 20007

JoSeph E. JeffS, Director
(202) 625-4095

University of Georgia Libraries
Athens, Georgia 30601

David Bishop, Director
(404) 542-2716

University of Guelph Library
Guelph, Ontario; Canada NIG 2W1

Margaret Beckman, Chief Libn;
(519) 824-4120

Harvard University Lib:'
Wadsworth House
Cainf,ridge, Massachusetts 02138

Oscar Handlin, Director
(617) 495-2401

University of Hawaii Library
2550 The Mall
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

Ira Harris, Acting Director
(808) 948-7205

University of Houston Libraries
HouStbn, Texas 77004

Robin DoWneS. DireCtor
(713) 749-424,



Howard. University Libraries
Washington; D.E. 20059

Binford Conley, Director
(202) 636-7234

University of Illinois_ Library
Urbana, Illinois 61.801

Hugh C. AtkinSon, Univ. Librarian
(217) 333=0790

Indiana University Libraries
Bloomington,_Indiana 47401

Elaine F. Sloan, Dean of Univ. Librs.
(812) 335-3404

University of Iowa Libraries
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

Dale M. Bentz, Univ. Librarian
(319) 353-4450

Iowa Sate University Library
AmeS, Iowa 50011

Warren B. Kuhn, Dean of Lib. Service§
(515) 294-1442

John Crer-ar Library
35 West 33rd Street
Chicago; Illinois 60616

William S. Budington, Direetor
(312) 225-2526

Johns Hopkins University Li_brary
The Milton S. Eisenhower Library
Baltimore; Maryland 21218

Susan K. Martin, Librarian
(301) 338-8325

University of Kansas _Library
Lawrence, KanSaS 66044

James Ranz, Dean of Libraries
(913) 864=3601

University of Kentucky Libraries
Lexington, Kentucky 40506

Paul A. Willis, Director
(606) 257-3801

Kent State. !.ri-ersity Libraries
Rent, Ohio '12

Hyman :ritzer, Assi5tnnt Provost
& Direci or of Lirarie,.

(216) 072-9162
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Library of Congress
Washington, D.C. 20540

Daniel J. Boorstin, Librarian
(202) 287-5205

Linda Hall Library
Kansas City, Missouri 64110

Larry X. Besant, Director
(816) 363 -4600

Louisiana State University Library
Baton Rot!ge, Louisiana 70803

George Guidry, Jr., Director
(504) 388-2217

McGill University Library
3459 McTavish Street
Montreal, Canada H3A 1Y1

Marianne Scott; Director
(514) 392-4949

McMaster University Library
1280 Main Street West
Hamilton; Ontario, Canada L35 4L6

Graham R. Hill; University Librarian
(416) 525-9140 Local 4351

The University of Manitoba Libraries
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2
Canada

Earl Ferguson, Acting Director
(204) 474-9881

University of Maryland Library
College Park, Maryland 20742

H. Joanne Harrar, Librarian
(301) 454=3011

University of Massachusetts Libraries
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Riehard J. Talbot, Director
(413) 545-0284

Massachusetts Inst. of-T-echnology Libs.
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Jay K. Lucker, Director
(617) 253-5651

University of _Miami Library
Coral Gablcs; Florida 33124

Frank Rodgers, Director
(305) 284-3551



Universi,ty of z:Hry
Michigan

R.:':hard M. DOugh:-ty, Director
(313) 764-9356

Michigan State UniverSity Libra'
East Lansing, Michigan 48823

Richard E. Chapih, Director
(517) 355-2341

University of -141-1ricol.-ii Libraries
Minneapolis, :'ilinnesota 55455

Eldred Smith, Director
(612) 373-3097

University of Missouri Library
Columbia; Missouri 65201

Dean A. Schmidt; Interim Director
(314) 882-4701

Na to on al_Agricul tura 1.; ibra roc
Beltsville, Maryland 20705

Richard A. Farley. Director
(301) 344-4248

National Library of Canada
395 Wellington Street
Ottawa; Ont., Canada KlA 01\14

Joseph Guy Sylvestre, Librarian
(61.0 996-1623

National Library of Medicine
Bethesda; Maryland 20014

Martin M. Cummings, Director
(301) 49(3-6221

Univisrsity of NebraSka=Lineoln Libraries
Lincoln, NebraSka 68588=0:410

Gerald A. Rudolph, Dean of LibrarieS
(402) 472-2526

The Newberry Library
60 WeSt Walton strt
Chicago, Illinois 60610

JOel L. Samuels, Dir. of Lib. Serb.
(312) 943-9090

University of New NIOcico Library
Albuquerque, New \le:-;oo P7131

Paul Doan of Lib. Serv.
(505) 277-4241
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New York Public Library
Fifth_Avenue at 42,16 Street
NeW YOrk; New York 10018

,ivid H. Stain; of the

;212) 930-0708

New York State Library.
Cultural Education Center
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12234

Joseph F. Shubert, State Librarian
(518) 474-5930

New York. University Libraries
New York, New York 10003

Carlton C. Rochell, Dean of Libraries
(212) 598-7676

University of North Carolira Libraries
Chapel Hill; North Carolina 27515

Jnmes F. Govan, Director
(:i19) 962-1301

Northv astern University Libraries
Evanston, Illinois 60211

John P. McGowan, Librarian
(312) 492-7640

University of Notre Dame Libraries
Notre Dame, Indiana 46356

Robert C. Miller, I ibrarian
(219) 239=5252

Ohio St: University_Libraries
ColumbuS, Ohio 43210

Wil..1am J. Studer, oirector
(614) 422-4241

University of Oklahoma Library
Norman; Oklahoma 73069

Sul H. Lee, Dean, UniVerSity Libr8.
(405) 325-2611 or 2614

Oklahoma State University Library
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74078

Roscoe Rouse, Dean of Lib. Ser.
(405) 624-6321

University of Oregon Library
Digene, Oregon 97403

George W. Shipman; Univ. Libn.
(503) 686-3056
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University of Pennsylvania Libraries
Philadelphia; Pennsylvania 19104

Richard De Gennaro, Direetor
(215) 898.'7091

Pennsylvania State University Library
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Stuart Forth, Dean of Univ. Libraries
(814) 865-0401

University of Pittsburgh
Pi ttsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260

Glenora E. Rossell, Director
(412) 624-4401

Princeton Tiniverity Library
Princeton, Aew Jersey 08540

Donald Keepp, Director
(609) 452=3170

Purdue UniverSity Library
Lafayette, Indiana 47907

Joseph M. Dagnese, Director
(317) 494-2900

Queen's Uni\.2rsity
DouglaS Library
Kingston, Canada K7L 5(:4

Margot 13; McBr, y, Chief Libn.
(613) 547-5950

Rice University Library
6100 S. Main,Box 1892
Houston; Texas 77001

Samuel Carrington, Director
(713) 527-4022

University of Rochester LibrarieS
Rochester; New York 14627

James F. Wyatt, Director
(716) 275-4463

Rutgers University Library
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901

iiendrik_Edelman, Univ. Libn.
(201\ 932-'7505

University of SaSkat_chew-an-
Saskatoon, Canada S7NOWO

Nandy_ A. Brown, Univ. Libn.
acid Director of Libraries
(306) 343-4216
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Smithsonian Institution Libraries
Constitution Avenue at 10th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20560

Robert Maloy, Director
(202) 357-2240

University of South Carolina_ Libraries
Columbia, South Carolina 29208

Kenneth E. Toombs, Director Libs.
(803) 777-3142

University of Southern California Library
Los Angeles, California_ 90007

Roy_L. Kidman, Librarian
(213) 743-2543

Southern Illinois University Library
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Kenneth G. Peterson, Dean of
Library Affairs

(618) 453-2522

Stanford University Libraries
Stanford, California 94305

David C. Weber; Director
(41.1) 497-2016

State University of New York at Albany
Tibraries

1400 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12222

Joseph Z. Niteeki, Director
(518) 457-8540

State University of New York at Buffalo
Libraries

3uffalo, New York 14214
Saktidas Roy, Director
(716) 636-2965

State University of New York at Stony-Brook
Library

Stony Brook, New York 11794
Jchn B. Smith, Director & Dean of Lib.
(516) 246=5650

Syracuse.University Libraries
Syracuse, New York 13210

Donald C. Anthony, Director
(315) 423-2574



Temple University Library
Paley Library
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122

Joseph A. Boisse, Director
(215) 787-8231

University of Tennessee Libraries
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916

Donald R. Hunt, Director
(615) 974-4127

University of Texas Libraries
AuStin, Texas 78712

Harold W. Billings, Director
(512) 471=-3811

Sterling C._Evan8 ..ibrary
Texas A& M University Library
College Station, Texas 77843

Irene 7". Hoadley, Director
(409) 845-8111

University of Toronto Libraries
Toronto, Ont., Canada M5S 1A5

Nlarilyn Sharrow, Chief Librarian
(416) 978-2292

Tulane University Library
New Orleans; Louisiana 70118
Dorothy L. Hagedorn; Acting Univ. Lib.

(504) 865-5131

University of Utah Libraries
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

Roger K. Hanson; Director
(801) 581-8558

anderbilt University Library
419 21st Avenue South
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Keith M. Cottam, Acting Director
(615) 322-2834

Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ.
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

H. Gordon f3ecihanan, Director of Libs.
(703) 961:,5593
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University of Virginia
Alderman Library
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901

Ray Frantz, Jr., Librarian
(804) 924-3026 or 7849

University of Washington Library
Seattle, Washington 98195

Merle N; Boylan, Director
(206) 543-1760

Washington State University Library
Pullman; Washington 99163

Allene F. Schnaitter; Director
(509) 335-4557

Washington University Libraries
St. Louis, Missouri 63130

Charles Churchwell, Librarian
(314) 889-5400

Wayne State University Libraries
Detroit, Michigan 48202

Vern M. Pings, Director
(313) 577=4020

University of Western Ontario
DB Weldon Library
London, Ontario, Canada

Robert Lee, Director of Lib8.
(519) 679-3165

University of Wisconsin Libraries
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Joseph H. Treyz, Jr., Director
(608) 262-3521

Yale University Libraries
New Haven, Connecticut 0652U

Rutherford D. Rogers; Librarian
(203) 436-2456

York University Libraries
4700 Keele Street
Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3J 2R2

Anne Woodsworth, Director
(416) 667-2235
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